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ÀBSTRACT

Development projects are often based on large collections

of information. This information is typically maintained in

a set of files. Current file system and database structures

are inadequate for storing and manipulating this informa-

tion.

This dissertation defines a new class of high-Ievel data

structures called "m-dimensional n-ary-tree-structured spac-

estr (also called "md-nt spaces"), and discusses their use in

the organization of the files of development project file

systems.

Each file of a system which incorporates such an organi-

zation is regarded as a point in a muÌtidimensional space'

The axes of such a space are trees, of possibly networks,

and the coordinates of a point are pathnames derived from

the axis for the corresponding dimension. The axes can

serve as templates for interconnectíng the points of the

space.

High-IeveI operations on the md-nt structure allow the

user to deal with transformations of a space, such as pro-

jections or slices, This allows the suppression, as appro-

priate I of extraneous or burdensome file system detail'

1V



When performed in the context of a suitable view, tasks such

as extracting all of the source files for a particular

rel-ease of a sof tware system , Ot extract ing all of the

releases for a particular source fite, which can be quite

complicated with conventional file systems, become straight-

forward.

A means of formally declaring the semantics of an md-nt

space is introduced, and a mechanism is presenled for estab-

lishing particular actions as automated consequences of

these semantics.

The md-nt space organization aLlows the primary file sys-

tem structure to provide informat ion, concerning system

structure, which is difficult or impossible to represent

with conventional structures. Forma] semantics and conse-

guences enable the primary file system structure to become

the basis for automatic system functions such as the recom-

pilation of source code, the propagation of sets of changes

to all appropriate files, and the storage and regeneration

of revisions of a f ile.

Fina1ly, this dissertation discusses some of the consid-

erations in the design and implementation of an md-nt file

space. A prototype implementation is described, and an

evaluation of the effectiveness of md-nt spaces in a soft-

ware development environment is presented.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTT ON

1.1 CONTEXT

Computer Systems are often the primary facility underly-

ing development projects in a number of different areas.

Such areas include software development, document prepara-

tion, image processing, graphics generation, Circuit board

layout, and vLSI chiP design.

These projects are often based

information. This information is

set of files.

r t'Fi1e system"
collection of

on large

typical 1y

collections of

maintained in a

1.2 REOUTREMENTS

The "f ile system" 1 , or "databasett, or "Iibrarytt lwoIf

aI. 19841 of a large development project is required

store many different kinds of information.

et

to

will be used here to refer to a system or
files, organized in some vray.

"FiIe system manager" wiII be used lo refer to the soft-
vrare (pãrhaps an OS component or server process ) -whichpresents the file system to its users or clients, and man-
ages it on their behalf.
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For software development, the informatíon which is to be

managed for the analysis, design, programming, and mainte-

nance stages ranges from very high-Ieve1 definitions' to

high-Ievel textual "source code", to intermediate represen-

tations, to the target machine code.

Document preparation may require source text containing

f ormatt ing control v¡ords , di splayabJ-e f ormatted output which

may be marked up by revievfers, and typesetter data streams.

VLSI design may require that logic diagrams I circuit

schematics, and geometry layouts all coexist, along with

block diagrams, high level specifications, and the results

of various analyses of a circuit.

For projects in any of these areas,

organized into elaborate hierarchies of

information is often
ttmodulestt.

In addition, for projects in any of these areas, there

are typically numerous evolutionary versions¡ cô11ed "revi-

sions", of the various files. The management of the revi-

sions of a particular file constitutes the general problem

of "revision control". Some Of a file's revisionS are

archived and maintained only for the sake of posterity'

Others are released for general use and remain active.

For a given software system, there might be three or four

different releases and sub-releases in production, others

being tested, and yet others in early development. Often' a

2



progression of revisions for a given module exists within a

given release of a system. For a given documenl, a number

of drafts may exist for each edition of that document' The

coordination and tracking of the revisions of the various

files which form a release of a particular system, and the

control of access to released revisions , constitutes the

general problem of "release control".

As well as evoLutionary versions of a file' numerous

alternative verSionS of a fi1e, Cât1ed "variatiOnS", may

exist. For a software development system, mutually exclu-

sive variations may depend on considerations such as which

machine and system will eventually act as host to the

resulting code. Compatible variations of a file may exist

according to considerations such as which of a set of selec-

table features of a system are chosen. Examples of such

selectable features for an operating system include: multi-

ple usersf virtual memory, real-time scheduling, and network

Support. In SOme case5' a number of Such cOmpatible varia-

tions may be combined to form a composite variation. In

such cases, the selection of one variation may preclude, oF

may necessitate, the selection of another variation. The

selection of the correct variations and revisions of the

various files which make up a system constitutes the general

problem of "conf iguration control"" .

Rather lhan distinct variations, a "base" and a

"Iayers" may exist for a fite. Each such layer

number of

3
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tain: alteralions to the underlying information; annota-

tions to the underlying information, such as specifications,

assertions, instrumentation, and other interim development

support structure; documentation; or other supplementary

information. Al various times, appropriale variations of a

fi1e are obtained by overlaying, or "superimposing", PaFtic-

ular layers in a particular order' on the base. The need

for such organ izalions has recently been recognized in

papers such as lColdstein and Bobrow 1980] [Hotte 1984]

[Donzeau-Gouge et al 1984] lHammons and Dobbs 1 984] and

lLuckham and von Henke 1 984] .

Finally, for projects in many areas, this variety of

information is often accompanied by: information relating

to project planning and scheduling; directions and proce*

dures for processing files; descriptions of testing proce-

dures and acceptable results; documents such as tutorials,

uSer'S guideS, reference manuaIS, design rationales, imple-

mentat ion notes, and maintenance guides; spec i f icat ions of

characteristics and attributes of various files, and of the

relationships between files; and logs and histories of

activities related to various files.

The requirements discussed above are continually evolv-

ing.

Research in the area of requirements for software engi-

neering environmenls, Software develOpment envirOnments' and

+



programming support environments has led to the formulation

of sets of advanced functions which an environment should

provide. Such research has also established the kind of

informat,ion which must be maintained by an environment in

order to support such advanced functions. Research of this

nature is reported by l¡'tccuf f in et a1. 1979] lHowden 19821

lHabermann and Notkin 1982] lBoehm et al. 19821 lnatz 1983]

[taylor and standish 1984J Istuebing 1984] and lwott et a1'

1985]. Environment requirements are discussed by lBuxton

1 9801 lBuxton and Druffel 1 9801 tstenning et aI. 1 981 l

lDeutsch and Taft 1 980] and IBarstow and Schrobe 1 984] .

Research in the area of software development methodolo-

gies has led to the formulation of sets of general steps to

be taken in a development project. For each step, the type

of informat,ion which is required and manipulated, and the

type of information which is produced' are identified.

Methodologies with specific information requirements include

SREM [etford 1977), PSL/PSA [Teichroew and Hershey 1977],

SAÐT lnoss and Schoman 1977], SÀSP [DeMarco 1978], TOPD

lsnowden and Henderson 1978] , DREAM [niAate 1 981 ] | usg

lwasserman 1981b], and a number of others Ipeters 1981].

Throughout this dissertation, sofLware development

projects will be used as an example of projects which have

relatively demanding and reasonably well formalized informa-

tion organization requirements.

5



1 3 MOTTVATION

Current file system structures are inadequate for organ-

izing development project information.

File system structures have evolved slowly, from linear

arrays of files, to two-level trees, to multi-level trees

where each level has a fixed specific significance (such as

a userrs name, oF a file's type), to the full n-ary trees

which are common today. In most of these cases, file naming

conventions and other mechanisms external to the primary

file system Structure have been necessary to specify file

attributes and additional relationships between files.

Examples of file naming conventions are those commonly

used in many UNIX systems. File name suffixes such as r.cl

or '.o' indicate the type of information which is stored in

a file. For some subsystems, files of a common type, of

purpose, are grouped under a directory with an appropriate

name. pathnames such as '/ u / smith / nydbns / cmds /

source / 68k / ne!,¡version / util.c' are not uncommon.

Directories which contain document source text (punctuated

by formatting control words) may also contain a subdirectory

with a name such as 'cat' or 'Out'. Each file in such a

subdirectory would contain the result of formatting one of

the source files in the parent directory. Further, directo-

ries which contain program source code may also contain a

subdirectory with a name such as 'RCS' or 'SCCS'. Each file

6



in such a subdirectory is an archive for the various ver-

sions of one of the source fites in the parent directory.

Less sophisticated systems, which do not incorporate such

archives, may simply maintain each version as a separate

file, and use yet another file name suffix to suggest the

relationship between versions. This results in filenames

such as 'util.c 23' .

As fite system organizations have been overloaded, they

have become extremely cluttered, convoluted' and inflexible.

The manipulation of files has become quite intricate, tedi-

OuS, and cumberSome, and t.he maintenance of Iarge programs

has become quite complex and error-prone.

Current file system structures provide no support for

alternative views of a development project's organization of

files. Thus, they provide no means of satisfying conflict-

ing organLzaLional requirements. One example of such con-

flicting requirements is the desire to group files by type

within project (in order to ease the gathering of files for

distributions), and lhe desire to group files by project

within type (in order to factor out the attributes which are

common Èo files of a given type, oÍ in order to form

"libraries" of files of a given type). Another example of

conflicting organízat-ional requirements is the need for one

ordering of a set of files at one time (perhaps for compila-

tion or loading), and the need for a different ordering at

another time (perhaps for listings). Lack of support for

7



alternative organizalions generally results in a

tendency towards ad-hoc organizaLional conventions

bersome file manipulation procedures.

greater

and cum-

Current version control

grated with the rest of the

syslems tend to be PoorlY ínte-

development environment .

Multiple revisions and variations of a given file are

usually maintained in a single space-efficient archive. RCS

[rj.chy 1982] and SCCS IRochkind 1975] are examples of UNIX

packages which maintain such archi.ves using a differential

base+delta storage scheme.

The organization of these revisions and variations is

often quite different from that employed by the primary file

system. Users are forced to continually alternate betv¡een

dealing with the standard file system structure, and dealing

with a structure which is less familiarf more primitive, and

generally less rationaL.

Recent systems have provided more manageable naming

schemes for the versions of a particular fiIe. However'

most of these continue to pay little attention to the over-

aII organizat.ion of versions, âS they appear to the user.

Às we}I, little support exists for the coordination of ver-

sions from each of a number of files which conslitute a par-

ticular release of a system. Thus, multiple independent

branches of development are difficult to organize, manage'

and coordinate.

I



Further, V€rsions can usually only be accessed by spe-

cial-purpose commands and utilities. Thus, standard devel-

opment support tools are not directly applicable to the var-

ious versions of a file. Instead, typical file manipulation

and processing procedures are further complicated by having

to invoke special-purpose utilities to withdraw a version

before an intended operation, to return the version afler an

operation has been completed' to enumerate the versions of

an archive, of to report on the status of a particular ver-

sion. In many cases, such cumbersome facilities fail to be

used effectively, oF are entirely circumvenled by users.

Cur rent

tions of a

systems for

file tend to

handling multiple selectable variâ-

be clumsy and primitive.

The version control Systems discussed above are oriented

primarily towards maintaining evolutionary revisions of a

fiIe, where one revision is superceded by the next' possibly

along a few different branches of development. Such systems

are not intended for managing distinct alternative varia-

tions of a file, âs defined previously. These variations

may coexist, and may be overlaid to form compositer or cumu-

Iative, versions. SchemeS currently employed for handling

variations, rather than revisions, include: maintaining

independenL variations manually; maintaining the union of

alt variations in a single fiIe, and marking or tagging

individual records according to the variations to which they

belong; and, ffiâintaining a single file which incorporates

9



pre-processor macros or conditional constructs to effect

variations. None of these schemes is particularly effective

or particularly welI-integrated with the rest of the devel-

opment environment. Thus, they contribute to further disor-

der and the Potential for error.

Tn general ' manY

development tools are

file system.

conventional "higher-Ieve1"
poorly integrated with the

sof tware

pr ima ry

Conventional systems often require that the user inter-

pret the file system structure manually, and explicitly

direct the manipulation and processing of the various files.

Most of these systems fail to take full advantage of the

information thal can be inferred from whatever file system

organization does exist.

For example, very few software development sy5|ems auto-

mate such functions aS the recompitation of the source files

affected by a set of changes, based on the structure of the

file system. Those systems that do automatically determine

which files must be recompiled, require that certain depen-

dency information be maintained in special dependency files

or configuration specifications. This information is exter-

naI to the primary file system tree structure, but typically

includes descriptions of relationships between files' Thus

it is partially redundan!, and invites inconsistency. Make

Ir'e]dman 197gl , c/uesa [¡'titctrell et aI 1979], rntercol

10



Itictry 197g), SCF lCooprider 1978], SVCL It<aiser and Haber-

mann 19821 lUaUermann and Perry 1 981 ] , SML [lampson and

Schmidt 19831 lscf¡mi¿t 19821 , and Adele Instublier 1984] are

examples of languages and systems employing such specifica-

tions.

The standard development support tools and utilities typ-

ically are not aware of the informatíon which is contained

in such configuration specifications. Thus such information

is unavailable , Qt fails to be automatically applied, in

many situations where it might be of further benefit.

In general, with conventional systems, many procedures

which could be formalized and automated are accomplished

manually, in an ad-hoc and error-prone fashion, or via

mechanisms which are external to the primary file system

structure, and hence contrary to the goal of an integrated

env i ronment .

Conventional database systems are

practical for use as the foundation

project environments.

neither appropriate nor

underlying development

Database organization has evolved from statically deter-

mined hierarchical structures (hierarchical sLructures

determined at database configuration lime), to statically

determined network structures, to the dynamically determined

arbitrary relationships of a relational database (structures

determined at query processing time). Thus' current data-

11



base systems are better able than file systems to represent'

in a uniform fashion, the various relationships which exist

between the files of a development project environment.

Examples of relationships of interest are: component-of,

variant-of , depends-on, and built-by.

However, conventional database systems are actually only

intended for establishing and manipulating simple single-

level 1:n or m:n relations on two sets (or possibly on a

single set "and itself"). They do not directly support the

establishment and manipulation of transitive relations, of

orderings, oñ a single set.2

More concretely, these systems are reaIly only intended

for deaJ.ing with single-Ieve1 links betvreen occurrences of

records of one type, and occurrences of recgrds of another

type (or possibly between pairs of occurrences of records of

the same type). They are not intended for dealing directly

2 Researchers in the area of
investigating extensions to
relat ional calculus which
such as transitive closure.

For example, using Person(
begat( parentid, childid),
c losure :

database theory are currentlY
the relational algebra and the
would incorporate operations

id, name, sex, birthdate) and
and t*r to indicate transitive

O se lec t

and, using

o descended

descendant. name
from person ancestor, begat*, person descendant
where ancestor.name = tMaxt

and ancestor, id = begaÈ [r'rnSr] .parentid
and EVERY begat Ii] .cñildid = begat [¡¡nxt] .parentid
and begat ItAST] .childid = descendant. id

descended( anceslorid, descendanlid) :

= begat*

12



with more substantial hierarchies of occurrences of records

of one type, â5 hierarchies, according to some relation.

For example, while such systems would serve well for enumer-

ating the immediate dependents of a given file, they would

be unable to produce a display of, or otherwise deal with,

the fu1l "depends-on" hierarchy of a set of files. The

"hierarchies" of hierarchical or network databases are nest-

ings, or groupings, of record types. Occurrences of records

of one record type are nested within or grouped according

to, occurrences of records of another (superordinate) record

type. Hierarchies of occurrences of records of a single

type are not directlY suPPorted.

Thus, the natural hierarchical ordering of files, which

is inherent in a development project environment, and which

is invaluable aS a frameworh in which to comprehend and man-

age large systems, is lost.

Conventional database Systems are also too cumbersome to

be effective in a development project environment. As well'

conventional database systems are primarily intended for

storing and retrieving information on an individual record

basis. They prove to be ineffective in the management of

Iarge groups of information (for example, the lines of a

source module) as a single unit. Further' conventional

database systems aren't well suited to effectively storing

less regularly structured data, such aS documents' or to

storing data of differenl types, such as raw data, or the

13



machine code and relocation data of the object files typi-

ca11y reguired for software development projecLs. In addi-

tion, although differential storage lechniques have been

adopted for conventional database systems IRappaport 1975]

Iseverance and Lohman 1976] lCremillion 19821, in most cases

the primary concerns have been cOncurrency and perfOrmance

of online interaclive updates to large databases, rather

than the support of multiple distinct versions of a collec-

tion of inf ormation. ( [ttatz and Lehman 1984] aescribes

recent vrork which addresses this issue.)

The deficiencies of current file and database systemsr ê5

discussed above, were the motivating factor for the develop-

ment of a more sophisticated and flexible file system struc-

ture.

1.4 RESEARCH GOALS AND APPROA CH

The goal of the research presented in this dissertation

v¡as to develop a structure which would be suitable for use

in organizing the files of large development projects. As

well, if possible, the structure was to be useful in more

general filing systems and data storage applications.

In general, such structures must

flexibte enough to represent' in a

manner,

files of

be powerful

natural and

enough and

consistent

between thethe rela!ionships which are inherent

a development environment.

14



Such a structure should be elegant rather than overly

complex or elaborate. If possible, it should appear to be a

natural extension of structures which are currently familiar

to users of such systems. It must not be difficult for

these users to comprehend or visualize, and must be conven-

ient for them to manipulate. It should offer effective sup-

port for utilities which provide advanced program develop-

ment functions and capabilities, and should be practical for

use as the primary file system structure underlying current

and anticipated development systems.

The approach which was taken in this research, and which

is described by this dissertation, is to develop and define

a general structure which is independent of any specific use

or application. Once the fundamental structure and a formal

means of deating with its semantics are defined, the organi-

zation of a software development file system is considered.

A simple "testbed" or

oped in order to verify

underlying this v¡ork.

"breadboardtt

some of the

system has been devel-

f undamental pr inc iples

1 5 PROPOSE FTLE SYSTEM S UCTURE

The structure developed as a result of this research is a

multidimensionat hierarchical structure called "the m-dimen-

SionaI n-ary-tree-Structured Space'' ' or "the md-nt 5pace".

The fites of a file system incorporating this structure are

regarded as points in a multidimensional space.

15



Each point in an md-nt space has m coordinates' one for

each dimension. Where the axes of a conventional space are

linear, each axis of a tree-structured space is a tree (or,

in fact, a singly-rooted network). Each coordinate of a

point, then, is a pathname derived from the axis tree for

the corresponding dimension. As an example I a point in a

four dimensional space, might have the pathname 'compiler .

parser . treemgr . addnode' as the value of its coordinate

in the 'module' dimension, the pathname 'vax . 11-750' as

the value of its coordinate in the 'host' dimension, and

other pathnames as the values of its coordinaLes in the oth-

er dimensions. This point could be designated by an identi-

fier such as:

I modu]e : compiler . parser . treemgr . addnode i
version: re1ease1. subrelease2 i
host : vax 11-750 ì ,
phase : source I aefinitions l.

Thusr âo md-nt space as just described, and as discussed in

[rimelman 1 985] , may be regarded as a cartesian product of

the m n-ary trees which are its axes.

For a particular software development project, a space

could be defined to have a dimension in which a point's

coordinate reflects the module to which it corresponds, and

a dimension in which a point's coordinate reflects the ver-

sion to which it corresponds. Figure 1-13 illustrates a

plausible axis for the module dimension, and Figure 1-2

3 Due to
used to
appear
to, the

the nature of the text formatting system thal v¡as
prepare this dissertation, figures will actually

.-page or two later than, or a page or two prior
pãgã that is indicated by the 'Lrsr oF FTGURES'.

16
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illustrates a plausible

point (or file) in such

axis for the

a space would

dímension. 4 Àverslon

be

I module : comPiler
version z 1,2 ]

. Þârser. treemgr create ;

Although the space considered in this section has a sin-

gle axis for each dimension, this need not always be the

case. It is possible, in general, for one subspace to have

a different axis in a given dimension than another subspace.

Thus it is possible, for example, for differenl modules to

have dif ferent sets of versions.

The axes of an md-nt space may Serve as templates for

interconnecting its points. Each point, then, would have a

set of links in each dimension, which would connect it to

its children in that dimension. For the space being consid-

ered here, children of the Point

t

in the

t
t
t

In the

t
t

compi Ier
tmodule'

compi ler
compiler
compi Ier

'version t

compiler
compiler

scanne r
parser
coder

1l
dimension would be

I 1

1

1

I

dimension, children would be

1.1 l
1,2 ]

I

a Note thab, in Figure 1-2, the values of
which are below the second level of the
are automatically qualified relative to
of the tree, e. g. '1 .
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Such a structure may be traversed in the conventional

fashion, by moving from one point to the next, along one of

the tinks from a parent to a child. Each such move can be

taken along any one of the dimensions of the space. For

example, in order to get from the point

lcomPiler;11
to the point

I compiler . Parser . treemgr ; 1.2 ]

one could move, in the 'module' dimension, from

Icompiler¡1]
to

Icompiler.Pârser¡1]
to

I compiler . Parser . treemgr ; 1 ]

and then, in the 'version' dimension, to

I compiler . Parser . treemgr ; 1.2

Alternatively' one could move, in the

f rom

IcomPiler¡1]
to

Icompiler.Parser;1]
and then, in the 'version' dimension, to

I compiler . parser i 1.2 ]

and then, in the 'module' dimension, to

I compiler . Parser . treemgr ; 1,2

].

'module' dimension,

18



Note that when the points of an md-nt space are intercon-

nected as described above, the space may also be regarded as

a colored direcled graph, in which an edge is colored

according to the dimension in which it Iinks its initial and

terminal vertices.

An md-nt space can be projected in various ways. As

well, âD md-nt space can be flattened into a single hier-

archy. Projection and flattening provide a number of dif-

ferent views of an entire space. When performed in the con-

text of a suitable view, tasks such as extracting all of the

source files for a particular release of a softvrare system'

or extracting aII of the releases for a particular source

fite, which can be quite complicated with conventional file

systems, become straightforward.

For the space being considered here, the projection of

the space onto the module and version dimensions' and its

subsequent flattening into a single hierarchy, by version

within module, could be displayed textually, as is illus-

trated in Figure 1-3. Àn al-ternative flattening, by module

r¡ithin version, is illustrated in Figure 1-4.

An md-nt space can be sliced across various dimensions,

along various coordinates in other dimensions, in order to

yield a multidimensional subset of its points. Projections'

flattenings, and slices a1low the suppression of file system

detail which is extraneous in a given situation. Thus,

19
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tasks such as the maniPulation

release of a software sYstem

for all of the other releases,

the releases of a Particular
greatly simplified.

of the source files for one

in isolation from the source

or the manipulation of all of

source file as a group, are

actions, or "consequences",

by the system on files con-

For the space being considered here, a slice could be

taken across the version dimension, along the module coordi-

nate 'parser'. Such a slice is illustrated in Figure 1-5.

Figure 1-6 illustrates the projection of this slice onto the

version axis.

A particular meaning, or "semantic", which a user intui-

tively associates with a certain kind of Iink between the

points of an md-nt Space, rêY be made known to the system.

For the example being considered here, the "revision-of"

semantic could be associated r+ith the version axis by a com-

mand such as

> attach rev-of to version

in order to inform the system that the kind of link which

exists between

Iparser ¡ 1] (calI it 'P')
and

I Parser ì 1 ,1 ] (caII it 'Cv' )

means that rr I CV' is a revision of I Pr rr.

As a result, certain kinds of

could be performed automaticallY

20
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nected by such 1inks. For exampler ânY changes made to 'P'

could automatically be applied by the system to 'CV' as

well. As another example, for economy of SLorage space, the

system might elect to Store only the differences between the

cpntents of 'P' and the contents of 'CV', rather than Stor-

ing the entire contents of 'CV' as a separate fiIe.

1 .6 THES]S ORGANT ZATION

Chapter 2 of thi s di ssert.at ion surveys recent develop-

ments in related research areas and discusses deficiencies

of proposed systems. Related areas include: trees and mul-

tidimensional data structures, software development environ-

ments, and VLSI design databases. Chapter 3 provides an

informal introduction to the fundamental concepts of md-nt

spaces. Chapt,er 4 defines the structure of md-nt spaces'

and diScusses traversal, display, designation, and manipula-

tion of the structure and its elements. Chapter 5 discusses

the general issues of semantics and introduces a formal

means of dealing with the semantics of the structure. Chap-

ter 6 proposes an organization for a software development

file system which is based on the structure defined in the

previous chapters. Chapter 7 describes the preliminary pro-

totype system, and discusses some of the relative merits of

md-nt spaces. Chapter 7 aLso considers alternative perspec-

tives on the md-nt approach to data structuring and organi-

zation, and discusses directions for further research.
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Finally, Chapter

work described by

I presents conclusions arising out of the

this dissertation.
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Chapter I I

BACKGROUND

This chapter discusses some of the background for the

work described in subsequent chapters. The second section

surveys recent deveJ-opments in the area of software develop-

ment environments, and discusses organizaLional deficiencies

of proposed systems. The third section relates work being

done on VLSI design databases to the developments discussed

in section two. The fourth section briefly identifies tree

structures which, âlthough they are concerned with the rep-

resentation of multidimensional data, are not themselves

fuIly multidimensional structures. The fifth section pres-

ents observations, concerning multidimensional and nested

dat.a structures, which have led to the formulation of the

cl-ass of abstract structures called "md-nt spaces".

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Research related to this thesis occurs primarily in four

distinct areas: software development environments, VLSI

design databases, multidimensional data structures, and

"semantic data models". This chapter discusses the first
three of these areas. Principles of "semantic sLructures"

are discussed in Chapter 5.
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2.2 RECENT DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT IIFILE SVSTEMS'I

The requirements of large development projects and the

general deficiencies of contemporary environments were dis-
cussed briefly in Chapter 1.

Figure 2-1 illustrates a UNIX file system tree as an

example of such deficiencies. Such trees are typically
informal, ad-hoc, and severely overloaded, and incorporate

unintegrated structures for revision control and dependency

management.

À number of authors have addressed the inadequacies of

conventional file and database systems. Various approaches

have been adopted in response to these inadequacies.

2.2,1 Advanced Use of Convent-i nal Tree-Structured File
Systems

Some authors have formalized notions of system develop-

ment, evolution, and configuration, within a standard tree

structure. Such notions include composition, variation, and

revision. In many cases, these authors have simply formal-

ized what had previously been ad-hoc organízational and nam-

ing conventions.

Thall's KAPSE for the Ada Language System [tfratl 1982]

(eda is a trademark of the Department of Defense, Àda Joint
Program Office) formalizes a UNIx-Iike hierarchy by explic-
itly ident,ifying directories as being either groupings of
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subordinate files, oF groupíngs of revisions of a file¡ oF

groupings of variations of a file due to such faclors as

additional features or different target machines. Figure

2-2 illustrates such a hierarchy.5

Thus, Thall formalizes the distinction between "nodes of

composition", t'nodes of variation", and "nodes of revision".

As weIl, ThaIl formalizes the notions of file attributes
and secondary associations between files. An arbitrary
attribute is represented simply by a name / string-va1ue

pair associated with a file. Where appropriate, file desig-

nation and selection may be based on globally specified
attribute values rather than on specific node identifiers.
Pragmatic concerns such as access control are also imple-

mented using attributes.

Arbitrary secondary associations between files are repre-

sented, in a manner similar to that for attributes, using

name / pathname-list-value pairs. These associations are

intended to refLect relationships such as the dependence of

one source module on another.

5 Throughout this chapter, annotations along the left margin
of a figure, pointing inwards, identify levels of the tree
which informally reflect various considerations of system
organ i zat i on .

Specific shapes described by the legend at the bottom of a
figure represent considerations or notions of organizalion
which have been formalized.
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ICargi11 1979] describes a file system organization which

is similar in nature to that of lttratl 1982] . It f ormalizes

the treatment of varialions due to specific considerations

using a tree structure. Considerations dealt with by Car-

gi11's structure include: alternative machines, alternative
models of a machine, alternative features of a system, and

arbitrary user-specified attributes of a system.

Irictry 1982b] describes a f ile system structure which is
based on attributed AND/OR graphs. This structure is also

similar in nat,ure to that of [r¡rat1 1982] in that it f ormal-

izes the treatment of variations, but it is more general in

that it simply provides three general types of nodes. These

node types are independent of any specific consideration.

Figure 2-3 illustrates Tichy's use of ÀND/OR graphs.

Leaf nodes correspond to the elements of a systemf AND nodes

group components of a composite, and OR nodes group mutually

exclusive alternatives. AND nodes require that all of their
successors be included in a configuration, and OR nodes

require that exactlv one of their successors be included in

a configuration.

Mechanisms are provided to ease the specification of

selection of OR successors in a large graph. For each OR

node I a default successor may be established. As well,
cutoffs may be specified. For OR successors which are named

by (release) numbers, or (revision) dates, the most recent
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SUCCeSSOr

included.

which preceded the cutoff is the one that is

Finally, the edges leading to OR successors may be given

arbitrarlz Iabels. Then, numerous individual specifications

can be avoided by a simple gIobal specification that wherev-

er any of a particular set of attributes occurs, the OR suc-

cessor corresponding to an attribute of the given set should

be included.

The PORT system l¡.talcolm and Didur 1983] attempts to f or-

malty represent a program's static structure using the pri-

mary file system structure. Each function, external vari-

ab1e, manifest set, or template is stored in a separate node

of the file system tree. The structure of the file systent

tree reflects the hierarchical decomposition of the program,

and serves as the sole indication of static nesting. Thus,

scoping is no longer determined by keywords and other lan-

guage constructs. However, textual specifications are stiII
reguired to indicate a program's use of shared packages, or
ttholonstt .

In general, many of the systems described above exhibit

the following deficiencies:
s Although they do formalize various notions of system

evolution and configuration, they do not formalize spe-

cific organízaLional considerations. For example,

there is no formaf distinction between variar,ions due

27
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!l

to different considerations such as host machine, or

class of algorithm.

Classifications with respect to a parLicular considera-

tion are essentially unordered. For example, a seL of

alternative variations ¡ ot revisionsr o! representa-

tions, occupies a single level immediately below a var-

iation header node, ot a revision header node, ot a

representation header node. For each configuration, an

immediate child of such a header node is expected to be

selecLed. Hierarchies of classifications with respect

to a particular consideration are not directly support-

ed.

Classifications for selection or configuration are not

specified with respect to the consideration to which

they apply. For example, selection of nodes may be

based on a node identifier such as 'flt', regardless of

where in the hierarchy a node occurs, and regardless of

the significance of a node's identifier.
Considerations are placed at arbitrary levels of the

hierarchy, in an ad-hoc fashion.

Structures reflecting certain considerations may have

to be replicated in order to facilitate various possi-

bIe combinations of classifications. For instance, lhe

host machine structure may have to be replicated under

each of a number of source nodes.

It

¡¡
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2.2 ,2 F i Ie System Database Hybrids

A number of authors have proposed systems in which a

database serves as a directory for a software development

project file system. The database is coupled to an underly-

ing file system in order to achieve acceptable performance,

and in order to be able to handle less-regularly structured

ravr data effectively.

The CADES system l¡lcCuffin et al. 1979] lncorporates a

relational database, implemented by a customized front-end

to IDMS. This database serves as the directory structure
for sets of files maint,ained by the host VME/B operating

system.

The CADES system is directed at projects employing a top-

down data-driven design methodology. These projects are

driven by a hierarchical decomposition of the data that witl
be manipulated by a system. Thus, the system structure sup-

ported by CADES is: a hierarchy of "holons", in which each

holon corresponds to an element of the data hierarchy. Each

holon constitutes an aggregation of functionality, and hence

is similar in nature to a package or a module of convention-

al programming languages.

The holon hierarchy represents a decomposition of the

system's functions. Each holon has an associated set of

functions which it provides¡ âs well as an associated set of

data (from the data hierarchy) which it may access. À leaf
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node of the holon hierarchy represents a functional element

of the system. The underlying host file contains aclual

code. A higher level node represents a grouping of func-

tions. The file underlying this type of node contains a

specification of the partitioning of its functions among its
sub-holons.

Each holon and data group is represented in the database

as an entity with various attributes and relationships to

other entities, and v¡ith information representing the struc-
ture of the holon hierarchy. For each entity there is a

corresponding host file holding the entity's contents. Tree

pictures (sic) of the holon hierarchy, produced by the sys-

tem, containing information from the database, serve as

working documents for the project staff.

Revision control is superimposed on the database in the

form of a numbering scheme implemented by the user inter-
face. The database is partitioned into regions, each corre-

sponding to a subsystem. For each region there is a sequen-

tialIy numbered sequence of versions. For each of the

entities contained in a region, one version of the region

may either inherit the entity unchanged from the preceding

version, or it may incorporate some changes to the entity
from the preceding version. À release of the systemr or

"product", simply consists of one of the numbered versions

of each region.
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The database also contains a variety of management and

project control data. These data are linked to the previ-
ously described entities wherever appropriate. Documenta-

tion of CÀDES projects is maintained on paper, with an elab-

orate numbering scheme for relaling it to the database

content s .

IBoehm et aI. 1982] maintains that a single underlying

database structure would be overly constrained to support a
large development project. Therefore I a hybrid "master

database" consisting of an INGRES Istonebraker et a1. 1976]

relational database, coupled with the UNIx hierarchical file
system and the SCCS version control system, has been devel-

oped for the TRW SPS system. Software artifacts such as

pians, specifications, standards, code, manuals, and test
cases are aIl stored as ordinary UNIX text files. Relation-

ships between these artifacts, and relationships between

artifacts and other entities of a development project, are

stored in the INGRES database.

[osterweil 1983] and lOsterweil 1982] describe a custom

database implementation for mathematical software develop-

ment environments. The structure provided for Osterweil's
IST is a tree similar to that of the UNIX fite system. Such

a tree is provided for each project. Internal nodes of the

tree are directories. Leaf nodes correspond to development

objects such as: program units; program unit groups¡ or

libraries; test data collections; command procedures; and
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packets of tool options used to process other objects. IST

implicitly manages a number of representations other than

the source for each object. Each representation of an

object is mapped onto segments of one or more host operating

system fí1es.

[Hutt 1981] includes a comprehensive discussion of con-

figuration management, and provides a detailed entity-reIa-
tionship schema which addresses that issue. Figure 2-4

i llustrates Huf f ' s schema .

lsfrigo et aI. 1982] describes a database for the NEC

Software Product Management System, which incorporates a

hierarchical product structure. Figure 2-5 illustrates this
structure. Each component in the hierarchy has an associat-

ed revision seguence. Revision-specific component hierar-
chies are images, or instances, of the generic component

hierarchy. They consist of a specific revision for each

component. The database also relates elements of the hier-
archy to information concerning their storage in host OS

files, their use by various project members, and trouble

reports.

[DenerL 19791 describes a project Iibrary which consti-
tutes a high-IeveI organization for the simple two-Ievel

file system of its host. Files are organized according to a

fixed set of three considerations: system structure the

composition of the system in terms of modules; standard
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artifact organization - the organization of the various

forms of representation of a module; and development status

which simply distinguishes between test and production

versions of a module. These provide a framework for devel-

opment activities and management. Unfortunately, the second

two considerations are restricted to a fixed set of classi-
fications; and classifications for the first consideration

are restricted to being linearly ordered. Further, the

three considerations are considered to be totally indepen-

dent of one another.

The PDS system [Cheatham 1981] [Cheatham et at. 1979)

(for the EL1 programming language with the ECL programming

system) incorporates a custom database organization for the

programs, modules, and entities of large systems. The actu-

al represent.ations of the various programs, modules, and

entities are stored in host operating system files. "Compu-

tation trees" have been adopted as the internal representa-

tion for entities.

À program is regarded by PDS as being a collection of

modules. A module consists of a collection of enLities such

as procedures, expressions, modes, data definitions, and

annotations, and an interface specificalion which describes

entity imports and exports. Program construction is regard-

ed as consisting of a series of transformationsr or refine-
ments, or derivation steps, in which one representation of a

module is derived from another, either aut,omatically or man-

ual Iy .
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Àn elaborate collection of attributes is associated with

each module. An attribute consists of a name, a value, and

an indication of the module version for which the atlribute
was last modified.

The modules within a database can be partitioned in an

arbitrary number of ways. Each partitioning divides the

modules into exclusive sets, termed partitions. Examples of

partitions for a partitioning according to host machine are

'VÀX', TIBMPC' and 'AMDAHL'. Note that there is no ordering

of the partitions within a particular partitioning.

Modules are uniquely identified by a set of "mandatory"

attributes. These are a module's:

o name a simple identifier

o partitions for each of the database partitionings,

the identifier of the partition occupied by the module

o version an integer indicating the position of the

module within a sequence of revisions

o derivation number an integer indicating the deriva-

tion step which produced the module

o fanout an identifier indicating which product of the

aforementioned derivation step is constituted by the

module.
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A complete derivation history is

derived module, Iisting all input

cess i ng opt i ons .

also maintained

modules, tools,
for each

and pro-

Modules may be retrieved according to any of these attri-
butes. Thus, the database is similar in nature to a rela-
tional database. Further, a designator syntax is provided

which is suggestive of a hierarchical organization, in which

each partitioning corresponds to one level of a hierarchy,

and the partitions of each partitioning correspond to the

nodes at the corresponding level- of the hierarchy. Figure

2-6 illustrates this syntax.

In addition to a set of mandatory attributes, a module

may have optional attributes. These include: a module's

description, import list, and export Iist,.

Entities are organized in a fashion similar to that, of

modules.

In general, many of the systems described above exhibit
the following deficiencies:

¡ Fixed schemata are employed, rather than arbitrary
user-defineable or user-extendible schemata.

B Hierarchical ordering of domains is supported only

indirectly by transitive closure operations on user-

maintained binary relations.
¡r Facilities for display, traversal, and manipulation of

structures are unwieldy.
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E The inherent globa1

is often lost, and

hierarchical structure of a system

no longer serves as a framework for
development activity.

2.2.3 Special-Purpose Embedded Structures

Special-purpose language-directed or organizaLi.on-specif-

íc structures, lrhich are embedded within an environment, and

which are not readily apparent to its users, have been pro-

posed by a number of authors. These authors have int.roduced

a formal correspondence between types of nodes in a hier-
archical structure and certain elements of program organiza-

tion and language structure. Such types of nodes include

those corresponding to Iibraries, packages, modules, defini-
tions, implementations, alternatives of definitions or

implementations, revisions of definitions or implementa-

tions, various represent,ations of implementations, declara-

tions, expressions, and even elementary syntactic units.

In most cases, such structures are employed as the inter-
nal representation underlying integrated programming or

software development environments. Most often, the primary

concern of such environments is the fine-grained language-

leveI abstract structure and semantics of a program, rather

than the more gIobaI overall organization of a system.

Mentor [Ðonzeau-Gouge et a]-. 1984, 1984b1 and IPSEN

[Enge1s and Schafer 1 985] are systems thal are most general
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in nature. Grammars are used to describe the structure

appropriate for a particular environment, and high-1eve1

formalisms are employed to specify the tools which will pro-

vide access to, and manipulation of, information contained

in the environment's structures.

Mentor employs abstract syntax trees with multi-Ieve1

annotations to represenl multi-formalism documents. Such

document,s include program specifications, program source,

and program documentation, as well as various kinds of manu-

a1s.

AllowabIe structures for Mentor trees in a particular
environment are described by grammars written using the Mel-

al meta-language. Each node of a Mentor.tree may have other

Mentor trees attached to it as annotations, Each tree may

belong to a separate formalism, or tree language, described

by a separate grammar. As weIl, the leaves of a tree may

serve as gates between level-s of detail or different formal-

isms. A leaf node may have contents with an internal struc-
ture belonging to a different formalism than that of the

main tree.

All manipulation of a Mentor tree is via general tree

operations and transformations which are expressed using the

Mentol interactive tree-manipulation programming language.

Higher-IeveI commands or tools are simply pre-defined Mentol

programs.
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Engels and Schafer propose a structure for their IPSEN

system [nngels and Schafer 1985] which is similar in nature

to that of Mentor. Their structure incorporates a number of

leve1s of nested graphs. These include system graphs, mod-

ule graphs, and documentation graphs. Engels and Schafer

strive to represent all information concerning the structure

of a program using the labe1led nodes and edges of their
graph structure. Only non-structural informat ion is

expressed by attributes or other means. Thus, the function-

aI behavior of every software tool in their environment can

be regarded as consisting of a set of graph transformations,

and can be completely specified by attributed graph gram-

mars.

Gandalf [Habermann et aI. 1982] is less general than Men-

tor and IPSEN in that it is directed towards the development

of systems based on a class of programming languages which

incorporate particul-ar notions of program organization.

Nonetheless, it is general to the extent that it accommo-

dates any language within the given class by generating a

language-specific environment from a description of the

abstract and concrete syntax of the language. Às well, Gan-

dalf environments demonstrate a greater concern for the

issues of globa1 organization of large scale systems.

A Gandalf environment database consists of a hierarchy

for each project. Figure 2-7 illustrates the Gandalf data-

base structure. Internal nodes constitute "boxes", which
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are similar in nature to the directories of a conventional

file system. The leaves of the hierarchy represent modules,

which are regarded as being the atomic units of the system.

Each module has a single, fixed, interface associated with

it. Gandalf modules correspond to packages, or modules, of

conventional programming languages. Nested within each mod-

ule is a single level of versions. Each version constitutes

an alternative implementation of the module's interface.

Nested within each version is a single sequence of revi-
sions. Each revision consists of a collection of it,ems

which implement the module's inLerface. These items are

represented by abstract syntax trees. Examples of such

items include¡ procedures, iypesf const,ants, and data

objects.

As weII I a set of instantiations are maintained for each

version. An instantiation is the resul-t of preparing a par-

ticular implementation for execution. A Iog and document

are also associated with most kinds of nodes in the data-

base.

Gandalf provides no means for displaying the globa1 high-

level structure of a system. Àt any time, a user views at

most one high-level node and its immediate children. As

well, all interaction with a Gandalf database is via the

editor. Operations are accomplished using situation-specif-
ic editor commands rather than general tree manipulation.
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Semantics of the various operations provided by the envi-

ronment are specif j.ed procedurally using the language C, as

discussed in [t*tedina-Mora et al. 1982) , or using the lan-

guage ARL as díscussed in [embriola et al. 1984].

A number of authors, as in lr,eblang 19821 , have proposed

systems which are similar in nature to Gandalf, in that they

are syntax-directed. Unfortunately, in many cases these

authors have neglected the formalization of higher-Ievel

notions of system development and configuration, as dis-
cussed earlier.

The CDLZ laboratory [eayer et aI.
(coupled with DrÀNA) [ricfry 1982c] are

which are entirely specific to a single

1 981 I and

instances of

language.

Adabase

systems

The CDL2 laboratory is a single-language soft¡¡are devel-

opment environment dedicated to and based on the language

CDL2. The database underlying the CDLZ environment is hier-
archically organized with language constructs reflected at

the lower leveIs, and authorshi.p reflected at the higher

Ievels. The nodes aL the lower levels correspond to l-an-

guage constructs such as programs, modules, layers, sec-

tions, procedures, and objects. Annotations, âs well as

source text, can be maintained in the database. Error,

warning, and hint annotations are automatically attached to

constructs in program trees by the various analyzers and

translators. Arbitrary note annotations may be attached to
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components by the users. In keeping with the goal of a sin-
gIe Ianguage for programming, debugging, file manipulation,

editing, and all other development activity, CDL? is extend-

ed to include facilities for traversing' manipulating' and

generally editing programs stored in the database.

Tichy proposes an organization for Adabase lrictry 1982c],

a database of Ada compilation units, in which each compila-

tion unit is represented by an attributed directed graph.

Each level of the graph is dedicated to representing a spe-

cific consideration in the structure of the unit. Figure

2-g illustrates this organization for a single unit. Each

revision hierarchy is maintained as a separate archive by

the RCS utility [richy 1982]. The contents of each revision

may be simple text, or they may be some other form of repre-

sentation of a program entity, such as attributed directed

graphs built according to the DIANÀ abstract grammar (writ-

ten in rDL) for Ada lcoos and wulf 1981].

In addition to its contents, each revision has associated

with it a set of (hidden) derived objects. These objects

are derived from the revision's contents, or from some of

the revision's other derived objects, by a process such as a

compilation, an analysis, or a formatting operation.

Each unit has links

As welI, each revision

implemented revision of

to other units which depend on it.

of a unit's body has links to: Lhe

the unit's declarations; and to the
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compatibte alternative private parts of the given revision

of the unit's declarations. Further, each body revision has

an associated context - a set of links to revisions of dec-

larations of other units which it uses.

Adele lestublier et a1. 1984] and r,u [Narf eIt and Schef s-

trom 19841 are systems that are concerned sole1y with high-

er-Ievel progrâm organization. They do not deal with the

detailed language-Ievel structure of programs. Detailed

representation and manipulation of individual program units

are intended to be handled by subordinate systems. Both

Adele and LM are specific to a particular form of program

organ i zat i on .

The Àdele project employs a network of module families as

the organization for its "program bases". The organization

is appropriate for programs written in any language which

incorporates the not,ions of separate definition of interfac-

es and implementations, and of specification of an implemen-

tation's requirements. The network reflects all of the

dependencies between modules. Thus it constitutes a "depen-

dency graph". This graph is derivable by transitive closure

of the "requires" relation, which is determined by the

requirements specifications included in each implementation.

Nodes are named according to a user-selected spanning tree

of the graph.
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Figure 2-9 illustrates the structure of an Adele program

base. Each node of a netvrork represents a modul-e family.

Each family has a single level of alternative interfaces.

Each interface has a single level of body versions, each of

which must provide all of the resources described by its

interface. Each version has a single level of revisions.

All revisions of a particular version must have the same

resource requirements.

As weIl, each object (an interface, bodyr or configura-

tion description) has an associated "manual" v¡hich contains:

system-defined attributes, arbitrary user-defined attri-

butes, inherent configuration constraints, and other system-

derived information.

The Adele environment

specifying constraints and

lecting an appropriate set

figuration.

includes elaborate

configuration rules,

of module bodies for

schemes

and for

a given

for

col-
con-

LM [NarfeIt and Schefstrom 1984] incorporates a set of

hierarchies as its database organization. LM was initially

implemented specifically for Àda, but is based on a general

data model so that it should be applicable to any language

incorporating similar notions of program organization.

The data model provides hierarchies of

component has attributes and relations.

either system-defined or user-defined and

components.

Àttributes
consist of

Each

may be

a name
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/ string-va1ue pair. Relations are name / component ref-
erence set value pairs which are also either system- or

user- defined. These relations implement binary one-to-many

relations between components. A transitive closure opera-

tion is provided for constructing graphs from these rel-a-

tions. Thus, the LM data model may be regarded as an

attributed hierarchy, with a superimposed directed graph

which has different types of edges corresponding to the dif-
f erent relat i. ons .

The LM Ada database consists of one hierarchy for each

sublibrary of an Ada program library. Figure 2-10 illus-
trates the structure of an LM database. À root component of

a hierarchy corresponds to a library unit. Ot,her components

correspond to secondary units. Each compilation unit can

have a number of incarnations, such as its text, symbol-

table, and the native code resulting from its compilation.

Attributes such as 'time stamp' , 'unit kind' , and 'host
filename' are maintained for each compilation unit and its
various incarnations. The relations 'parent', 'body', and

'subunit' reflect the static structure of the program. The

dependency graph can be derived from these relations and lhe

' imports' relation.

LM incorporates only rudimentary support for variations
and revisions. In a fashion not unlike that of [Coldstein

and Bobrow 1 9801 , it regards a library as consisting of a

seguence of sublibraries. glhen a unit is required for a
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configuration, il is taken

sequence which provides the

from the first sublibrary of the

given unit.

In general, as was menlioned earlier, the structures

described above are often employed as the internal represen-

Lation underlying integrated programming or software devel-

opment environments. Unfortunately, these structures tend

to be embedded within the environment, and hidden from its

users. The information maintained within these structures

is typically presented to users, and manipulated by users,

via customized syntax-directed tools. Each lool typically

has its own focus, and presents information in a format tai-

Iored to the task which it addresses.

The narrow or restricted view afforded by these tools,

and the variety of special appearances or presentations

which they provide, are a major contribution to the effec-

tiveness of their environments in support of specific devel-

opment tasks. However, as indicated in the discussions con-

cerning GANDALF, the lack of a global and general view of

such structures often interferes with a user I s comprehension

of the overall organization of the system being developed,

and reduces the overall effectiveness of the environment.

2.2 4 Relational Databases for Detai led Lansuaqe-LeveI
Program Structure

Ipowell and Linton 1 983] trinton 19841 and

propose a relational database for representing

Ir,inton 1983]

the fine lan-
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guage-Ievel structure of a program. The entities of concern

for the current implementation of their OMEGA system are the

constructs of an individual module. Examples of such con-

structs are: procedures, declarations, and statements,

expressions, types, variables, and constants. They do not

yet deal with the higher-level structure of a program.

Versions¡ configurations, and caII graphs are all pro-

posed as available "views" of a program. A transitive clo-
sure operation is suggested for dealing with hierarchies.

Àrbitrary queries facilitate activities such as: finding all
statements which refer to a particular variable, finding

expressions which involve more than five operators, finding

all constant definitions, and finding all cases where a par-

ticular variable is passed to a procedure by reference.

Conventional software tools are developed as standard

database applications.

As well, Powell and Linton couple their database to a

run-time monitor in order to capture information concerning

the on-going execution of a program. This enables them to

provide the appearance of dynamically changing relations
which describe the state of a program in execution. Conven-

tional debugging breakpoints are effected by allowing the

user to describe events of interest, in terms of the data-

base, using the primary query language. The user provides

arbitrary sets of actions to be executed v¡hen the events

occur.
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1n general, the OMEGA system currently suffers from

severe performance degradation.

2.2.5 Layered File Systems

Goldstein and Bobrow's "Personal Information Environment"

[Goldstein and Bobrow 1980] for the SMALLTALK system is

based on "layered networks", in which each element of an

unordered set of "contexts" is a linear array of partial

module networks. Figures 2-11 and 2-12 illustrate this

organization. Their system facilitates annotation, â5 dis-

cussed in Chapter 1, and provides rather coarse support for

revision and variation, with the unit or "granule" of change

being an entire module.

2.2.6 Novel Mechanisms based on Ordinarv Tree-Structured
File Svstems

A number of authors introduce novel mechanisms for facil-

itating various features of software development environ-

ments. In many cases/ such mechanisms are based either on

ordinary tree-structured file systems¡ oE on conventional

syntax-tree representations of programs.

The DSEE environment Ir,eblang and Chase 1984] f or the

ApoIlo DOMÀIN system incorporates an elaborate collection of

manager components. These managers provide revision con-

trol, configuration management, release control, project

control, programming task organization, and programmer coor-
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dination. This is all based on a conventional tree-struc-

tured file system.

Parts of DSEE are embedded within the host operating sys-

tem, in order that their facilities may be transparent to

pre-existing tools. For example, part of the history manag-

er is embedded within the operating system so that an "una-

!.¡are" application or tool may open a multi-version file in

the normal fashion, without regard for version, and have a

default version of the file appear automatically as a normal

stream. The default version to be presented to a user or

application by the operating system in such a situation is

determined by a gIobal context, or "version map", associated

with the session.

DSEE incorporates a notion of generic system models,

which describe the construction of a derived object, inde-

pendent of versions. A "configuration thread" specifies the

version that a user wishes to access for each component of a

system. À version specification may be absolute or symbol-

ic. when an object is built, a "bound configuration thread"

is created, conlaining a binding of the configuration thread

to specific versions, and a set of commands for doing the

build. This bound configuration t,hread allows the object to

be rebuilt, if necessary, at any point in the future.

ÐSEE also

can be ttset tt

incorporates the notion of

on a number of files. DSEE

a ttmon i tor " ,

monitors are

which

spec i -
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fications of dependencies between fiIes, other than those

typically handled by the configuration manager. Whenever

any of the specified files is about to be modified, the mod-

ifying user is notified of the dependency. If the user pro-

ceeds with the modification, the monitor manager notifies

the user responsible for maintaining the dependent files.

Às well, a monitor may contain a list of commands which are

to be executed whenever one of the files is updated. An

example of a dependency which would be handled in this wâY,

and v¡hich could not be handled automatically by the configu-

ration manager and system builder, is the dependence of a

reference document which describes a package's interface, on

the source code which actually defines the interface. When-

ever the source is modified, the best that the system can do

is to notify the author of the document that the document

may then be out of date.

The ARCTURUS system Istandish and Taylor 1984J ltaylor

and Standish 19841 [standish 1981] is being developed as an

all-encompassing environment' providing support through a

wide range of development project stagesf to a wide range of

project team members. Present emphases include: a rapid

prototyping language - most recently, interactive Ada; a

suite of design languages, at varying levels of abstraction;

and, automated management of a1I project documentation and

management information. ARCTURUS employs a conventional

structure which organizes "granules" corresponding to pro-
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gram constructs. ARCTURUS makes extensive use of attribute

/ vaLue pairs, which may be attached to granules, with such

diverse contents as: selectable layers of comments viewable

through appropriate "lenses"; performance and cost esti-
mates; and monitors active during program interpretation.

The PECAN system [Reiss 1984] [neiss 1983J provides mul-

tiple graphic dynamic views of a program, its semantics, and

its execution. Such views include program syntax, declara-

tions, structured flow graphs, module interconnection dia-
grams, expression trees, symbol tables, stacks, and data

area values. As a program executes or is edited, the views

in all active windows are immediately updated. A means is
provided whereby a program can be executed backwards as well

as forwards. PECAN uses abstract syntax trees to represent

programs, and borrows its syntax description and print spec-

ification schemes from Gandalf's ALOE [ueaina-Mora et a1.

19821 .

The SAGA system lCampbell and Kirslis 1984] is based on

conventional syntax trees, but is unique in that it employs

a "tree differencing" algorithm to facilitate effective
revi sion control.

In general, none of these systems incorporates

zation which is of particular interest in its own

an organi-

right.
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2.2.7 Overall Def ic ie c

In general, ño one system discussed ín this section com-

bines:
E an organizationally povrerful structure
E an effective framework for developmenL activities
E generality with respect to project, system, and program

organization, as well as development methodology

E high-Ievel operations

t' direct, explicit¡ uoiform manipulation of structures by

user s

¡¡ a clear distinction between structures or relationships

which reflect different considerations

,r a basis for comprehensive automation of development

activities.

2.3 VLSI DESIGN DATABASES

Much of the work being done in the area of VLSI design

databases parallels that being done for software development

envi ronment databases. [Mc¡,eod et al . 1 983] and lBennet

19821 note the simiiarity between the two areas. lratz
19831 lucr,eod et aI. 1983] [nennet 1982] and [ctru et aI.
1983] include comprehensive discussions of the requirements

for VLSI design databases.

Major concerns common to the two areas include: hier-

archical composition, evolutionr Vâriation, and multiple
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representation of modules or components. Other common con-

cerns include: project management and control, documenta-

tion, access control, concurrent access, and integrity (with

"Lransactions" encompassing an entire editing session rather

than individual minute updates to one of the representations

of a module).

Major differences in emphasis between the two areas

include the tendency of VLSI design databases to exhibit:

. a greater concern for multiple "co-representations" of

a module, which are independently maintained, but which

must be kept consistent, rather t,han the progressions

of representations common to software development,

where one representation is derived from anotheri

a a concern for much finer structure, down to the level

of cells, as discussed in the previous section for

database systems representing fine language-leveI pro-

gram structure, rather than coarser module or compo-

nent-Ievel system structure;

. a concern for the accommodation

tors, and graphic interfaces,

and textual interfaces;

of "checkers", simula-

rather than translators

o and, a greater tendency towards data abstraction and

the incorporation of semantic data models.
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In some cases (see for example [Bennet 1982)), conven-

tional database systems are employed for dealing with design

information. Such design systems are often based on a fixed

schema and a custom interface or front-end. lsiafe 19801

and lEastman 1980] aiscuss the inadequacy of conventional

database management systems for design databases.

A database is often coupled with an underlying file sys-

tem, as in lBennet 1982), in order to alleviate problems of

performance, and problems of storing less-regularly-struc-

tured raw data effectively. Similar schemes were discussed

in the previous section for file system database hybrids.

[Chu et al. '1983J adopt the conventional relational data

model for the Vdd system, but develop a custom implementa-

tion of the model, using a combination of text files for

versatility, and B-trees for performance.

In many cases, conventional database systems are extend-

ed, often in an ad-hoc fashion, in order to adapt them to

VLSI design. Examples of such exlensions are as follows.

lJohnson et aI. 1983] aiscusses the manipulation of com-

positions of objects as a single unit. rPrP, the database

management system for the IPAD project, recognizes the

semantics of the aggregation abstraction. It facilitates

constraints and propagalion of actions for operations on

aggregates. Similar schemes are proposed by llorie and

Plouffe 19831 for System R, and by [Neumann 1983].

Istonebraker et aI. 1983J propose:
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. atlributes with abstract data types, to accommodate

complex objects such as polygons and text strings;

o and, extended secondary indices' on attributes with

primitive or abstract data types, using user-defined

operators, to provide an effective means of performing

tasks such as sPatial searching;

for the INGRES reLational database management system.

[Guttman and stonebraker 19821 propose a t,ransitive clo-

sure exLension to the INGRES query language, in order to

facilitate the manipulation of design hierarchies. [Chu et

a1. 19831 itlustrates transitive closure for an algebraic

query language.

In a few cases, extended data models have been proposed

for dealing with design information. INeumann 1983] aefines

an additional type of entity, and an additional type of

relationship for the entity-relaLionship model, in order to

be able to deal with composite ob jects. [l¿cl,eod 1983J pro-

poses a semantic data model based on objects and events, and

incorporating notions from AND/OR graphs. The events model

design activities, and AND/OR nodes deal with configuration

management.

In very few cases, âD attempt has been made to achieve a

distinct structure which ís particularly weIl-suited to VLSI

design.
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lNeumann 1 9831 proposes a design hierarchy as a higher-

level more abstract organization for design information.

The design hierarchy consists of the various forms of repre-

sentations of a circuit., with arcs indicating dependencies

between the representations. A dependent representation is

one which depends on, or is derived from, one or more other

representations. A primary representation is one which has

no dependencies. Each representation in the hierarchy can

have numerous versions. À separate version graph organizes

the versions of all of the representations, and indicates

which versions of the determinant representations were used

to derive each version of each dependent representation. À

design object is an instance of the design hierarchy, con-

sisting of specific versions of the hierarchy's representa-

tions. Each version of a dependent representation in a

design object, is that version that was derived from the

versions that exist for its determinant represenLations in

the design object.

Inatz

gene ra 1

based on

19821 and [xatz 1983J recognize the deficiencies of

database organizations, and propose a structure

explicit hierarchies and the notion of objects.

The proposed structure is essentially a 2-IeveI, or nest-

ed, structure/ similar in many respects to that of [Neumann

19831. The primitives of the upper leve1 are the individual

representations of a component. At the lower level, each of

these representations is hierarchically decomposed into ele-
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ments of appropriate types. Layouts are decomposed into

various kinds of geometries, circuits are decomposed into

various kinds of transistors, and logic is decomposed into

various kinds of gates. Katz discusses the need to accommo-

date differing decompositions for the various representa-

tions of a componenL, and pr:oposes a specific type of object

for relating parts of dif ferent representations which are

intended to be equivalent.

Figure 2-13 illustrates Katz's structure. The upper lev-

eI of the sLructure consists of "index objects" which pro-

vide various groupings of the representations for each major

component, or subsystem, of a design. Examples of such com-

ponents include data-paths, ÀLUs, and register files. A

"generic object" groups "alternative objects". It consti-

tutes a generalization abstraction of the various alterna-

tive realizations of a component. An alternative object

corresponds to a particular realization, or implementation,

of a particular component. Examples of such realízaLions

include 'fast ALU' , 'small ALU' ' and 'low povrer ALU' . An

alternative object groups, and generalizest "version

objects". A version object corresponds to a particular evo-

Iutionary version of a realization. A version object groups

the representation objects for lhe given version of the

realization of the component. Each representation consti-

tutes an aggregation abstraction of its elements.
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Katz also provides arbitrary index objects for other

groupings of objects according to arbitrary attributes of

interest. Note lhat nesting, to form what lNeumann 1983]

refers to as a design object - a complete description of an

insLance of the fuII design is done on a representation by

representation basis. Also note that Katz seems to regard a

design hierarchy as consisting of all of bhese design

objects, along with all of Lhe index objects which provide

additional structure on the design information.

Overall, the VLSI design databases discussed in this sec-

tion exhibit many of the same general deficiencies as the

software development databases discussed in Lhe previous

section. In particular, these databases lack attention to

the organization of entities within various domains, and

they often employ fixed schemata. The hierarchies often

employ fixed orderings of the considerations involved in

their formation, and are generally restricted to single-1ev-

e1 classifications with respect to the various considera-

tions.

2,4 I'MULTT DIMENS TONALII TREES

Authors in a number of different areas have proposed

hierarchical data structures which are multidimensional to

various degrees. In many cases, although the domain of rep-

resentation is in fact multidimensional, the data strucLures

themselves are not.
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2.4.1 Ouad-Trees

Quad-trees are commonly used by certain classes of diqi-

tal image processing applications to represent 2-d images.

À quad-tree is simply a flat guaternary, or $-aty, tree.

For these applications, its root node represents the entire

image. Each child of a pôrent node at any level represents

a different quadrant of the part of the image represented by

the parent node. Each leaf of the tree corresponds to a

single pixel of the image, and contains a value indicat.ing

that pixel's color.6

oct-trees [Yau and Srihavi 1983] are similar in nature to

quad-trees. They are commonly used to represent 3-d images.

Rather than subdividing 2-d subimages into four guadrants,

3-d subimages are subdivided into eight octants. Again,

although the structure is used to represenL multidimensional

images, it is simply a flat n-ary tree.

2.4 .2 n an k-d Tree

À number of structures have been proposed to organize

multidimensional data, or multi-key recordsr or points in

n-space, so that they can be searched through more easily.

Such structures include multidimensional binary search trees

(a1so known as k-d trees) [Bent1ey 1975], multidimensional

6 In some applications, if the pixels of a given quadrant
are all of the same color, then the node corresponding to
that quadrant need not have children. Instead, the node
may simply contain a value which indicates the color of
the entire quadrant.
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height-balanced trees lvaishnavi 1 984] , k-d tries lorenstein

19821, range trees leentley and Friedman 1979J IBentley and

Maurer 19801 , quintary trees [t ee and !.fong 1980] , and others

which are discussed in Inde:-sbrunner and van Leeuwen 1980].

These structures generally reflect successive partition-

ings of a k-dimensional space I along one dimension at a

time, each time along a different dimension, each time along

(k-1 )-dimensional hyperplanes v¡ith fixed coordinates in the

one dimension. Some of these structures are intended to

facilit.ate exact mat.ch queries. Others are intended to

facilitate partial match or range queries.

These structures all constitute instances of constrained

multidimensional structures. The overriding constraint with

respect to general "fulIy" multidimensional structures is

that any given node can have children only in one specific

dimension, rather than in a number of dimensions. That

dimension is determined by the node's level in the tree.

Note that these structures are "semantics-free". Their

links bear no particular significance¡ or meaning, or inter-
pretation in terms of the domain of representation. They

serve simply to organize the data for purposes of convenient

searching.
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2.4.3 Hypertrees

A number of authors have proposed elaborate organ izalions

for the processing elements of large-scale multiprocessors.

lGoodman and Sequin 19811 proposes a hypertree interconnec-

tion topology which combines the compactness of n-dimension-

al hypercubes with the expansibility of n-ary trees. The

hypertree is a conventional binary tree extended to incorpo-

rate selected n-cube links between nodes v¡hich lie at the

same level of the tree, and whose addresses differ by only

one bit.

The hypertree is another insLance of a limited multidi-

mensional structure. It is limited in the sense that it

incorporates only selecied links of the n-cube.

atr OBSERVÀTIONS CONCERNTNG NESTED ÀND MT]LTIDTMENSTONAL
DÀTÀ STRUCTURES

The formulation of the md-nt structure originated with an

interest in classes of data structures which have Iargely

been neglected. The following is a brief presentation of

relevant observations concerning various classes of data

structures.

À number of types of orderings are possible for the ele-

ments of a collection of data. Elements may be unordered,

as in PASCAL "sets", or relational database "relations" or

"tables". Elements may be linearly orderedr âs in FORTRAN
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or APL "vectors", OS "sequential files", or as in dynamic

structures such as lists, queues, and stacks. Elements may

be hierarchically ordered as in PASCAL "records", PL/r

"structures", or dynamically managed trees. Elements may

also be arbitrarily ordered, as in dynamically managed "net-
workst'or ttgraphstt.

A "nested" structure ís one in which each element of a

collection may contain another collection within it. As

examples, a "vector of vectors" (a vector in which each ele-

ment contains another vector) and a "list of Iists" (a list

in which each node contains, or points to, another list) are

(homogeneous) Iinear nested structures. À "vector of trees"
(a vector in which each element contains a tree) is a (fret-

erogeneous ) nested structure. T

In contrast to a nested structure, a "multidimensional"

structure is one in which the elements constitute a sinqle

collection. These elements are ordered in a number of dif-

f erent v¡ays. Às an example I a FORTRAN or ÀPL "matrix" (a

collection in which all of the elements are organized into a

number of rows, âs well as into a number of columns) is a

(homogeneous orthogonal) linear 2-dimensional structure.

The elements of an m-dimensional structure may be charac-

terized as a "Cartesian producL" or "outer product" of m

(orthogonal 1-dimensional) structures, one per dimension.

7 Note that a tree could be considered to be
structure, but such an approach does not
trary networks or graphs.

a nested vector
extend to arbi-
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For example, a FORTRAN or ÀPL matrix may be characterized as

a product Of "a row vector þ¡1 a column vector". Elements of

an m-dimensional structure may be regarded as having m dif-

ferent orderings imposed or overlaid upon them, with each

ordering organizing all of the elements into some number of

replications of one of the m structures. For example, for a

"2 x 4" FORTRÀN or ÀPL matrix, one ordering organizes the

elements into 2 identically slructured rovrs, while the other

ordering organizes the efements into 4 identically struc-

tured columns. Each element of such a collection is regard-

ed as simultaneously being a part of m different structures.

For exampler âD element of a matrix is regarded as being

bot.h a part of one of the rov¡s, and a part of one of the

columns.

Note that while it is possible to store the elements of a

multidimensional structure in a nested structure, there are

major fundamental differences between these structures in

terms of basic organization, power, and flexibility. One

such difference is encountered when traversing, Iocating, or

viewing elements. An element of an m-dimensional structure

is located (conceptually) by finding each of the m struc-

tures of which it is a part, and then finding the point of

intersection of these structures. There is no particular

precedence among the m structures or dimensions. Alterna-

tively, an element of a nested structure must be located by

fínding the appropriate element of the highest-Ievel collec-
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tion, and then finding the appropriate "sub-eIement" within

that element (which is itself a collection), and so on until

the desired element is located. The significance of such

differences between nested and multidimensional structures

is illustrated and discussed throughout this dissertat,ion.

LittIe attention has been paid to multidimensional struc-

tures other than: the "m-dimensional (homogeneous orthogo-

nal) linear structures" such as FORTRAN or APL vectors,

matrices, tensors, and m-dimensional arrays in general; and

the "m-dimensionat (homogeneous orthogonal) unordered struc-

tures" such as relational database "relations" or "tables"

with multiple "candidate keys" or "prime attributes.I Exam-

ples of other multidimensíonal structures which are possible

are: "a vector þ¡¿ a tree", which is a 2-dimensional (heter-

ogeneous orthogonal) t.ínear / hierarchical slructure (in

which each element exists both as a part of some vector, and

as a part of some tree simultaneously); and "a tree þy a

tree", which is a 2-dimensional (homogeneous orthogonal)

hierarchical structure (in which each element exists as a

part of 2 different trees simultaneously).

8 Relational databases truly are unordered multidimensional
structures. l.ThiIe relational databases do support
retrieval according to arbitrary relationships or associa-
tions, such relãtionships are not formally (visibly)
stored or maintained as parl of the basic structure of
"simple tables" (unordered sets of m-tuples). Such rela-
tionships are dynamically derived, from the data stored in
the tables, in order to satisfy individual queries. Fur-
ther, queries regarding hierarchical relationships between
tuples of a partícular relation are difficult to express
e.g. 'find all descendants of a node P' where data con-
ceining nodes are stored in the relation 'nodes( name,
parentts name )r.
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This dissertation focuses on "m-dimensional (homogeneous)

hierarchicals structures" also known as "multidimensional

n-ary trees". Thus, the initial component of this research

may be viewed as the extension of hierarchical ordering to

the mult.idimensional case.

e In fact, âs for file systems such as UNIX and MANTES
lFerch et aI. 19781 , networks are allowed by explicit
linking, but the emphasis is on trees, regarding net,works
as the exception.
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ChaPter I I I

MD_NT SPÀCES: AN TNFORMÀL INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an informal introduction to the

fundament,al concepts of md-nt spaces. The first section

proposes an intuitive basis for subsequent discussions con-

cerning md-nt spaces. The second section relates the funda-

mentals introduced in the first section, to the notions

which wilI be formally defined in subsequent sections and

chapters.

3.1 AN INTUITTVE BASTS FOR THE FUNDAMENTÀLS

Consider a "collection of files", or a "librarY", or an

"aggregatett,10 in which each fi1e is classified according to

two criteria: the "module" (e.g. a package or routine of a

program, oE a section of a document) to which it corre-

sponds, and the "version" (e.g. program release, or document

edition) to which it corresponds. (the files probably con-

tain source code or unformatted text).

1 o Doub1e-quotes
being used in
definition.
shortly aft.er

( " ) are used to highlight terms which are
a particular senser oÍ which have a formal
Such terms are often defined, in some wây,
their introduction.

Sing1e-quotes (') are used to indicate actual valuesr oFt'literaIs", or "tokens", as in: '2.3',
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A file of such a collection can be identified by giving

its classifications with respect to the given criteria. For

instance, a file of the collection introduced above, which

is classified as version '2.1' and module 'parser', could be

referred to using the "identifier"
I module : parser ; version z 2.1 ]

or

I version ¿ 2.1 ; module 3 parser ]

or simply

I parser ì 2.1 ] .

In these examples, a file's identifier consists of a'l',

followed by a series of "c1auses" separated by ";"s' fo1-

lowed by a 'l'. Each clause consists of the identifier of a

criterion, follov¡ed by a ':', followed by the identifier of

the file's classification with respect to that criterion.

In cases where classification identifiers are given without

criterion identifiers and ':'s, äs in the last file identi-

fier given above, it is assumed that the module classifica-

tion is given first, followed by the version classification.

Identifiers for other files of this collection might be

parser ì
scanner
scanner

Each file of such a collection could be distinguishable

from all of the other files based simply on its classifica-

tions with respect to the given criteria. In the collection

being considered here, there could be at most one file iden-

ti fied by
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I parser 2

The various classifications which are possible for a file

of such a collection, with respect to a particular criterí-

onr may be organized in some fashion. For the collection

being considered here, the classifications which are possi-

ble with respect to the 'version' criterion might be: '0',

'1','2','2.1','2,2','2.3', and t3t. These classifica-

tions might be organized in a hierarchical fashion (as

alluded to by their naming). Such an organization is illus-

trated in Figure 3-1. The classifications which are possi-

ble with respect to the 'module' criterion might be organ-

ized as is iltustrated in Figure 3-2.

These hierarchies (or possibfy "networks") of classifica-

tions can impose an ordering on the files themselves. As an

example, for the collection of files being considered here,

a set of files which have a common 'module' classification,

could be organized in the same fashion as are the 'version'
classifications. Figure 3-3 illustrates such an organiza-

tion.

A larger selection of the collection's files could be

organized for purposes of display: first, according to

'module'; and lhen, according to 'version' within 'module'.

Such an organization is illustrated in Figure 3-4. Às weIl,

the 'module' classification could be factored out, as iIlus-

trated in Figure 3-5. Further' a scheme based on the con-
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ventional technique for indented textual display of hier-

archical structures cou1d be applied to such organizations.

Figure 3-6 illustrates such a display. Note that the file

Iabelled (e) in both Figures 3-6 and 3-7 is

I scanner ; 2.2 ] .

From a different "point of view", or "perspective", the

set of files could appear to be organized: first, according

to 'version'; and then, according to 'module' within 'ver-
sion'. Figure 3-7 illustrates such an organization.

Naturally, the files of such a collection could be manip-

utated individually. As well, one could choose Lo view and

manipulate such files in groups, according to a subset of

their classifications. For the collection being considered

here, one might choose to deal with files grouped according

to 'version'. Such manipulation is illustrated in Figure

3-B (using r>t to introduce commands, and r--r to introduce

comments ) .

As well as suggesting an organization for the files of a

collection simply for the purposes of display and manipula-

tion, the organization of classifications can serve as a

template for eslablishing sets of permanent "interconnec-

tions" between the files. For example, in the collection

being considered here, a file (call it'P'), which is clas-

sified as 'version 2' , could be connected to another file
(call it 'Cv'), which is classified as 'version 2.1' , and
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which has the same 'module' classification as 'P'. Such a

connection could be referred to using the identifier

Iparser ¡2 ] -> [Parser ì2.1 ] ,

where '->r represents a connection from the file identified

on the left to the file identified on the right. As we}l,

'P' could be connected to yet another file (caII it 'CM'),

which is classified as 'module symmgr', and which has the

same 'version' classification aS 'P'. This connection could

be referred to using the identifier

IParser;2 ] -> [sYmmgr ¡2 ]

Displays such as those discussed above could then be pro-

duced easily by listing the files which are encountered by

an appropriate traversal of such connections.

A particular meaning, that is intuitively associated with

a certain kind of connection between fiIes, could be made

known to the system. For the example being considered here,

the system could be informed that the kind of connection

which exists between

I Parser ¡ 2 ] (caII it 'P')
and

I Parser ì 2.1 ] (call it 'cv' )

means that tr I cVt is a revision of 'P"'.

As a result, cêrtain kinds of system actions could be

performed automatically on files connected by such connec-

tions. For exampler êDy "corrections" made to 'P' could

automatically be applied by the system to 'CV' as well. As
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another example, for economy of storage space, the system

might elect to store only the differences between the con-

tents of 'P' and the contents of 'CV', rather than storing

the entire contents of 'CV' as a separate file.

Such collections of files, interconnections, and associ-

ated meanings, form the foundation of the file syslem organ-

ization developed as a result of this research. The next

section introduces a more formal framework in whicir such

structures can be discussed more precisely and concisely.

3.2 CORRESPONDING FORMAL NOTIONS

À collection of files such as the one considered in the

previous section, can be more formally regarded as an "m-di-

mensional space". The space considered above is

"2-dimensional". Each fiIe of such a collection is regarded

as a "point" in the space. The criteria by which the files

are classified are referred to as the "dimensíons" of the

space. In the space considered above, the dimensions are!

'module' and tversiont .

À file's specific classification with respect to one

the criteria is referred to as the point's "coordinate"

the corresponding dimension. Thus, the coordinate in

'module' dimension, of the very first point discussed in

previous section, has the value 'parser'. The coordinate

that point in the 'version' dimension has the value '2.1'

of

in

the

the

of
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The file identifiers used in the previous section are

more formally referred to as "coordinate pairs" or "coordi-

nate 2-tupIes". The coordinate pair for the first file dis-

cussed in the previous sect,ion is

I parser ì 2.1 ]

A point of an m-dimensional space is uniquely identified by

an "m-tuple" consisting of its m coordinates (or more pre-

cisely, its m coordinates' values), one per dimension. l 1

A collection in which there is one file identified by

each possible combination of classifications, where each

combination consists of of a classification from each cri-

terion, or a space in which there is one point for each pos-

sible coordinate m-tup1e, is referred to as an "orthogonal-"

collection or space. l 2 The collection of files considered in

the previous section is orthogonal' There is one file for

each possible combination of module and version. In other

words, each module exisLs in all versions of the program or

document, and there exists a file corresponding to the mod-

ule for each possible version. As wel1, conversely, each

version of the program or document consists of all possible

modules, and there exists a file corresponding to each pos-

sible module for the version. Less restrictive spaces'

11 Issues concerning the identification and definition of
appropriate criteria and classifications for a given col-
lection of files are related to "database design" and
"semantic data model1ing", and are discussed briefIy in
Section 4.2.1 .

12 Àn additional constraint on orthogonal spaces is dis-
cussed below.
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which are more

be discussed in

povre r f u1

Sect ion

and structurally more complex, wiIl
4 of. Chapter 4.

The set of classifications which are possible for a file
with respect to a particular criterion, or the set of possi-

ble values for a point's coordinate in a particular dimen-

sion, is more formally referred to as the "axis" for the

given dimension. For the space considered in this section,

t.he set of possible versions is formally referred to as the

"axis for the version dimension". A space in which each

axis is tree-structured is known as a I'tree-structured"

space.

Thus, the space considered in the previous section is
fuIIy formally described as an "orthogonal 2-dimensional

tree-structured spacet', whose "dimensions" are: tmodule' and

'version'. Its "axis" in the module dimension is

compi ler/t\
scanne r

and its "axis" in the version dimension is

parser coder
/\

symmgr treemgr

1

0

t\
2

2.2 2.3

3

2.1

A set of files, all of which have

fications with respect to one or more

a fixed set of classi-
of the criteria, or a
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set of points, all of which have a fixed set of coordinate

values in one or more of the dimensions, is referred to here

as a "sIice", or "hypersIice". The slice is said to be tak-

en "aIong" the dimensions in which coordinate values are

fixed, and "across" the other dimensions. For the space

which was considered above, the slice of points all of which

have the coordinate value 'parSer' in the 'module' dimension

was displayed in Figure 3-3. In an orlhogonal space, this

particular set of files "is organized in the same fashion

ês", or "is an image of", the axis of the remaining dimen-

sion. The slice displayed in Figure 3-3 is an image of the

version axis. "Multidimensional slices" are obtained by

fixing fewer of the points' coordinates.

Organizing a selection of a collection's files into a

single hierarchy (as in Figures 3-5 through 3-7), according

to some ordering of the various criteria (e.g. version with-

in module, or module within version), is referred to here as

"flattening" the selection of files into the hierarchy. The

result is referred to as "the flattening" of the selection

of files. For the space considered in the previous section,

flattenings were partially displayed in Figures 3-5 through

3-7 .

Certain flattenings are better suited than others to

of tasks. The flatten-
previous section, is well

serve as contexts for certain types

ing disptayed in Figure 3-6 in the

suited to viewing or manipulating
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lar module. Alternatively, the flattening displayed

ure 3-7 is well suited to viewing or manipulating

ules of a particular version.

1n

the

Fig-

mod-

Ignoring a set of files' classifications with respect to

particular criteria is referred to here as "projecting" the

set of files onto the remaining criteria. rhis action is

also referred to as "taking the projection of" the set of

fi1es. The resulting "lower-dimensional" set of files is

referred to as "the projection".

The space considered in the previous section could be

projected onto the version criterion in order to deal with

its files in groups, according to their version classifica-

tion, without regard for their module classification, as vras

illustrated in Figure 3-8.

Connections between the files of a collection, oF between

the points of a space, are more formally referred to as

"1inks". In the space considered in the previous section,

the point ca1led 'P' was linked to the point called 'CV'.

In this case, 'P' is referred to as "the immediate parent in

the version dimension" of 'CV'. 'CV' is referred to as "the

immediate child in the version dimension" of 'Pf. Às well,

'P' h'as linked to 'CM' . Here, 'P' is ref erred to as "the

immediate parent in the module dimension" of 'CM'. 'CM' is

referred to as "the immediate child in the module dimension"

of tPt.
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À "meaning" that is associated with a certain kind of

connection, oE Iink, is formall-y referred to as a "seman-

tic". In the space considered in the previous section, a

"revision-of" semantic could be associated with Iinks in the

version dimension. A semantic can be associated with a cer-

tain kind of link by simply "attaching" the semantic to the

axis from which the kind of link arises. This might be

achieved by a command such as

Some semantics could be "5tandard", or pre-defined, and

could be understood by a system inherently. Other semantics

could be defined by the user of a system arbitrarily.

The actions which occur as a result of formally associat-

ing a semantic with an axis, or kind of link, are referred

to as the semanticts "conseguences", or "resulting actions".

The consequences of the revision semanÈic as discussed in

the previous section could be "propagation of corrections",

and "differential (base-delta) storage". Certain actions

could occur by default as a result of certain predefined

semantics. Other actions for standard pre-defined seman-

tics, and alI actions for user-defined semantics, could be

established by the user of a system.
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3.3 GENERAL PERSPECTIVES

This work introduces hierarchical classification of

objects according to a number of distinct considerations, âs

a paradigm for the organization of files in a development

project environment. This is formalized by defining a mul-

tidimensional hierarchical data structure.

The notion of classifying a point according to a number

of criteria, and using these classifications to identify the

point and to manipulat.e it, corresponds to the notion from

analytic aeometry of establishing a coordinate system as a

frame of reference for points in a geometric space. The

notions of projection, orthogonality, dependence, and basis

(which are discussed in the next chapter) all have counter-

parts in the areas of analytic geometry and vector spaces.

Further, the notion of a structure in which points are con-

nected in various v¡ays, and in which edges are distinguished

as being of various types, and which can be traversed in a

number of ways, relates quite closely to the graph-theoretic

notion of a graph with colored edges. Finally, the notion

of formally associating meanings with a structure, and tak-

ing actions based on these meanings' corresponds to basic

principles of semantic data modelling.

Thus, the initial component of this research, constitutes

a synthesis and extension of notions from the areas of ana-

lytic geometry, vector spaces, graph theory, and semantic
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data modelling, in the context of information organization.

Analogies to relational database theory do exist, and are

drawn in subsequent chapters. Note, however, that relation-

aI databases are oriented more towards the description of

entities by their attributes or properties or characteris-

tics, and the association of entities with other entities.
They are oriented less towards the general organization and

classification of those entities.

The

notions

following chapters

introduced in this
formally define and extend the

chapt.er.
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Chapter IV

ABSTRACT MD_NT SPÀCES

This chapter provides a more formal definition of "m-di-

mensional n-ary-tree-structured spaces" (aIso calIed "md-nt

spaces") as an abstract structure for data. Section two

defines the basic structure of an md-nt space. Section

three discusses fundamental manipulation of the structure

and its elements. Section four introduces extensions to the

basic structure of md-nt spaces, and discusses constraints

which may be imposed on such extensions.

4.1 INTRODUCT]ON

Chapter 2 discussed in detail the context and motivation

for this work: recent file systems, software development

databases, and development Iibraries do not provide a high

enough level of organization to meet the needs of advanced

development projects in a number of areas.

Chapter 3 introduced md-nt spaces informally, and sug-

gested them as a formalism for the intuitive notion of file

system organization by classification and interconnection of

files. The informal but concrete basis provided by Chapter

3 for the fundamentals of md-nt spaces should aid the reader

in visualizing the more abstract notions as they are defined
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in this and subsequent chapters.

the view of md-nt spaces as having

of notions from analytic geometry,

tic data modelling in the context

tion.

This chapter provides a more

Chapter 3 also considered

arisen from the extension

graph theory, and seman-

of information organíza-

formal def inition of the

considered as an abstractstructure
st ruc ture

of an md-nt space,

for data.

Subsequent chapters wiIl inLroduce general mechanisms for

dealing with formal semantics of md-nÈ spaces, and suggest

specific structures and semantics for use in organizing the

files of a software development environment.

4.2 BÀSTC STRUCTURE

This section defines the basic structure oi md-nt spaces'

In most cases, examples and more elaborate discussions of

these concepts appear in earlier chapters.

4.2. '1 Fundamentals

À space is taken here to be a finite collection of dis-

crete points (as opposed to an infinite or continuous struc-

ture). A point is the atomic (elementârY, indivisible) unit

of a space.l3

Although a point is the atomic unil insofar as discus-
sions of a space's structure are concerned, a point may
in fact have "contents". These contents are relaled to
the sLructure's application, or its integration with oth-

79
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À dimension of a space is a distinct criterion, or con-

sideration, according to which the space's points are clas-

sified, or organized. A dimension is one "aspect" of the

collect ion of points. À space with rrmrr di st inct dimensions

is an qr:di¡e¡sipoe_! or md space.l a

Àn axis for a dimension of a

possible classif ications for a

respect to the given dimension.

Iection of axes¡ consisting of

space's dimensions.

space is the collection of

point of the space with

A space's basis is the col-
the axis from each of the

one point for each possi-

where each such combina-

from each axis of the

An orthoqonal

ble combination

tion consists

space consists of

of c lass i f icat ions ,

of one classi f ication

er structures, and are outside of the scope of the pres-
ent di scussion.

14 The approach adopted here is a generative or synthetic
cner rather than an analytical one. That is, a space is
regarded strictly as consisting of the cartesian product
of its axes (axes will be discussed shortly). A space is
not regarded as consisting of a pre-established set of
points, which may or may not be sufficiently distin-
guished by a given set of dimensions and axes.

Thus, the concrete problem of employing this structure
for the organization of a given set of entities, is that
of generating a space which incorporates sufficient
dimensions and axes, and hence: points, such that there
is a unique point of the space to correspond to each of
the entities to be organized. The problem is not that of
beginning with a space containing one point corresponding
to each entity, and then augmenting the space with dimen-
sions and axes until each point is uniquely distin-
guished. with such an approach, a set of points would be
regarded as being inherently of a particular number of
dimensions, and a particular set of dimensions and axes
would be "adequate" or "inadeguate" for uniquely distin-
guishing each point.
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basis. That is, there is one point for each element of the

cartesian product of the basis axes. Figure 4-1 illustrates

an anatytical geometric interpretalion of an orthogonal

3-dimensional space.

Every point has a coordinate in each dimension. À

point's coordinate's valuq is the classification of the giv-

en point with respect to the given dimension. In the inter-

pretation of Figure 4-1, a point's coordinate value with

respect to a given dimension corresponds to its position

r+ith respect to the given dimension's axis.

The collection consisting of a point's coordinate value

from each dimension, is the Point's coordinate value tup1e.

For a point in an m-dimensional space, this tuple is a coor-

dinate value m-tup]e. This coordinate value tupie uniquely

identifies the given point.15 The syntax for a coordinate

value m-tup]e, or "identifier", vras introduced and described

in Chapter 3, and is illustrated in Figure 4-1 for the point

which has the classification 'parser' as its coordinate val-

ue in the 'module' dimension, the classification 'obj' as

its coordinaLe value in the 'phase' dimension, and the clas-

si f icat ion ' 750' as its coordinate value in the 'hosl'
dimension.

The problem of determining t,he value of trmrr and iden-
tifying specific dimensions for a space which would be
suiÈabIe for organizing a pre-established collection of
entities is relat.ed to decomposition and normalization
for relational database design.

15 See the earlier note concerning the generative vs. the
analytical approach.
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Note that the axis for a

domain from which a point's

the given dimension.

given dimension constitutes

coordinate value is drawn

the

for

Also note that it may prove useful, for purposes of prac-

tical application of this structure, to regard points as

being "occupied" or "unoccupied", where an unoccupied point

has no contents, and hence requires no actual storage for

data or control and status information. This would give

rise to notions of "density" and "sparseness" of md-nt spac-

es.

4.2.2 Axis Structure

The classifications that constitute an axis are ordered.

À Iinear axis ís one along which classifications are linear-

ly ordered. Each axis of the space that is illustrated in

Figure 4-1 is a linear axis. A tree-structured axis is one

along which classifications are hierarchically ordered.

Each axis of the space that is illustrated in Figure 4-Z is

a tree-structured axis.

An md space whose axes are aII16 linearly ordered is an

m-dimensional linear space , also called an md-I space. The

space of Figure 4-1 is an md-1 space. An md space whose

axes aIl constitute n-ary trees t ot singly-rooted networks,

15 an m-¿:l i ma n q n ã 1 n-ar t7 -t ree-s {-r a*.rrra¿{ cñâ^êI u or md-nt

I 6 This discussion considers
ous in the sense that all
form of ordering.

only spaces that are homogene-
of their axes exhibit lhe same
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space. The space of Figure 4-2 is an md-nt space.

CerLain classifications along

guished. Every linear axis has

its orisin, and a classification

a linear axis are distin-
a classification which is

v¡hich is its terminal.

As weI1, certain relationships exist between the classi-

fications along a l-inear axis. A classification can be an

(immediate) predecessor of another classification, an (imme-

diate) successor of that classification, a transitive pred-

ecessor of that classification, or a transitive suceessor of

that classification. Further, a classification on a l-inear

axis has an "identifier" which identifies it uniquely with

respect t.o the other classifications along the axis. These

notions alI folIow naturally from conventional definitions

of a sequence or linear array.

Certain classifications are also distinguished along a

tree-structured axis. Every tree-sLructured axis has a

classification which is its root, and classifications which

are its leaves.

As we11, certain relationships exist belween the classi-

fications along a tree-structured axis. A classification

can be a parent of another classification, a child of that

classification, an ancestor of that classification, or a

descendant of that classification. Further, a classifica-

tion along a tree-structured axis has an "identifier" which

distinguishes it uniquely with respect to its siblings. A
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classification is identified uniquely, with respect to aI1

other classifications along the axis, by a "pathname" the

ident,ifier of a path from the root of the axis "down" to the

classification in question. (ttre conventional scheme for

forming pathnames is adopted here.) These notions all fol-

Iow naturally from conventional- def initions of a tree.

Each coordinate value of a point in an md-nt space, then,

is a pathname derived from the axis tree for the correspond-

ing dimension. Thus the "point identifier" introduced in

Chapter 3 constitutes a collection of pathnames, one for

each dimension of the space.l7

A segment of an axis is designated by an ídentifier con-

sisting of the identifier of its source cLassification, the

characLers '-)', and the identifier of its destination clas-

sif ication (a chil-d or successor of the source). For exam-

PIe,

I syn ] -> [ trans ]

identifies the segment from 'syn' to 'trans' on the module

axis of Figure 4-2.

17 Note that the
regarded as an
name.

concatenation of these pathnames may be
"extendedtt, or "multidimensionaltt, path-
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4.2.3 Point Orderin o

The orderings of a space's axes impose

space's points.

an ordering on the

The root of an md-nt space is the point whose coordinate

value in each dimension is the root of that dimension's axis

tree. À leaf of the space, with respect to a dimension d,

is a point whose coordinate value for dimension d is a leaf

of the axis tree for dimension d.

A point p of an md-nt space is a Þarent with respect to a

rticular d d of a point q if p's coordinate value

for dimension d is a parent of q's coordinate value for

dimension d, AND p's coordinate value for any dimension oth-

er than d is the same as q's coordinate value for that

dimension. rB À point can also be a child' ancestor, or

descendant, with respect to a particular dimension, of

another point of the space.

Note that in most cases, the points of an md-nt space

have a number of children with respect to each dimension, as

well as at least one parent with respect to each dimen-

sion.ls

18 Note that this definition excludes points which might be
regarded as being "diagonally adjacent." to q.

1 s As e¡as previously noted I although singly-rooted network-
structured axes are accommodated by the md-nt structure,
strict trees are expected to be the more common occur-
rence.
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A point p of an md-nt space is an ancestor with respect

to the space of a point e, if p is a parent (witt¡ respect to

an arbitrary dimension) of e, or (recursively) if p is a

parent (wittr respect to an arbitrary dimension) of a point

which is an anceslor (wittr respect to the space) of q. Note

that the root of an md-nt space is an ancestor with respect

to the space, of every ot,her point of the space. The notion

of a descendant with respect to the space is similarly

defined.

These notions all follow naturally

and tree-structured axes.

from the

Similar

definition of

notions existmd

for
spaces

Iinear spaces.

4.2.4 Point I nterc

The points of a full v ortho o ona I 1 r. rrn n ¡¡¡ {. ar:l qrlâ r- Þ

(henceforth referred to simPly as a connected space) are

interconnected by links from each point to each of its
(immediate) children in each dimension. Figure e-3 illus-

trates a connected linear space. Figure 4-4 (partially)

illustrates a connected md-nt space.

Note that

those points

sions except

dimension.

a "sIice" of a connected space, consisting of

having common coordinate values in all dimen-

one, is an image of the axis for that one
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Thusr âs well as imposing

space, thereby establishing

those points, the axes of a

interconnecting those Points.

an ordering on the points of a

certain relationships between

space serve as templabes for

A link is designated, in a manner similar to that for

axis segments, by an identifier consisting of the identifier

of its source point, the characters '-)', and the identifier

of its destination point (a child of the source point). For

example,

I syn; pgm I -> [ syn; obj ]

identifies â link of the space of Figure 4-4.

Note that each link of a connected space arises out of a

specific segment of a particular axis. (fnis is significant

for Iater discussions concerning inheritance of semantics.)

Further, note that because the rel-ationships between classi-

fications are "directed"' so are the segments of an axis,

and so are the links between poinLs.

Fina1ly, note that although t,he axes of a connected md-nt

space may all be trees, the space itself (regarded as a sin-

gle structure of interconnected points) is in fact a net-

work. Each point of the space has a number of different

parents * in most cases at least one per dimension.
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4.2.5 Traversal

An md-nt space is traversed by following the links dis-

cussed in the previous section from one point lo the next.

The traversal proceeds from a parent point to a child point

in one dimension at a time.20

A number of schemes are possible for complete traversal2l

of a ful1y orthogonally connected md-nt

scheme is the "first-to-last dimension

space. One such

top-down left-to-
This scheme involves

or signi f icance, or

Given that order-

at the root of the

( roughll') :

to dimn

in that it visits
A "linkwise-com-
need not be dis-

right within dimension" traversal.

assigning a particular linear ordering,

nesting, to t.he dimensions of the space.

ing, and starting in the first dimension

space, the algorithm for the traversal is

Trav( point, dimn )

if this is NOT the LAST dimn
Trav( point, next dimn )

else
visit( point )

for each child of point with respect
Trav( chiId, dimn ).

20

21 This traversal is "pointwise-complete"
every point of the space exactly once.
p1ete" traversal is trivial, and hence
cussed.

Traversal, oF "navigation", of an md-nt space may be seen
as incorporating the following actions: changing of per-
spective to provide a view of the structure from a dif-
ferent dimension; disptaying the region surrounding the
current position, from that perspective; and "moving", or
"changing the current position", within the given region,
along the dimension viewed by the current perspective.
Note that such traversal could be realized both in terms
of a line-oriented textual user interface, and in terms
of a graphic bit-map interface.
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Note that to ensure that points are not revi.sited, this

algorithm requires that all of the space's axes be strictly

tree-structured, or that those classifications along a net-

work-structured axis, that have more than one parent, have a

"di st ingui shed" ( or "pr imary" ) parent . Alternat ively ' a

dynamic marking scheme could be employed to prevent revisit-

ing.

Also note that the sequence of points visited by this

traversal is the same as that for the standard top-down

Ieft-to-right traversal of the flattening of a space accord-

ing to the given ordering of dimensions (an example of which

is illustrated in Figure 3-3).

4.3 MANIPULATTON

This section introduces means of manipulating md-nt spac-

es. Note that manipulation of structure is distinguished

from manipulation of the contents of the points of the

space. Furtherr âs previously noted, discussions concerning

the contents of the points of an md-nt space relate to lhe

structure's application or integration with other struc-

tures, and are outside the scope of the present discussion.

However, the following section does offer some plausible

examples of manipulation of contents, in order to illustrate

the general nature of such manipulation, and in order to

suggest its distinction from manipulation of structure.
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4.3.1 Manioulation o f Contents

As discussed in previous

environment' s file system

space. The files of such a

points in the space.

chapters, a software development

may be organized as an md-nt

system would then be regarded as

Elementary

such a space

operations on the contents of the points of

might include:

o create, destfoy, describe, move, coPY

o "access" conventional r/o primitives lhal would sup-

port applications such as: editing, listing, format-

ting, context searching, compiling, and cross-referenc-

ing.

Higher-leve1 operations on the contents of the points of

an md-nt software development file space might include (for

example, for purposes of interchange with a host system, or

convenient transfer between installations):

a copying out (or in) the contents of

masse, to (or from) corresponding

host file system hierarchy

a set

files

points, en

a standard

of

in

r producing

tions and

an archive

contents of

stream that consists of descrip-

a set of points

producing a single standard character stream that con-

sists of the concatenation of the contents of a number

of points.
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4 . 3 . 2 Man ipulat ion of Struc ture

Primary elementary operations on the structure of an md-

nt space are:

o create, destroy, enumerate, rename, and move

applied to:

o dimensions, and classificaLions along the axis of a

dimension

possibly with respect to another entity of the same type.

Operations such as partitioning and explicit mapping are

descríbed in Section 4.4, which discusses extended axis

structures.

Primary higher-IeveL operations on the structure of an

md-nt space are:

. projection, flattening, slicing, and arbitrary selec-

tion.

4.3.2.1 Pro jection

Projection and flattening provide alternate views of an

entire space. As discussed in previous chapters, different

views of a space are suitable as the context for different

tasks.

Projection provides a

are organized according

a spacer 1ñ

a subset of

view of

to only

which point.s

the space's
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dimensions. Particular dimensions are excluded from view

for purposes of disptay and designation. The space is said

to be Þroiected onto the dimensions of interest, ot onto the

axes of the dimensions of interest. The resulting view is a

lower-dimensional space referred to as the pro'iection. A

projection is specified, or uniquely described, by indicat-

ing the dimensions of interest.

A projection is a set of points, separate from those of

the space. The points of a projection are those distinct

points which would result from simply discarding the coordi-

nate values in the excluded dimensions, of the points of the

space. Thus, the projection of an md-nt space onto k of its

dimensions is a k-dimensional space that consists of one

point for each k-tuple in the cartesian product of the k

dimensions' axes. Each such point has the corresponding

k-tuple as its coordinate values. Note that the projection

of a space onr-o a single dimension is simply an image of

that dimension's axis. Figures 1-3, 1-4, 1-6, and 3-B

illustrated projections of md-nt spaces. Figure 4-5 illus-

trates the projection of the space of Figure 4-4 onto its

module axis.

A point p of the space is said to aÞpear at thaL of

the projection that has the same coordinate values

dimensíons of interest as the point p.22 Note that

point

in

for

the

any

Projection as it ís defined here corresponds more closely
to ùfre notion of orthographic parallel geometric project-
ion than it does to perspective projection or other forms
of geomeLric projection, in the sense that a point's
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point of the projection, there is a group of distinct points

of the space, all of which appear at that point. These

points of the space are said to coincide at, oF be coinci-

dent ât, that point of the projection.

Manipulation of a point of a projection

ed as manipulation of the group of points

coincide at that point of the projection.

trates such manipulation.

can be

of the

F i gure

i nte rpret -
space that

3-B illus-

1n

set

ues

Thus, projection facilitates the manipulation of points,

groups according to their coordinate values in a given

of dimensions, wíthout regard for their coordinate val-

in other dimensions.

4,3,2.2 Flattening

Flattening provides a 1-dimensional view of a space (for

md-nt spaces: a single hierarchy), in which there is a

unique point corresponding to each distinct point of the

space. FLattening is performed according to a given linear

ordering of a space's dimensions, âs was discussed for com-

plete traversal of md-nt spaces. À flattening is specified,

or uniquely described, by indicating the desired ordering of

the space's dimensions.

coordinate values in the dimensions of interest are not
affected by its coordinate values in the excluded dimen-
sions. I n fact I a point' s coordinate values in the
dimensions of interesl are entirely unchanged.
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A flattening is derived by repeatedly distributing, or

nesting, a Iess significant dimension's axis into its next

more significant dimension's axis, until a single "combined"

hierarchy is achieved.

A less significant dimension's axis is distributed into

its next more significant dimension's axis as fol1ows. For

each classification of the next more significant dimension's

axis, Lhe Iess significant dimension's axis is replicated.

This replica is then atlached, â5 a subtree, to the given

classification. The subtree is placed before any of the

classification's other children (thereby becoming the clas-

sification's first child). Figures 1-3, 1-4, 3-5, 3-6, and

3-7 illustrated flattenings of md-nt spaces. Figures 4-6

Lhrough 4-9 illustrate various flattenings of the space of

Figure 4-4,

Note that different segments of the flattening arise out

of the axes of different dimensions. The distinction

between these segments can be preserved by "coloring" the

flattening. A distinct color can be assigned to each of the

space's dimensions, and all edges of the flattening that

arise out of the axis of a given dimension of the space can

be given that dimension's co1or.

to

is

There is â distinct

each distinct point

said to aÞÞear at

point of the flattening corresponding

of the space. À point of the space

that point of the flattening whose
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pathname resuLts from concatenaling, into a single paLhname,

the various coordinate values of the given point of the

space.23 Note that these coordinate values are concatenated

in the order corresponding to the flatt.ening's ordering of

dimensions.

Thus,

mensional

f latten i ng

structure

constitutes a coersion from a multidi-
into a uni-dimensional one.

Note that the correspondence between points of the space

and points of the flattening is an "into" mapping. That is,

while there is a distinct point of the flalteníng for each

distinct point of the space, there is not a distinct point

of the space for every point of the flattening. In fact,

the only points of the flattening that do actually corre-

spond to a point of the space, are those that arise out of

classifications on the axis of the Ieast significant dimen-

sion.

Also, note that the sLandard top-down left-to-right trav-

ersal of a flattening of a space visits the points of the

space in the same seguence as the "pointwise-complete" trav-

ersal t,hat v¡as described earlier.

23 Thus, flattening corresponds more closely to perspective
geometric projection than it does to other forms of geo-
metric projection in the sense that a point's coordinate
value in the resultant hierarchy IS affected by its coor-
dinate values in at} of the space's dimensions.
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Às is the

a flattening
of the space

case for projection, manipulation of a point of

can be interpreted as manipulation of the point

that appears there.

Thus, flattening facilitates convenient manipulation of

the points of a space according to a particular nesting of

their coordinate values, while preserving complete visibili-
ty of all of the points of the space, and possibly preserv-

ing the distinction between those links of the space that

are retained by the flattening. Flattening also facilitates
convenient display of all of a space's points using conven-

tional interface technology.

Finally, note that although a user may generally deal

with only a few dimensions at A time, via projections, and

may deal with them in a nested fashion, via flattenings, the

md sLructure affords the user the freedom at any instant to

choose whatever view is most suitable as a context for the

task at hand.

4.3 .2.3 Sl ic ing

Slicing and selection isolate subsets of a space's

points.

Slicing isolates a contiguous multidimensional subspace,

generally for purposes of convenient subsequent manipulation

of its points. The subspace is isolated by subdividing the

space along particular coordinates in particular dimensions,
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and discarding the subspaces which are not of interest.
Slicing is said to be alonq those dimensions in which subdi-

vision is performed, and across the other dimensions of the

space. À slice is specified, or uniquely described, by

indicating, for the axis of each dimension along which the

slice is being taken I a contiguous region within which a

point's coordinate value must fall, in order for the point

to be included in the slice.

The slice is derived as follows. For each dimension

along which the slice is being taken, the space is subdivid-

ed into¡ a subspace whose points' coordinate values in the

given dimension fa11 within the boundaries of the given

region on the given dimension's axis; and, a subspace whose

points' coordinate values do not. The subspace whose

point,sr coordinate values "do not" is discarded. Figures

1-5, 1-6, and 3-3 illustrated slices of md-nt spaces. Fig-

ure 4*10 illustrates a slice of the space of Figure 4-4

along the region of the phase axis that is bounded by the

classifications'src' r'defn', and'imp1n'.

Note that a slice has the same set of dimensions as the

space in which it is taken. As weIl, note that slicing is

often followed by projection onto the dimensions across

which the slice was taken. Figures 1-6 and 4-11 illustrate
such projections.
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Further, note that íf a slice is taken along a single
coordinate in all but one of a space's dimensions, the

resulting slice wilr be an image of the axis of the remain-

ing dimension, Figures 1-5, 1-6, and 3-3 illustrated such

s1 ices.

Manipulation of the points of a srice simply constitutes
manipulation of a subset of the actuar points of the space

in which the slice is taken. Thus, slicing faciritates the

fixing, or constraining, of coordinate values in particular
dimensions, in order that only particular points be affected
by subsequent manipulation, as illustrated in Appendix A.

4.3.2.1 Selection

serection isolates an arbitrary (possibly non-contiguous)

subset of a space's points, generally for purposes of an

immediately subsequent operation on those points. The iso-
rated points are those whose point identifiers match a given

pattern (an extended regular expression). Thus, a selection
is specified simply by providing a pattern.

Conceptually, selection proceeds as follows. The points

of the space are enumerated in the order that they wourd be

encountered by the complete traversar discussed earrier.
This enumeration produces a sequence of point identifiers.
Each identifier, treated as a string, is examined in turn to

determine whether or not it matches the given pattern.
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Those points whose identifiers match the given pattern are

The notation, or "meta-Ian-

in Appendix B. As an exam-

the ones that are selected.

guage", for patterns is defined

pIe, the pattern

parser.??;defns¡1.21

be matched by the identifiers that are marked with anwould
r_>l in the following Iist.

scanneri defns; 1.21 ]
parser; defns; 1.21 l
parser . symmgr; defns;
parser.treemgr; defns;
parser.treemgr.elem; d
parser . treemgr.comp; d
coder; defns; 1.21 l

I
t
t
t
t
I
t
t
t

1 .21
1.2

e fns
e fns

l1l
¡1
;1

.21

.21
l
l

coder.alloc; defns; 1.21 l
coder.temp; defns; 1.21 l

Selection based on a calculus analogous to thaL of

relational data model, and concerning both coordinate

attribute values is an issue for future consideration.

the

and

4.4 EXTENDED STRUCTURE

This section introduces extensions to the basic structure
of md-nt spaces.

4.4.1 Variation

The following discussions consider the notion of varia-
tions in a space's structure.
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4.4.1 .1 Variant Axes

The spaces considered in the previous sections were alr
strictry orthogonal. They had a single axis in each dimen-

sion, and consisted of one point for each elemenL of the

cartesian product of those axes. This need not always be

the case.

It may be necessary in some cases for a subset of a

space's points to be crassified in a particular dimension

according to a different set of crassifications than those

that are used for the rest of the space's points. For exam-

ple, in a software development fire space, it may be neces-

sary for different modules to have different sets of revi-
sions.

This can be accommodated by arlowing each of a number of

arbitrarily designated distinct subspaces to have a distinct
axis for a given dimension. That is, there may be a number

of distinct variations of the axis for the given dimension,

each being appropriate for, or appricable to, a different
distinct subspace. rn that case, the axis for the given

dimension is said to vary accordinq to the designated sub-

spaces. Figure 4-12 illustrates a space in which the revi-
sion axis varies according to a set of subspaces which are

designated according to module.

Each distinct
ant of that axis,

variation of an axis is said to be a vari-
axls vor an
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4.4.1.2 Subspace Characterization

Subspaces that are to have distinct axis variants for a

given dimension are designated in terms of classifications
in certa i n other dimensions.

For example, in a 3-dimensional software development file
space, each module might have a different set of revisions
regardless of phase. Then, subspaces would be designated
simply in terms of module classifications. That is, sets of
points having common module coordinate values would be

regarded as distinct subspaces, and each such subspace would

have a distinct revision axis variant. The space of Figure
4-12 could be the projection of such a space onto the module

and revision dimensions.

Àlternatively, each module might have a different set of
revisions for each possible combination of a module and a

phase. Then, subspaces would be designated in terms of both

module and phase classifications. That is, sets of points
having common module and phase coordinate value pairs would

be regarded as dist.inct subspaces, and each such subspace

would have a distinct revision axis variant.

Partitioning of axes in order to facilitate designation
of subspaces for purposes of variatíon is discussed in Sec-

tion 4.4.1,4 .
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4.4.1 .3 Dependencies

A dimension in which each of a set of subspaces has a

distinct axis variant, is said lo be a dependent dimension,

or dependent. The other dimensions, whose classifications
are used to designate the subspaces that have the disLinct
axis variants¡ âs discussed above, are said to be the deter-
minant dimensions, or determinants. The dependent is said

to "depend onrr or "be determined by" t,he determinants, and

the relationship between the dependent and the determinants

is that of "dependency". Note that dependency is tran-
sitive. A dimension which depends on no others is said to
be índependent.

In the first example given above, the revision dimension

was dependent on the module dimension. In the second exam-

ple, the revision dimension was dependent on both the module

dimension and the phase dimension.

4.4.1.4 Partitioning

A partition of a particular

of the classifications of that
a contiguous subsetax 1s 1s

axis.

In general, a dependency is defined by specifying: a

dependent dimension, determinant dimensions, and for each

determinant dimension, a set of distinct disjoint parti-
tions, whose union is the set of all classifications of the

axis for that dimension. Figure 4-13 illustrates such a

1A2
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partitioning for the module axis of the space

Figure 4-14 illustrates a partitioning of the

of Figure 4-4.

phase axis.

Each possible combination of a partition from each deter-

minant's axis constitutes a distinct possible context for a

point of the space. A tuple consisting of a classification

from each determinant dimension belonqs to a given contexL

if the tuple's classificalion for each determinant dimension

is within the partition that is in t,he context for that

dimension.

For example, the tuPle

I module: scan; Phase: obj ]

belongs to the context that consisls of the

partition of Figure 4-13, and the rightmost

of Figure 4-14.

leftmost module

phase partition

A point faLls within a

its coordinate value from

to Lhe given context.

context if the tuple consisting of

each determinant dimension belongs

Each context defines a distinct subspace - the set of

points that fa1l within the given context. À distinct vari-

anL of the axis of lhe dependent dimension is maintained for

each such subspace, and hence, for each context.

Thus, the axis which is to be used at any given point of

the space, for a given dependent dimension, is simply that

which corresponds to the context within which the given

point f a11s.
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4.4.1 .5 Analogies

The domain from which a point's coordinate value is drawn

for a dependent dimension, is determined by the point's

coordinate values for the dimensions which determine that

dependent dimension. Thus, the notion of dependence of

dimensionsr êS defined here, is analogous to the notions of

"multi-valued dependence" for relational database normaliza-

tion, and "Iinear independence" of iinear algebra. Às weII,

the notion of independence of dimensions, âS defined here,

is analogous to the not.ions of "absence of dependencies" for

relational database normalization, and "orthogonality" of

linear algebra. No notion has been defined here that is

analogous to the notions of "functional dependence" for

relational database normalization, and "línear dependence"

of linear algebra.2a

Further, note that the notion of varying axes would be

analogous to that of a varying domain or sub-domain underly-

ing an attribute of a relation in a relational database (as

opposed to a union of all possible attribute values into a

single "universal" domain).

4.4.1.6 Orthogonality

24 À detailed demonstration of these analogies is relatively
straightforward but somewhat lengthy, and hence is omit-
ted from the present discussion.
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An orthogonal space is one whose dimensíons are all mutu*

ally independent. That is, in an orthogonal space a point's

coordinate vafue in one dimension is totally independent of

its coordinate values in all of the other dimensions' It

was noted earlier that such a space consists of one point

for each element of the cartesian product of the single axis

from each of its dimensions.

A space in which some of the dimensions are dependent is

not orthogonal. Note that such a space does not consist of

a simple cartesian product. In fact, such a Space may con-

sist of the union of a number of orthogonal subspaces, where

each subspace consists of the cartesian product of: the

single axis from each independent dimension; and, from each

dependent dimension, the one axis variant that is applicable

to the given subsPace.

AIso note thal a space incorporating dependencies cannot

be fuIly orthogonally connected. consider, for example, a

space with independent dimensions'module" 'phase" and

,host', and with a dependent dimension 'revision' which var-

ies according to 'module' (that is, is determined by 'mod-

u1e'). For a point having a revision coordinate value other

than the origin, there is no other point of the space that

might reasonably be regarded as its child with respect to

the module dimension. That is, there is no point corre-

sponding to a different module, whose revision coordinate

value might be regarded as being the same as the given

point.
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Thus, a space (or subspace) may be fully orthogonally

connected with respect to mutually independent dimensions,

but the connections which form images of a dependent dimen-

Sion'S axiS must be "nested" vrithin such orthogonal connec-

tions. That is, in the previous example, the points at the

origin of the revision axis may be fully ort'hogonally con-

nected with respect to the module, phase, and host dimen-

sions. Each point so connected would then simply have an

image of the revision axis "descending" from it with respect

to the revision dimension.

4,4.1.7 Degrees of Variation

The variations discussed above can exist to varying

degrees.

o A dependency can involve a single determinant dimen-

sion, or multiple determinant dimensions.

o The entire axis for a dependent dimension may vary, or

only a sub-axis of Lhat axis may vary, with the rest of

the axis remaining constant. In the second case' a

single instance of the non-varying portion of the axis

is common to all contexls or subspaces.

r A given dimension may occur as a dependent in at most

one dependency, or it may occur as a dependent in more

than one dependency. In the second case, the dependent

dimension's axis would actually consist of a number of
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separatelY determined

dency would involve a

That is, each dePen-

sub-ax i s .

sub-axes.

di f ferent

o

¡ A single

axis may

serveS as

a

partitions may be allowed to consist of more than one

classification, or partitions may be constrained to

each consist of a single classification. In lhe second

case, each classification would constitute a distinct

partition. Note that this would obviate explicit par-

titioning.

common partitioning of a given dimension's

suffice for alI dependencies in which it

a determinantr or a separaLe partitioning may

be employed for each such dependency'

partitionings could be explicitly specified by a user

of an md-nt space, of partitionings could be inferred

from the "current region of interest" whenever a user

performs structure-altering manipulations. For exam-

ple, if a user established a "current context" that

included only a "sub-region" of a space's module axis,

and then altered the version axis, that sub-region of

the space's module axis could become a diStinct parti-

tion, and the alteration could affect only the distinct

version axis variant that lras established to correspond

to that Partition.
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4.4.1 .8 Interim Conslraints

A number of interim constraints seem advisable f.ot pre-

Iiminary use of the md-nt structure. such constraints would

ensure manageabílity for novice and casual users' without

draslically limiting the power or overall effectiveness of

the structure. These constraints could subsequently be

relaxed as proficiency and experience are gained.25

Advisable constraints include:

I requiring entire axis variants rather than aJ-lowing

sub-axis variants

requiring that a given dimension occur as the dependent

in at most one dependency (but allowing multiple deter-

minant dimensions for any dependency)

requiring a single common partitioning for any dimen-

sion's axis

requiring explicit Partitioning

o

a

. requlrln9

described

that the graPh of a sPace's

in the following section) be

dependencies (as

acyclic.

Note t.hat bY
space could
unfactorable)

sufficient relaxation
"degeneratet'into an
graph.
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4.4.1 .g ÐependencY Hierarchies

When constrained as described above, the dependencies of

an md-nt space can be summarized effectively by a dependencv

hi era rchv. This hierarchy is a graph in which there is one

node corresponding to each dimension that is a determinant

or a dependent (or both). There is one edge in the graph

for each delerminant of each dependency, leading from the

node corresponding to the determinant dimension, to the node

corresponding to the dependent dimension. Figure 4-1 5

illustrates such a hierarchY.

Note thaL any ordering assigned to dimensions for purpos-

es of. flattening or traversal must conform to the dependency

hierarchy in order to be sensible.26. Any ordering which

"violates" this hierarchy can only be accommodated by form-

ing a "union" of the variants of the appropriate dependent

dimension's axis, and regarding thaL union as being indepen-

dent of that dimension's determinants'27

The reasoning underlying lhis assertion closely paralleIs
tf¡át of earller discussions concerning orthogonal connec-
tion of spaces that incorporate dependencies'

26

27 Note that the application of
the various subsPaces results
points.
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4 .4.2 A1 te rnate Coordi nate Svstems

The following discussions consider the notion of alter-

systems for md-nt spaces.nate coordinate

4.4.2.1 Virtual Dimensions

An alternate coordinaLe system may be established for an

md-nt space, generally for purposes of providing alternate

organizatiorrs or namings for the space's points. This is

accomplished by establishing alternative axes to be used in

place of one or more of the space's existing axes'

An alternate coordinate System is established by defining

addit ional- virtual dimensions for the space. Each virtual

dimension is defined as being based oo, or mapping to, one

or more other dimensions of the space. These other dimen-

sions may be fundamental, or primarv, dimensions of the

space, oF they may be other virtual dimensions. These

dimensions are said to underlie the virtual dimension. For

example, for a software development file Space¡ a 'release'

virtual dimension could be defined as mapping to the 'revi-

sion' primary dimension.

The axis of a virtual dimension is referred to as a vÍr-

tual axis. A virtual axis is mapped to the axes of the

dimensions underlying its dimension. That ís, each classi-

fication along a virtual axis maps to a tuple consisting of

a classification from each of the axes of the dimensions
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underlying the virtual dimension. For example, for the

software development file space discussed above, mappings of

release classifications to revision classifications could

be:

> map
> map

release:2.
release: 2.

revision:14.
revision:14.

1to
2Lo

2.5
3.7

The axis and classifications of a virtual dimension may

be used in place of those of the underlying dimensions for

purposes of viewing or manipulating the space, or for desig-

nating points of the space. For example, fot the software

development file space and the mapping discussed above, the

point

I module: trans i revision ¿14.2.5 ]

could also be referred to as

I module:trans; release:2.1 ]

Note that the mapping from a virtual axis to an underly-

ing axis may be 1-to-1 or n-to-1. Às weII, it may be "onto"

or "into". This gives rise to an issue for future consider-

ation, that being: the effect on the "current position",

with respect to its coordinate in a virtual dimension, of

repositioning with respect to an underlying dimension of

that virtual dimension, when the "destination" classifica-

t.ion along the underlying axis has more than one correspond-

ing classification on the virtual axis, ot has no corre-

sponding classification on the virtual axis'
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4.4.2.2 Specifications of Mappings

Mappings from classificat,ions along a virtual axis to

classifications along an underlying axis could be specified

by a "rule", or by explicit enumeration'28

plausible rules for mapping a virtual axis to a single

underlying axis include:

o 'tby position" - for a virtual axis of exactly the Same

shape as its underlying axis, a classification along

the virLual axis would map lo the classification at the

corresponding position on the underlying axis. Note

that this constitutes a renaming of the classifications

along the underlYing axis.

.'rby namer' - for a virtual axis consisting of exactly

the same set of classifications as the underlying axis,

but in a different order , a classification along the

virtual axis would map to the corresponding classifica-

tion of the underlying axis, regardless of position.

Note that this constitutes a reordering of the underly-

ing axis.

28 Specification of mappings could also be implicit. For
ã'*àmpf e, f or a sof twã?e ãevelopment_ f ile space, creation
ãi-.-nå* revision could automatically result in the map-

ói"õ of the "current" release to the new revision. How-
ä"uí , for reasons similar to those that motivated the

"onsiraint" 
on-variatíon that were discussed earlier, it

iåã*" .¿r.tisable initially to constrain specifícation of
mappings to be entirelY exPlicit.
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Explicit enumeration of mappings was illustrated in the

previous section.

Note that the mapping for a virtual axis which has more

than one underlying axis must be enumerated'

4.4.2.9 Variation in Virtual Dimensions

Naturally, as is the case for the axes of primary dimen-

sions, the axis of a virtual dimension mây have variants'

In this case, each virtual axis variant would have its own

mapping to the underlYing axes.

As weIl, the mapping of a virtual axis may vary according

to context.2e That is, the axis itself would be common

across a set of contexts, but for each context there would

be a distinct mapping of the common virtual axis to the

underlying axes. For example, fot a software development

file Space, there might be a single common release axis for

all modules, but that release axis would have a different

mapping to the underlying revision axis for each module.

That is, release '2.1', might map to revision '14.2.5' f or

module 'trans' , but to revision '6.3.1 ' for module 'bld' '

Note that it is often the case that the underlying axes

themselves vary according to the same set of contexts.

2s This is the same form of context as was defined for vari-
ant axes.
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Explicit enumeration for a

to context would also have to

t,ext, â5 in:

that varies according

spec i f icat ion of con-

mapping

include

¡ map
> map
> map

release I 2.1 lo
release:2.1 to
release 22,2 to

revisionz14.2.5 for
revision:6.3.1 for
revision¡,14.3.7 for

module: trans
module: bId
module: trans

4.4,2.4 General Effects of Virtual Dimensions

Various general effects can be achieved by virtual dimen-

sions. These inelude:

renaming or rearranging parts of an axis, and hence

points of the space for instance, for a software

development file space, âD alternate axis for the mod-

ule dimension, that maps to the module axis by name'

could provide an ordering appropriate for mass printing

or searching operations, rather than símply reflecting

the static structure of a program. Further, an alter-

nate axis for the revision dimension might simply pro-

vide a relative naming of revisions, incorporating

cfassifications such as'production"'test" and'de-

velopment" which would be more appropriate for typical

ongoing development activity than the underlying abso-

lute naming of revisions.

o

establishing a single axis that "spans" a number of

distinct dimensions, hence establishing a single organ-

ization of a space's points based on a number of dis-

a
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tinct considerations for instance, for a software

development environment file space, âD axis constitut-

ing a nesting of the phase axis within the module axis

(as for flattenings) could be used to reflect the rela-

tionships between an object file and the various module

Source files which contribute to its compilation.

providing a common generalized axis that is applicable

to all of the subspaces for which some virtual dimen-

sion's axis varies, hence coordinating the various axis

variants - for instance , f.ot a software development

file space, âD axis which is applicable to all modules'

rather than varying according to module, with classifi-

cations such as 'reIeaSe-1 ' and 'releaSe2' , cOuld pro-

vide a common generalized classificat'ion of the various

revisions that exist for each of the various modules.

4.5 CONCLUSION

This chapter has presented the md-nt space as an abstract

structure for data. The basic structure v¡as defined, manip-

ulation of the structure and its elements vras discussed, and

extensions to the basic structure were introduced.
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ChaPter V

SEMÀNTICS OF MD_NT SPACES

This chapter introduces the issue of formal semantics for

md-nt spaces. Section two introduces the general issue of

semanticS and "Semantic structures". Section three

describes a formalism for dealing with the semantics of md-

nt spaces in particufar. It discusses the general nature of

the semantics of interest for development environments' and

introduces specific techniques for dealing with these seman-

tics. Finally, the fourth section compares the approach

adopted here to the approaches which have been adopted in

other areas. Fundamental principles of semantics are intro-

duced, êS required, to facilitate comparison and evaluation'

5.1 TNTRODUCTTON

The development of the md-nt space as a representation

(or "mode1") for devel0pment environments is quite clearly

both syntactically (or "structurally" ) and semantically

motivated. That is, it. is motivated by a desire f or a polr-

erful, clean, and convenient way to organize the objects of

a development environment, âS well as by a desire for a rep-

resentation which distinguishes clearly between the various

kinds of such objects, and the various kinds of relation-

ships which are possible between such objects'
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Chapter four formalized the structural, or "syntactic",

aspects of md-nt spaces, and discussed the operations that

may be performed on these spaces. This chapter formalizes

the general semantic aspects of md-nt spaces. chapter six

wiIl discuss specific structures and semantics which are of

particular benefit for software development environments.

Wherever possible, research of this nature should build

on fundamental principles which have already been identified

by research in other areas. The formalization of semantics

is current,ly being investigated in other areas of computer

science, for databases, programs, and internal data struc-

tures. UnfortunatelY, there seems to be Iit'tIe consistency

between investigators in the various areas with respect to

terminology, and even with respect to the characterization

of fundamentals. Cattell [CatteII 1983] comments on such a

Iack of consistency, even among researchers in a single

area. such a lack of coherence makes it exceedingly diffi-

cult to evaluate various approaches with respect to one

another, and to identify the contributions of individual

efforts. Às weII, lack of a body of generally recognized

principles and commonly acknowledged techniques leads to

unnecessary duplication of effort and difficulty in achiev-

ing further advances.

Therefore, wherever necessary' this

cussions of some of the fundamenlal

the formatization of semantics and

chapter includes dis-

princ iples underlYing

semantic structures.
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These discussions constituLe a unification of concepts from

distinct areas of computer science, and draw correspondences

between related areas more directly than has been done in

the past lBrodie and Zilles 1981] [srodie et aI. 1984] '

This formulation of general principles constitutes a signif-

icant research contribution in its ovtn right'

These discussions are necessary in order to provide a

framework for the orderly development and discussion of the

semantics of md-nl spaces' and to facilitate the recognition

of fundamental similarit,ies and differences between the

approach adopted here and the approaches adopted in other

areas.

5.2 PRINCTPLES O SEMÀNTÏ C STRUC s

This section introduces the general issue of semantics

and "semantic structures".

5.2.1 Gen 1 Iss f Sema

In the most general Sense, the isSue of "semantics" iS

simply that of "meaning" - usually of the elements and con-

structs of some representation. The meanings of the words

and clauses of a sentence in some language are an example of

such semantics. The meanings of the nodes, edges, and vari-

ous sub-graphs of a graph are another example of such seman-

tics.
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ïn particular, the issue of semantics for computer sci-

ence is that of lhe meaning (or interpretation, or signifi-

cance , ot implications) of structures maintained by computer

systems. These semantics are stated in terms of some char-

acterization of the relevant aspects of the domain of repre-

sentation, and may be formalized lo various degrees (as wiIl

be discussed in sect,ion 5,2.2 in greater detail ) .

Examples of such semantics are: the meaning of a state-

ment or a tree from some programming language; the meaning

of an instance of a database or program data structure; and

the meaning of a database schema' a data structure declara-

tion, or a programming language grammar (aII of which may be

regarded as representations concerning other representa-

tions, and hence are "meta-representations")'

À more specific example of such semantics is the meaning,

in terms of flow of control, or global state transforma-

tionsrofthepartsofaparsetree;anexampleofwhichis
the meaning of an '<if-stmt>' node ' which has an

,<expression>' node and two '<statement>' nodes as its imme-

diate children r connected to it by edges labelled

, <condition>' , t <then-clause)r r and t <e1se-clause>' '

Another example of such semantics is the meaning, in terms

of fami}y relationships, of the parts of a "famiIy tree"

implemented as a database or program data structure; an

example of which iS the meaning of a '<person>' node, which

has another '<person>' node connected to it by an edge
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labelled ,<spouse>" and other '<person>' nodes connected to

it by edges labelled '<child>'. À final example of such

semantics is the meaning, in terms of taxonomy, of a gener-

arization (sub-class / super-crass) rrierarchy of types (or

classes) from a set of program declarations or a database

schema; an example of which iS the meaning of a '<type>'

node (or ,<class>' node, Or '<entity-type>' node), which has

three other ,<type>' nodes connected to it by edges labelled

'<sub-type>' .

Note that the labels attached to the various

structures discussed above are intended to

parts' semantics.

parts of

suggest

the

the

The semantics of interest for this thesis are the mean-

ings of md-nt spaces. An example of such semantics is t'he

meaning, in terms of software development concerns, of the

parts of an md-nt space; an example of which iS lhe meaning

of a '<file>' point, which has four other '<file>' points

connectedtoitbylinkslabelled'<revision>'.

Finally, it, should be noted that although t'he semantics

ofprogramsrfunctionsroperatorsretceteraareoftencom-
putational aclions (i.e. processing to be performed), the

issue of semantics is nonetheless that of meaning. The

issue of semantics is Nor simpry that of arbitrary process-

ing to be performed in some arbitrary situation! unfortu-

nately, however, as is often the case for terms which are
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centrar to an area of increasing popularity (as have been

,,structured" programming, and "integrated" programming envi-

ronments), the term "semantics" is becoming overworked and

misused, â5 is illustrated by the folrowing paragraph from

the v-system Reference Manual IBerglund et aI. 1983] (p'2)

clients and servers may be distributed throughout
;h;- ilnL"t) network. By default' access to
resourc.ã-is network transþarent; a client' may

accessaremoteresourcewit¡'thesamesemantics
as it accesses a local resource'

Here, " semant ics" has been used to mean ttset of act ionstr '

without any concern for whether or not they happen to be the

meaning of a particular function or operator'

5.2.2 mal i 10n ema

The semantics of a representat,ion or structure may be

formalized to various degrees'

Thesemanticsofastructuremaybeintuitivetoits

users, and seldom explicit.Iy considered. The semantics of

an English sentence are an example. These semantics are

informal, and far from thorough or precise. such semantics

can be referred to as "intuitive semantics"'

semant,ics may be reasonably definite and precise, often

comprehensively analyzed, and perhaps even separately

described or recorded. Examples of such semantics are: the

semantics of a FORTRAN or pL/r Statement or "parse tree" '

t'he semantics of a dataflow graph or family tree, and the
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semantics of an

be referred to

INGRES or IMS database. Such semantics can

as "informal semantics".

Note that the conseguences of such semantics may be for-

malized for particular situations, to the extent that code

may be written, or action may be taken, to perform process-

ing appropriate to the given situations. such conseguences

occur according to the programmer's or user's understanding

of the given semantics and the given situations. The code

may even be separated into procedures, which are attached to

the various sub-structures' and which are invoked automati*

cal1y when the given situation arises or when given opera-

tions are perf ormed ILevesque 1977] t¡¿Vlopou]os et aI ' 19801

lcoldberg and Robson 1983]. Nonetheless, in these cases'

the semantics remain informal; they are simply'reflected in

these procedures. Hence, such semantics can be referred to

as "procedurally described semanticS" , ot simply "procedural

semantic5".

semantics may be formalized to the extent that an assort-

ment of pre-determined general characterizations are identi-

f ied, and adopted as the set of allowable meanings f or t'he

various elements and constructs of some representation'

Examples of such semantics are: 'classification" 'general-

íza|ion', and 'aggregation' as the semantics of the types'

and relationships between them, which constitute a database

schema Icoa¿ 19791 [Levesque 1977] [smith and smith lg77];

'definition', 'interaction', and 'event' as specific seman-
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t ics of assoc iat ion types in a dat'abase schema [Su and Lo

1 980] ; and 'decision' , 'loop' , 'top' ' 'exiL-condition' '

,continue-conditiofi" and 'bottom' as the semantics of con-

structsofaprogram.Suchsemanticsareidentified,o|
,,declared', , but not def ined in detai I , and hence can be

referred to as "declarative (formal) semantics"'

FinatIy, semantics may be rigorously and formally

defined,andrepresentedusingsomemela-representation
(which may or may not itself be formally defined) ' Examples

of such semantics are: the axiomatica]1y defined semantics

of PÀSCAL [Hoare and llirth 1973] ' and the denotationally

defined semantics of the languages LOOP ITennent 1976] '

4L/CS IConstable and Donahue 197g], and C [Raskovsky 1982)

lsetfri 19831. Such semantics can be referred to as "defini-

tive (formar) semantícs,,, or more specificarly as "axiomatic

semantics" r "denotational Semantics" 
"'h-graph 

semantics" '

et cetera.

The various degrees to which semantics

are analogous to the way in which syntax

(e.g. English), informat but explicitly

FORTRAN), or formalized (e'g' PASCAL)'

can be formalized

can be intuitive

considered (e.g.

Declarative semantics have been

Examples of such semantics are:

'alternative' , and 'dePendent'

and links in an md-nt space'

adopted for
t revision' ,

md-nt spaces.

'composition',
of the Points
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5.2.3 SPecification of Semantics

A particular interest within computer science, concernlng

the general issue of semantics, is that of deveroping means

by which semantics can be described, such that syslems can

manipulate the resulting descriptions'

For example, research is being conducted in the area of

formal language theory concerning the specification of the

formal ( "def initive" ) semantics of Ianguage constructs '

This specification is accomplished by attaching "semantics

rufes,' to the various syntax rules of a grammar. The Seman-

tics rufes attached to a particurar syntax rule may then be

regarded as describing the meaning of those parts of a parse

tree or syntax tree which are described by the given syntax

rule. For instance, the semantics rule

{ $$ c1 = $expr I cond( $stmt c1, c1 ) }

Isettri .1983] attached to the syntax rule

<stmt> : := t if t <expr>'thenr <stmt>

wourd describe the meaning of any part of the parse tree' or

input string, whose structure matches this syntax rule i.e.

ofany"if-then"statement'Thismeaningmightbestatedin
terms of flow of control, as above, ot in terms of effect on

theglobalstateofthecomputation'usingexpressionsin
the 1ambda calculus lscott, and Strachey 1971].

Another example of

semant ic s,

work on the formalization and specifi-

is the research being conducted in thecation of
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area of databases (or "data modelling") concerning the spec-

ification of the ( "declarative" ) semantics of database

structures. This specification is accomplished by including

declarations of semantics in the database schema' These

declarations may be regarded either as describing the mean-

ing of the database schema , ot as describing the meaning of

database instances created according to the schema. For

example, the declaration

SUB-CLÀSS-OF Person

ltøylopoulos el aI. 1980] attached to the entity def inition

ENTITY WOTKET
cnenÀðtsRlsrrc skitr DoMÀrN string
CHARÀCTERISTIC experience DOMAIN string

declares a relationship, which has 'suB-cLASS-OF' as its

semantics,betweentheclasses'person'and'worker'.This
cescribes the fact that 'worker' is a specialization of

,person,. (consequences of this relationship are, â5 dis-

cussed betow, that the class 'worker' inherits aII of the

properties and characteristics of the class 'person" and

thatanobjectoftype'worker'istoberegardedasan
object of tYPe 'Person")

Notethatalthoughbothoftheprecedingexamples
involved the specificat,ion of general semantics for aIl

inslancesofaparticularkindofstructure,itshouldalso
be possible to specify specific semantics for a particular

elementorconstructofsomestructuree.g.foraparticular
edge between two nodes in an explicitly manipurated graph.
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The research described by this dissertation includes con-

sideration of the specification of the ("declarative")

semantics of md-nt spaces. This specification is accom-

plished by direcL labelling of the various elements and con-

structs of an md-nt space. For instance, the command

> attach sem=revision-of to link=lparser;1]->[parser;1.11

attaches the IabeI 'revision-of'

label indicates that the meaning

to

of

the given

the given

Iink. This

link is that

lparser¡1.1] is a revision of lparser;1]'

The types of specifications of semantics which were dis-

cussed above naturally require the formalization of the

essential principles, or relevant aspects, of the domain of

representation. such a formalization provides the terms in

which to state a structure's semantics. Examples of such

formalizations are: the characterization of computation as

states and transformations; and the characterization of

enterprises3o aS entities, relationships, and abstractions'

NaturalIy, those aspects of the domain of representation

which are deemed to be rerevant for a given representation,

are determined to some extent by t,he intended application or

use of the representation'

The term 'enterprise' is used here in the most general
i.""ã. rt i;-iñten¿ea simply to refer to that arbitrary
ããg*å"t, of iftå åomain of i"þresentation, that is to be

,ãprãråÅt"¿ by some structuie. Less formally, its
intended intetÉrr"lãfion might be staled as: "something,
iio* the real ivorld, to be representedrr'
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The semantics of md-nt spaces are stated here in

aformalizationofdevelopmentenvironmentsas
being manipulated, and relationships between them'

terms of

articles

5.2.4 Cons ences of Seman tics

Theprecisesetofactionswhicharetobetaken,â5a
part of some operation on some structure' ßâY vary according

to the given structure's semantics. More pointedly, the

precise set of actions may be DETERMINED BY the given struc-

ture,s semantics. In such cases, the actual effect of the

given operation may be regarded aS a "consequence" of the

structure t s semantics.

Examplesoftheconseguencesofaprogramrepresenta_

tion,s computational semantics are: the generation of

appropriate target code for a given construct, during a

,'translate" operation; and the processing of appropriate

partsofaprogram,duringanalysisofaprogram'sdat'a

f low.

Examples of the consequences of a database schema's taxo-

nomic semantics are: the preservation of integrity and con-

sistency by disallowing lhe delelion of a kernel entity for

which characteristic entities still exist, or propagating

the deletion of a kernel entity to its characteristic enti-

ties, during delete operations; and the inheritance of prop-

erties and characteristics by a subtype, from its supertype'
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as well as t'he

instances of the

ope rat i ons .

Such Processing

gous to Particular
a "syntax-directed
syntax ru1es.

Note that

discussed in

the users of

the consequences of

this section, could

a system.

a structure' s sernantics,

all be effected manuallY

inclusion of instances of the subtype as

supertype, during insert and other database

FinaIIy, an example of the conseguences

ture' s application-specif ic semantics is:

actions taken in traversing a population

according to the semantics of it's various

"determine next-of-kin" operation'

of a data struc-

the specific

data structure,

edges, during a

as a consequence of semantics, is analo-

parsing actions' or particular actions of

editor", performed as a consequence of

as

by

The consequences of interest for this thesis are those of

an md-nt space's developmental semantics. Examples of such

consequences are: the propagation, to each of a file's

revisions, of the changes which are made to the file, â5

part of an editing operation; the presentation of both the

definition and implementation phases of a module, when

âccess to its source phase is requested; the prohibition of

modifications to the source for an outstanding "released"

loadmodule,duringdeleteandotherfilemanipulaLionoper-

ations; and the recompilation of required modules that are

out of date, during a system build operation'
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5.2.5 Àuto tion of Conseoue nces

Another interest within computer science, concerning the

general issue of semantics, and beyond the issue of system-

maintained specifications of semantics, is that of automat-

ing the determination and realizalion of the consequences of

a structure's formalized and specified semantics. Such

automation allows the processing which is appropriate for a

given operation, on a given Structure, tO Occur automatical-

Iy, according to the structure's semantics'

The processing of a structure may be regarded as occur-

ring at two levels: that of primitive operations, and that

of high level operations. Primitive operations are the fun-

damental, or elementary, operationS on the elements and con-

structs of a structure. High level operations may be

regarded as composite operations, which involve ranging over

the elements and constructs of a structure, and invoking

primitive operations as appropriate. Thus, in order to ful-

Iy facilitate the automation of consequenceS, a system must

provide a means by which the precise actions of both primi-

tive and high leveI operations can be dynamically deter-

mined, according to the semantics of operand structures'

One approach to autgmating the conseguenccs of a struc-

ture's semantics for a primitive operation, is to allow the

designation of a number of alternative methods or routines

for performing the given operation. Then, the routine which
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is to be used for a particular instance of the operation on

some structure, is chosen dynamically according to the

semantics of the given structure'

Anapproachtoautomatingtheconsequencesofastruc-

ture,s semantics for a high level operation, is to simply

provide mechanisms by which t,he routine that performs the

given operation, may enquire about the structure's seman-

tics, and mechanisms by which the routine may traverse the

structure according to its semantics'

The approaches which have been adopted

automated consequences of the semantics of

similar to those just discussed'

for facilitating
md-nt spaces are

One of the major benefit.s of formalized specified seman-

tics, and the automation of the conseguences of semantics'

is that semantics-directed applications can be generalized'

(Semantics-directed applications are those whose processing

is determined by the semantics of the structures on which

they operate. )

This benefit is analogous to the major benefit of auto-

mating the consequences of syntax. Rather than being spe-

cific to those kinds of structures whose properties are

,,hard-coded,, or otherwise reftected within their code,

semantics-directed apprications can operate generarly in

terms of semantics. The actual processing of a given struc-

ture by these applícatíons can be determined by the seman-

tics which have been specified for the structure.
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This generality alleviates the need to alter applications

whenever there is a change to the allowable forms of struc-

tures on which the given applications must operate. For

example, consider the addition of new kinds of nodes or edg-

es to a population data structure. ApplicatiOn code would

not have to be changed, provided that the semantics of these

ne$r nodes or edges could be described using whatever scheme

isemployedbythegivensystemforspecifyingastructure's
semant ic s .

Aswell,generalityofsemantics_directedapplications

alleviates the need for a number of representation-specific

applications, one for each different set of elernents and

constructs whose semantics must be dealt with. AlI that is

required is one application which is abie to operate on a

particular kind of structure , given a specification of the

structure' s semantics.

More succinctly, the major benefit of the automation of

the conseguences of semantics, is that it serves as the

basis for the operation of generalized software, which is

parameterized by a structure's semantics' Further' it can

Serve as the basis for the automatic generation of custom-

ized structure-specific software, according to a structure's

semant ic s .
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5,2,6 Othe r Consequen c e-Re Ia ted Con side rations

In general , a system may provide various modes by

theprocessingwhichconStitut'estheconsequences
structure's semantics may be initiated'

which

of a

such processing may be initiated intrinsically as a part

of some operation; or on a triggered basis as a result of

some event, in which case the processing may be carried out

either synchronously or asynchronously wilh respect to that

event;ortheprocessingmaybedeferred,andinitiatedsub_
sequently on a demand basis (i.e. at a user's explicit

request ) .

For exampler recompilatiOn of a software module's source'

as a consequence of an mc-nt space's semantics, might occur

intrinsicallyasthefinalpartofanyoperationwhich
updates the source. Alternatively, the recompilation might

betriggeredbythenextattempttoretrievethemodule's
object code, and might be carried out synchronously. Fur_

ther, the recompilat.ion might be triggered by the completion

of any update to the source, and might be carried out

aSynchronouSly by a "daemon" or "monitor" process' Finally'

recompilation might be deferred, and might only take place

upontheexplicitinvocation(bytheuserorsomeother
application) of a command which exists specifically to carry

out any necessary recomPilation'
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Only the intrinsic and deferred

the initiation of processing which

modes are

c on st i tutes

provided for

the conse-

quences of the semantics of md-nt spaces'

Another consideration with respect to conseguences, is

that of the distribution of the responsíbility for effecting

the consequences of a structure's semantics'

The conseguences of semantics may be provided by process-

ing which is embedded within the various applications which

access a structure. Examples of such applications are3

interpreters, data flow analyzers, and conventional database

application modules. This approach contributes to redundan-

cy and the potential for inconsistency'

ÀIternatively, the processing which provides the conse-

guences of a structure's semantics may be factored out of

the various applications, and placed in routines which are

associated with structures specifically for the purpose of

providing the conseguences of their semantics. These rou-

tines may actually be "attached" to the various components

of a structure , ot they may be collected into a central

,,manager,, of the structure. This factoring avoids the

redundancy and potential for inconsistency inherent in the

previous approach. It also reduces the size and complexity

of the applications. This leads to reduced cost, reduced

time, and reduced potential for errors in t'he development of

the applications.
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These benefits are similar to those which are obtained by

factoring and centrati zing the responsibirily for e repre-

sentation,s structure or syntax (as specified by a schema or

grammar ) into a database manager and query processor ' oF

some other type of structure manager '

Theconseguence-providingroutinescanbeestablishedin

a nurnber of ways. They can be established for each possible

operation on each structure (or each possible type of struc-

ture), or for each possible operation for the various possi-

b1e semantics of a structure. The latter approach requires

that the structure's semantics be formalized at least to the

extent of the "declarative" semantics discussed earlier'

The benefit of this latter approach, in addition to the ben-

efits of fcrmalization, is a greater degree of factoring'

FinalIy, the consequences of a Structure'S semantics may

be provided by a single centralized manager or interpreter'

such an interpreter dynamically determines and provides

appropriate consequences of a given structure'S semanticS,

for a given operation. such an approach requires the formal

definition of both the structures' semantics, and the opera-

tions, actions (actually, the operations' semantics)' These

definitions must all be stated in terms of the same charac-

terizationofthedomainofrepresentation.Thebenefitof
thisapproachisitsobviouspowerandflexibility.The
drawbacks of this approach are that it is currently beyond

the capabilities of state of the art techniques, and that iL
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may f ix or limit

semant ic s .

the extensibitity of the set of allowable

consequences of the semantics of md-nt spaces are provid-

ed by system actions which have been est'ablished for each

possible operation, f'ot each of the various possible

declared semantics of a structure. These actions' which are

regarded as being "defaults", may be overridden by user-de-

fined procedures. As well, mechanisms exiSt by which an

application can traverse a structure according Lo the struc-

ture,s semantics, or by which an application's actions can

otherwise be determined.

General diSCUSSiOnS COncerning issues such as: openness

(or ,,extensibility" ) of t.he set of allowable semantics;

openness (or "extensibility") of the set of aIlowable opera-

tions; and flexibility of the consequences of given seman-

ticsforagivenoperation,arebeyondthescopeofthis
dissertation. However, specific considerations with respect

to these issues will be discussed briefly in section 5'4'2,

which compares the approach adopted here to other approach-

es.

5.2,7 Na t of nt ruct

',semantic StructureS" and "semantic data modeIS" are twO

areas of recent research activity (see for example IcatteII

1 9831 , llevesque 1977] , lMylopoulos et aI ' 1 980] ' [coA¿
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1g7g) , lsmith and smith 1977] , [su and l'o 1980] ' and lHammer

and Mcleod 1981 ] ). The significance of "semantics" for

these areas is best iltustrated by considering the issue of

semantics in context.

semantics is just one of a number of aspects of represen-

tation. Furt,her, âs will be discussed in Section 5'2'8,

representations may be built according to some data model'

(ffre issue of representation for computer science is that of

representing somet,hing of interest using data which is

manipulated by SOme system. ttA representatiOn" Or "a struc-

ture" iS a collection of data which represent something of

interest. )

The aspects of representation include:

r and the semantics of a structure its

often incorporates the meanings of its

nents ) .

the

meaning (which

various compo-

some extent on a charac-

the domain of .rePresenta-

the constitution of a structure or representation

elements and constructs of which it consists

o the syntax of a structure - the arrangement or configu-

ration of its various components or sub-structures

(i.e. its construction)

À1I of these asPects are based to

terization of relevant asPects of

tion.
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,,semantic structures" are structures defined with partic-

ular attention to semantics. The elements and constructs of

such structures have specific, explicitly considered, and

clearly identified semantics. TypicaIly, these semantics

are of part,icular vafue for some use of the structure'

These semantics may be, but are not necessarily, formally

defined.

often, t,semantic" structures are more refined than "con-

ventional,, structures. They have more specific, detailed,

and narrower semantics. They tend to be more elaborate in

order to have distinct elements of structure with which to

represent distinct constituents of the domain of representa-

tion. These elements are often distinguished primarily by

semantic considerations rather than by syntactic ones'

ThuS, the Sense Of "Semantic" here iS "more meaningful"

or "particularly meaningful" rather than simply "meaning-

fu1,,. HopefuIIy, all structures or representations have

SOme meaning or Semantics. Hence "particularly semantic

structures" or "semantically rich structures" would be more

apt than "semantic Structures"'

Note lhat although it is expected thal aI1 structures

have some meaning, it is quite possible for certain constit-

uents of a structure to be purely structural or "implementa-

tional" rather than representational in nature, and hence be

devoid of any real meaning. The links in a hash chain are

examples of such constituents'
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The md-nt space iS Clearly a "semantic structure".

constituents are intended to have specific semantics

ing to the development of software and other kinds of

neered" products.

Its
re Iat-

"engi-

s.2.8 Nat fS n 1C Mode

À model of Some subject is a "replica" or representation

of that subject. A general model for subjects (or activi-

ties) from some domain is a general pattern' oF form' or

template, of example, according to which the subjects are

buiIt. This is as distinct from a specification, which is a

description of t,he properties of the subjects, ot v¡ays by

which theY are constructed.

A general model may be regarded as a "kit" for construct-

ing subjects of the given domain. It might consist of:

templates for forming the various kinds of components (or a

collection of a number of "b1ank" components of each kind);

and rules or constraints concerning allowabte constructions.

A general model may also include a notion of transformations

which may occur on these subjects. These constitute the

functions or operations which may be incorporated into a

,,vrorking model" of some parl of the domain. such a general

model may also be regarded as a moder qE a general charac-

terization of lhe subjects from that domain'
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A general

domain is a

are built.

À "data model"

tions maintained as

most-general model for representa-

by comPuter sYstems.

model for representations of subjects from some

general model from which such representations

is a

data

Àdatamodelmayberegardedasa''kit''forbuilding
,,working models" of subjects from some domain of interest '

More formally, for database systems' a dat'a model consists

of a collection of types' eonstraints, and operators'

Thetypesofadatamodelaregenerictypes(forelements

and constructs) which rnay be Specialized and instantiated in

order to build a representation. The specification of these

types include rules of syntax, and specifications of seman-

tics. Instantiation of these types yietds (representations

for) concrete and abstract objects (and refationships)'

The constraints of a data model are fundamental generic

constraints (beyond those inherent in the specification of

the types), which may be supplemented with more specific

constraints, and which are expl ic itly and dynamically

enforced in order to ensure valid representations.

The operators of a data model are the primitive opera-

tors, which may be used to compose higher-1evel operators'

and which are used to build and manipulate representations'

and to effect other changes in their state'
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As $¡aS diScussed above, such a model may also be regarded

as a (representation of a) general characterization (or

taxonomy) of lhe domain of representation'

À database schema (or "conceptual database schema") is a

specific model for the representations which are employed by

a particular application or system. À schema consists of:

the complete set of templates for components which may be

used in building the representations, including specialized

forms of the various templates provided by the general mod-

eI; and additional constraints concerning aIlowable con-

structions. A schema may also include customized transfor-

mations or procedures which may be applied to the

representations. More formaIIy, a schema consists of: the

complete set of specific types which may be instantiated to

build a representation, formed by specializing the generic

types provided by the data model; more specific constraints,

supplementing those provided by the data model; and high-

level operators or procedures, based on the primitive opera-

tors provided bY the data model '

In the sense that the data model provides the primitives,

or start.ing point, for writing a schema, it may also be

regarded (somewhat over-simply) as constituting a style (or

scheme) or means of writing schemata'

FinaIly,

the domain

schema.

a database ís a specific model of some part of

of interest, formed according to its database
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conventional data models have been quite stark, providing

only the most general facilities. Examples are: objects,

with simple-valued fields or properties, possibly organized

intolineargroups,hierarchies,ornetworks.Thesemodels
require that the users and application programs provide aIl

further specialization, and that they themselves "keep track

of,, the semantics of these specializaLíons. As well, they

must provide aIl processing which is based on or determined

by these semantics.

À semantic data model is one which is defined with par-

ticular attention to semantics' In most cases' a semantic

data model is defined specificatly to have particular seman-

tics which are of particular utility to a given set of

applications.

À semantic data model tends to provide a more elaborate

or extended set of facilities than do more conventional data

models. These facilit.ies have more refined, explicitly con-

sidered, and clearly identified semantics. Examples are

elements based on characterizations such as: objects with

arbitrary references to ot,her objects ICoAa 1979]; entity

objects, rel-ationship objects, characteristic objects' et

cetera IChen 1980]; arbitrary concrete entities' event enti-

ties, interaction entities' association entities, êt cetera

lSu and l,o lgg0l; and aggregate abstract entities' generali-

zation abstract entities, and cfassification abstract enti-

ries lsmith and smith 1g77] [cattetl 1983] lr'evesque 19771

[trylopoulos et aI. 1980] lOor¿uer9 and Robson 1983] '
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Note that the incorporation of abstractions into

model allows databases to be "self-describiD9". The

canbeincorporatedintothedatabase,andoperations
provided which are based on the currenL structure

database.

a data

schema

can be

of the

Thesetoftypesprovidedbyasemanticdatamodelis
more elaborate in order to have distinct elements and con-

structs with which to represent distinct objects from the

domain of interest. Many of these types are distinguished

primarily by semantic considerations rather than syntactic

ones ê.9. "strong entitiestrvs. "weak entitiest" or "event

associationstr vs. "interact,ion associations".

Many of .the constraints provided by a semantic data model

arise from, of reflect, constraints from the domain of

interest. These constraints, as well as any provided by the

user, must all be satísfied in order for a representation to

have a Plausib1e interPretation'

Many of the oPerations

arise from, or reflect'

the domain of interest.

Semant ic

more closely

provided bY a semantic data model

activities or changes of state of

Thus, a "semantic data model" is a data model Ig "seman-

tic structures" as described above'

data models províde primitives which correspond

to the domain of representation, and thus are
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more suggestive of suitable representations. They allow

more direct mappings between constituents of the domain of

representation, and the internal structures used to repre-

sent them. Thus, they allow more straightforward and effec-

tive database design. Às wel1, because semantics are

explicit, consequences such as automatic preservaLion of

inLegrity, and more sophisticated database operations' can

be provided by centralized database managers'

The md-nt Space is a structure which is well suited to

having semanLics which concern development projects. As

such, the md-nt space is weII suited to modelling develop-

ment project environments. It could serve well as the foun-

dation for a pov¡erful "semantic data modeI" for representa-

tions of such environments. The next section discusses the

formarization of the semantics of md-nt spaces used for such

representat ions.

5.3 S TICS OF MD_NT SPACES

This section describes a formalism for dealing with the

semantics (and pragmatics) of md-nt spaces. It discusses

the general nature of the semantics of interest, and intro-

duces specific techniques for declaring these semantics, for

manipulating them, and for using them to determine process-

ing that is bo be performed by a system'
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ÀIthough md-nt spaces should be of utility in a number of

areas, the ernphasis of this thesis is on the use of md-nt

spaces in the representation of development project environ-

ments. Further, SOftware development environments are the

area of primary int,erest. As vras discussed in chapter 1 ,

software development environments are representative of

environments which have reratively demanding and reasonabry

well formalized requirements'

Thus, t,he techniques which are described by this section

are oríented towards, and intended to be effective in, a

development project environment' Further' where specific

examples are required, they are drawn from the realm of

software develoPment.

5.3.1 Domain of RePresentation

Development project environments are the domain of repre-

sentation considered by this research'

ïn particular, the "articles" of the development environ-

ments, and the relationships between them' are to be repre-

sented. These "articles" are t'he arti f acts (or items ' or

objects) of the environment. They are buiIt, transformed,

and manipulated, and are the result (or goal , ot objective)

of the various steps or stages in the development process'

Examples of the articles of a software

ronment are: definitions' specifications'

development envL-

sources ' objects '
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binaries, listings, collections of test data'

schedules. Examples of objects which are not

regarded as "articles" are: compilers' editors'

development tools'

Iogs, and

genera I 1Y

and other

Examples of relationships between articles are: depen-

dencies, preclusionsr the fact that one article is a revi-

sion of another, and the fact that one article is construct-

ed from three others.

The aspect of development environments which is of prima-

ry interest here, is the "developmental" aspect.

,,Developmental" aspects are those related to the develop-

ment process, and to development activities such as first

creating an article, refining it, revising it ' releasing it

for general use, and distributing it. Examples of relevant

aspects of an article are: the phase of an article, and its

release status. An example of a relevant aspect of a rela-

tionship between articles is: a relationship's implications

in terms of the dependence of one module on others from

which it. imPorts resources.

other aspects of this domain, such as the "computational"

aspects,arenottreatedexplicit}yhere.Examplesofthe
,,computational" aspects of an article are: the state of its

most recent activation, and its dispatch priority. An exam-

ple of the "computational" aspects of a relationship between

articles is: a relat,ionship's implications in terms of ref-
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erences between active

aspects maY be reflected

nated files (rather than

the structure).

instances of the articles. Such

by the contents of specific desig-

by being represented explicitly by

5,3.2 Funda men ta 1 Seman lCs

The fundamental semantics of md-nb spaces which are being

used to represent development environments are simply the

articles of the environments and the relationships between

these articles.

That is, the points of a space represent (or, "have as

their semantics") the articles of an environment' The Iinks

of a space represent the relationships between the articles

that are represented by the end-points of Lhe links. Note

that, êt this level, points are used as a uniform represen-

tation for all of the various possible kinds (or "types") of

art ic les.

Às wetl as providing a powerful means for organizing the

articles of an environment, the structure of an md-nt space

provides additional intuitive semantics for its constitu-

ents.

A point's coordinate values establish, or reflect, the

point's position within the space. Intuitively, these coor-

dinate values also convey additional information concerníng

the article being represented'
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The axes of a space serve as a template for the links

between its points. Hence, these axes establish a point's

orientation with respect to Lhe other points of the space'

Intuilively, the nature of these axes also conveys addition-

a1 information about the relationships represented by the

space' s Iinks.

Traditionally, the articles of a development environment

have been represented by the files of a file system tree'

The relatiOnShips between Lhese file have been represented

by t,he structure of the tree. Thus, the md-nt space may be

regarded as a (highly evolved) successor to the file system

tree for development project environments'

5.3.3 The Àuqmented Md-nt St ruc ture

The basic md-nt space can be enhanced in order to allow

it to convey additional information about the environment

which it represents. This permits semantics which are more

refined than the fundamental semantics which were discussed

in the previous section.

This enhancement is achieved by augmenting the basic

structure with "attributes". These attributes are associat-

ed with the various elements of the structure (its poinls'

Iinks, coordinate values, axes, and dimensions) in order to

elaborate on the meaning of t.he structure, and on its

intended use. An attribute is realized simply as a label
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which

Iabel

a

a

is attached to an element

may have an arbitrarY string

of the structure.

as a value.

Thi s

elaborate

the data

À distinction is drawn between two classes of attributes:

"semantic" attributes which elaborate on the nature

of "that which is being represented by the structure";

o and "pragmatic" attributeS - which elaborate on the

structure, or representation, itself '

À further distinction is drawn between two classes of prag-

matic attributes:

"characteristic" pragmatic attributes which

on the characteristics, or properties, of

which constitute the representation;

o and "directive" pragmatic attributes which elaborate

on trays of handling this data'

semantic attributes (which might more accurately be

termed "Semantics-related attributes"r "semantics*directed

attributes" r ttsemantics-concerned attributes" r "semantic-re-

finement attributes", or "specific semantic specification

attributes") convey additional information about the objects

which are being represented by the structure. Thus, they

provide more specific semantics for the structure, and may

be regarded as refining the semantics of the structure's

elements. Examples of semantic attributes are: revision-

of , visible-component-of , autosynchd-result-of , depends-on,

Iang=p11, Ievel=implementation-body, and tracking=¿u¡..
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Examples of characteristic attributes are: for-

mat=vb:80:6080, type=ascii, Çdse=mixed, and use=occasional'

Note that inferences concerning the handling and treatment

of data can be made based on such attributes'

Examples

ccflags="-n

of directive attributes are: exportseq=g ' 0i : r '

-Ot', and lsmacro="ls -F \! *".

5.3.4 Mani pulat i Seman c and Praqmat i c Attr ibutes

Users,orapplicationprograms,directlyandexplicitly
associate semantic and pragmatic attributes with the various

elements of an md-nt space. This association is accom-

plished by attaching a label, possibly with a string as its

value, to Some element of a structure. For instance, the

command

> attach
to

sem=revi sion-of
iinx= [parsert 1 ] -> [Parser; 1 . 1 ]

semantic attribute'revision-of',

tink between the given Points.

without aattaches the

value, to the

conversely, âñ attribute can be dissociated from an ele-

ment of a structure simply by deLaching the given Iabe1'

This is accomplished by a command such as:

f;;; iinr= lparser;1 ] -> [parser;1 .1 ] .

Henceforth, "altaching an attribute to an element" wiIl be

used to mean "associating an attribute with an element by

altaching the appropriale Iabe1" '
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Attributes can be attached

entire axes, dimensions, points,

As

( ttrat

given

I scanne r
lparser;
Icoder; 1

well¡ ân attribute may be attached to an

is, to the segment between two coordinate

axis). This is accomplished by a command

Iinks, axis segments,

axis val-ues.

axis segment

values on a

such as ¡

to

and

As was illustrated above¡ âo attribute may be attached

directly to a Iink.

Àn attribute which is attached

inherited by aII links which arise

imposed on the space by) the given

instance, the links

to an

out of

axls

axis segment

(or, which

segment.

TS

are

For

;11
1l
l

would inherit the revision-of attribute which was attached

to the axis segment 1->.1 .1 by the previous command.

The inheritance of an attribute by a link can be overrid-

den by explicitly attaching the given attribute directly to

a particular Iink. The inheritance can be prevented by

explicitly prohibiting the given attribute from being

attached to a particular Iink, using a command such as:

(where prefixing 'no-' to an attribute labeI yields a label

for a "pseudo attribute" which prevents the inheritance of

the root attribute by the given element).
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An attribute may also be attached to an entire

to all of the axes for a given dimension' This

plished by a command such as:

axls, of

is accom-

The aLtributes which are attached to a dimension are

inherited by all of the dimension's axes. The attributes

which are attached to, or inherited by, an axis' are inher-

ited by aII of its axis segments. These forms of inheri-

tance may be overridden or prevented in a manner similar to

that described for the form of inheritance discussed above'

Àn attribute

an md-nt space.

to

Finally, an attribute maY be

This is accomPlished bY a command

to value=phase:header

a point of.

such as:

attached to an axis value.

such as:

may also be attached directlY to

This is accomPlished bY a command

sem=interface-spec
point= lparser ¡1 .1 ¡ headerl

Such an attribute is inherited by all points which have

the given value for one of their coordinates. This form of

inheritance may be overridden or prevented in a fashion sim-

ilar to that for the other forms of inheritance discussed

above.
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Note that although the examples given in this section

deal exclusively with Semantic attributes, â]l of the prin-

ciples which were discussed appty equally to semantic attri-

butes, characteristic attributes, and directive attributes'

For examP1e, commands such as:

> attach ctc=índexed
tã Point= [Parser; 1 ; hi storYl

> attach ctc=maxlength=80
to value=phase: src

> attach dir=ccflags="-n -O"
to value=Phase:src

(where ,ctc, is an abbreviation for 'characleristic' ) are

al-I possible.

s.3.5 on an r
Attributes

Theconsequencesofanmd_ntspace'ssemantics,aswell

astheconsequencesofitspragmatics,maybeautomated.
The automated consequences may occur both as a part of prim-

itive operations, and as a part of high 1evel operations' as

was di scussed in Sect ion 5 ' 2 ' 5

consequences as a part of primitive operations' are

facilitated by allowing alternative routines, or procedures'

to exist for carrying out a given primitive operation' Each

routine is designated as being appropriate for carrying out

the given operation in a certain situation, depending on the

declared semantics (or pragmaLics) of the operand' For

example, the command

nc B se nS 1
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before opn=open3oint
parent-link sem=revi sion-of

registers the routine 'checkout-rev' to be invoked just

bef ore the operat.ion 'open3oint' is perf ormed on any point

which is connected to a parent by a link bearing the seman-

tic attribute 'revision-of' ; the command

after oPn=cfose3oint
parenl-link sem=revision-of

registers the routine 'checkin-rev' to be invoked just after

the operation 'close3oint' is perf ormed on any point which

is connected to a parent by a link bearing the semantic

attribute'revision-of'; and the command

> trigg.r rtn=renum-idx
on opn=renumber3oint
point ctc=indexed

registers the routine 'renum-idx' to be invoked whenever the

operat ion , renumber3oint' i s per f ormed on any point bear ing

the characteristic attribute' indexed''

These routines either carry out the entire operation com-

pletely, or they simply augment the actions of the default'

or standard, routine for the given primitive operation.

Actions which might be performed by such conseguence-pro-

viding routines inctude: authorizing and logging accessesi

"retrieval-filtering" a point's contents for presentation to

some ot,her operation; "replacement-fittering" a point's con-

tents as they are returned from some other operation; and

refreshing the contents of a point whose contents have grovrn
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obsolete, before atl-owing them to be accessed by some other

operation.

Examples of "retrievat-filtering" are: reconstructing a

revision which is stored simply as a "de]ta" with respect to

its predecessor; decoding informat,ion stored using a scheme

such as DES encryption or Huffman encoding; and, inciuding

or "embedding" visible components, such as interface speci-

fications and implementation bodies, when a module's Source

is accessed, so that it can be edited as a single unit.

,,Replacement-f iltering" would provide suitable inverse

actions.

The consequences of an md-nt Space's semantics, or prag-

matics, as a part of high level operations' are facilitated

by allowing enquiry concerning an element's attributes, and

by allowing traversal according to the attributes of a set

of elements and constructs.

Examplesofsuchtraversaiareillustratedbythe

ble commands

which visits all children of lparser;1] that can be

plaus i -

by traversing Iinks that bear the semantic attribute

sion-of' ,

which visits arl chirdren of [parser;1] ttrat bear the

tic. attribute' inlerface-sPec',

reached

'revi-

*
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which visits atl points that bear the characteristic attri-

bute t case=mixedt ,

which visits all links that bear the semantic attribute 'de-

pends-on' , and

parent sem=lang=Pl1

which visits aI1 links that bear the semantic attribute

,visible-component-of" and that have a parent endpoint thal

bears the semantic attribute 'languags=pl1' '

5.4 RELÀTED RESEARCH

This section relates the approach which has been adopted

fordealingwiththqsemanticsofmd_ntSpaces,toapproach-
es which have been adopted by others in other areas. wher-

ever applicable, pros and cons are discussed briefly.

5.4.-1 General Di rect ions

In genera}, recent research in various areas has involved

both the formalization of the semantics of existing struc-

tures, and the development of new semantic structures which

are defined specifically to have clearly identified seman-

tics of particular value in a given environment'

However, researchers in each of the major areas in which

semantics are novr being investigated, are pursuing different

specific directions.
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Researchers in the area of databases (for example' see

lsmith and smirh 19771 lcoa¿ 1g7g] lHammer and Mcleod 1981]

lsu and Lo 19901 and lcatte1l 1983]) are primarily concerned

with the semantics of schemata (textual or graphic). These

schemata serve as models for databases (or may be regarded

as representing the taxonomy of enterprises of interest).

The concern of researchers in this area is for the seman-

tics, in terms of taxonomy, of the elements and constructs

of a schema (e.g. abstractions such as: classificatíon,

generalization, and aggregation concerning entities and

relationships), and for the consequences of these semantics

for database creation and manipulation'

For nowr these researchers are satisfied with identifying

semantics by simple labelling of constructs, and are concen-

trating more on suitable detailed characterizations of

taxonomy (e.g. as various kinds of abstraction), and on the

definition of suitable consequences of these characteriza-

tions (e.g. properLy inheritance, instance inclusion, and

preservation of integritY).

Researchers in the areas of programming languages and

systems (for example, see IScott and Strachey 1971] [Tennent

197 6l [Hoare and ]li rth 19731 [setiri 1 983] [Constable and

Donahue 197g) and [Raskovsky 1982]) are interested in the

semantics of source sentences or parse trees which represent

programs. Their concern is for the semantics, in terms of

computation, of the elements and constructs of the represen-
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tation of a program (e.g. of statements' expressions, con-

trol structures, etc), and for the consequences of these

semantics for analysis, translation, and interpretation of

program representations.

These researchers are confident about their characteriza-

tions of computation (e.g. ôS transformations oor or tran-

silions between, gIobal states consisting of: values, Ioca-

tions, identifiers, functions, procedures, environments'

stores, continuations, etc. ), and are concentrating more on

formal definitions and meta-representations (e.9. based on

the lambda calculus) for semanLics' These researchers are

satisfied with fixed consequences of fixed semantics (speci-

fied by a set of rules included along with a grammar),

embedded within a small fixed set of monolithic epplications

(e.g. comPilers' analYzers, etc) '

Researchers investigating advanced data manipulation sys-

tems ( for example, see ILevesque 1977 J [UyIopoulos et a1 '

19801 and lColdberg and Robson 19831) are beginning to con-

sider the semantics of arbitrary apptications' data struc-

tures. Their concern ís for the semantics, in whatever

terms are appropriate for a given application, of the ele-

ments and constructs of the represent'ations which it manipu-

lates, with conseguences for whalever operations it performs

on these representations.
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These researchers are Iess concerned with fOrmalizing

semantics (each set of applications is probably concerned

with a different aspect of the domain of represenLation) '

Instead, they are concentrat,ing on providing general mecha-

nisms by which arbitrary consequences of arbitrary semantics

for arbitrary operations can easily be provided. They are'

however, also interested in the taxonomic semantics of the

descriptions of these structures, in a manner not unrelated

to that of the researchers in the area of databases.

The research described by this dissertation is concerned

with lhe semantics of representations of development envi-

ronments. The concern is for semantics, in terms of devel-

opment environment considerations (as discussed in chapters

1and2),oftheelementsandconstructsofanmd-ntspace'
and for the consequences of these semantics for the various

operations which can be performed in such a space.

The focus here is on the characterization of development

environments to the extent that the rabelring of erements

and constructs is possible, and on the provision of a suit-

able mechanism by which arbitrary consequences for arbitrary

semantics can be provided in arbitrary situations. The goal

is to have a characterization of the environments, that may

be extended by a user at any time, and to have a general

means by which consequences for semantics may be provided by

user-def ined Procedures.
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5.4.2 Soec i f ic C siderat 1ôn s

Theapproacheswhichhavebeenadopt'edfordealing

Lhe semantics of md-nt spaces differ significantly'

number of specific ways, from approaches which have

adopted in other areas. This section discusses many

these differences.

with

in a

been

of

o Many of the systems which were discussed previously

provide elements and constructs with which to represent

taxonomy. Md-nt spaces provide no such capabirity. Types

and other forms of abstraction cannot be explicitly repre-

sented. Further, there are no elements of structure with

which to represent different types of objects (although

af,tributes may be used to "refine" the fundamental semantics

of a structure). Points are used as a uniform representa-

tion for objects regardless of type'

In addition, many of the systems discussed previously

permit the specification of constraints regarding aIlowable

structures, Md-nt spaces do not provide such a capabiliLy'

(tnfact,suchacapabilitycouldnotbeprovidedduetothe

omission of tYPed objects) '

Thus, although the benefits of abstraction and self-de-

scription are clearly lost, simplicity and convenience are

gained.Inadevelopmentprojectenvironment,theprimary

concerns are large scale organization (rather than conceptu-

aI complexity), and interaction with dynamically changing
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structures. In such an environment,

simple structure, which can be dealt

ward fashion, is of prime importance'

the presentation of a

with in a straightfor-

¡ As discussed earlier, development project environments

are the intended domain of representation for md-nt spaces,

whereas: programming languages and systems are intended for

the representation of programs; database systems are intend-

ed for the representation of enterprises exhibiting a high

degree of structural regularity; and advanced data manipula-

tion systems are intended for the representation of arbi-

trary enterPrises.

o As discussed earlier, the developmental aspects of the

domain of representation are of interest for md-nt spaces'

For programming tanguages and systems' the computational

aspects are of interest. For database systems, and for

advanced data manipulation systems, taxonomic aspects are of

interest. For advanced data manipulation systems, arbitrary

application-specific aspects are also of interest'

r As discussed previously, declarative semantics have

been adoPted f or rnd-nt spaces '

systems concerned with arbitrary application-specific

semantics most often adopt procedural semantics' Attached

procedures simply implicitly reflect the semantics of a

structure. They only provide consequenceS for the given

semantics in given situations. They do not provide any real
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explicit description of the given semantics. The disadvan-

tage of this approach is that it does not provide any means

by which high level semantics-driven operalions can be guid-

ed.

Systems concerned with the semantics of representations

of programs most often adopt definitive semantics. The dis-

advantage of the definitive approach to semantics for devel-

opment project environments, is that the user is required to

have an inordinate degree of sophistication in order to deal

with formal characterizations of the domain of representa-

tion, and formal specifications in some metalanguage (for

exampre ' see It'torgan and Suf rin 1984] concerning def initive

semantics for the UNIX file system)'

Declarative semantics

relatively simPle (albeit

powerful.

allow characterizations which are

somewhat coarse), yet sufficiently

oThesemanticsofanmd_ntSpacearedrawnfroman

open set of characterizations, which may be augmented by the

user at any time. For example, the characterization 'ex-

cerpt-from' could be added to a set of possible semantics

which might already include characterizations such as 'revi-

sion-of' and 'depends-on'. Other systems do not necessarily

provide such extensibility of "semantic range"'

Semantic data models are typically based

of character izat ions such as ¡ 'cIass-of' ,

on a fixed set

'aggregate-of' ,
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and'generalization-of'. semantic metalanguages for pro-

gramming systems are typicatly based on a fixed set of char-

acte ríza:-ions which form the primitives of the given lan-

guages. In both of these cases, the semantic range of a

representation is fixed by virtue of the fact that the code

which manipulates semantics, and which provides the conse-

guences of semantics, is embedded within the system through

which t,he user deals with the representation, and by the

fact that this code is specific to the given set of allowa-

bie semantics or semantic primítives'

o with md-nt spaces, users are allowed to define routines

which provide consequences for structures with parLicular

semantics, in particular situations. These routines augment

or override the default actions taken by system for the

standard ("pre-established") semantics, and are the sole

Source of consequences for user-established semantics' Oth-

er systems do not necessarily provide such flexibility of

the consequences of a given set of semantics'

The conseguences of the taxonomic semantics of a database

are typically provided by routines embedded within a cen-

tralized manager. The consequences of the semantics of pro-

gram representations are typically provided by routines

embedded within the various (monolithic) semantics-driven

applications or interprelers of the meLalanguage. In both

Of theSe caSeS, the "consequence prOviSion" iS not acceSSi-

ble to the user, and hence is not flexible'
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o The semanLics of the various

can be changed bY the user at any

not necessarily facilitate dynamic

turets semantics.

parts of an md-nt space

time. Other sYstems do

alterabilitY of a struc-

The semantics of the parts of a database instance, of a

representation of a program, are statically determined,

accordingtotyperâsspecifiedinaschemaorgrammar'

o The semantics of an md-nt space are intended to be

manipulated in a general (i.e. not specific to any particu-

lar semantic or set of semantics), direct (i'e' not via a

grammar, according to an element's or construct'S type), and

explicit (i.e. not as an inherent or implicit part of some

oLher operation) fashion. This manipulation takes the form

of addition of semantics, deletion of semantics, and traver-

sal or retrieval according to semantics. other systems do

not necessarily incorporate such generatity of manipulation

of semantícs.

The declaration of database semantics is typically

implicit in the various data definition constructs, indirect

via the database schema, and Iimited to the specific set of

semantics which are alLuded to by the given data definition

language's keywords. The semantics of a representation of a

program are typically defined indirectly via a granmar, and

Iimited to the specific set of semantics which are definable

using the primitives provided by the semantic metalanguage'
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o Although they are oriented towards development-related

semantics, md-nt spaces can have any arbitrary appl.ication-

specific semantics. This is due to the extensibility of

semantic range, the flexibitity of consequences, and the

intended generality of manipulation of semantics. The only

requirement is that a set of characterizations of the aspect

of interest of the domain of representation must be estab-

Iished in order to provide a set of allowable or "declara-

ble" semantics. Other systems are not necessaríIy as amena-

ble to arbitrary application-specific semantics.

o It is intended that both prinitive operations on md-nt

spaces, and higher level operations, should be able to be

determined by, guided by, or performed according lo' the

semantics of a structure. other systems do not necessarily

aIlow for semantics-directed operations at both of these

levels.

programming systems are often based soleIy on (frigh Lev-

el) applications which operate according to the defined

semantics of a structure. Advanced data manipulation sys-

tems are often based on procedural semantics, which provide

no means by which high level operations could be guided.

o À user of an md-nt space may define additional primi-

tive operations. For each such operation, the user defines

a set of procedures, one of which is to be used to provide

the conseguences of the given operation on some structure'
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according to the structure's

not necessarilY exhibit such

primitive oPerations.

The systems which exhibit flexibility of consequences

arrow a user to define different procedures which provide

the conseguences for a given primitive operation, according

to a structure's semantics, but most of these systems limit

the user to a fixed set of primitive operations (e.g. PSN's

add, remove, fetch, and test)' AlI other operations must be

defined as higher-leve1 operations which are based on these

primitives. The user must provide a single procedure for

the high level operation which invokes various primitives on

various parts of a structure based on the parts' semantics'

There is no opportunity for the user to define a new primi-

tive operation which wilI be carried out by a user-defined

procedure determined according to a structure's semantics'

Note that TAXIS lMylopoulos et a1. .1 980] transactions, and

database procedures, are nol implementations of primitive

operations which are selected according to semantics' They

arehighleveloperations.TAXIsactuallyregardsthemas
types whose instances are operations (which are treated as a

unit of synchronization) '

semantics. Other

extensibititY of

systems

the set

do

of
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5.4. 3 Other PersPect ives

Md_ntspaceswereintroducedinChapter3asanextension

of hierarchical data structures, to the multidimensional

case. ReSearcherS from Other areas of cOmputer Science may

relate more readily to md-nt spaces viewed as an extension'

generalizationrorothermoreevolvedform,ofstructures

with which theY are more familiar'

Researchers in the area of advanced data manipulation

SyStemS might view an md-nt Space as a "factored" Semantic

net. That is, a semantic net for v¡hich replicated patterns

have been factored out, tO form "axes" (whoSe cartesian

product forms a conventionaL semantic net) '

Researchers in the area of semantic data models might

regard an md-nt space as a single-relation ordered-domain

semantic relationat database. That is, a single-relation

semantic RDB, each of whose domains has a particular order-

ing. As we1l, âDY number of these domains might be inter-

dependent. In this case, each point of an md-nt space would

be regarded as a tuple in the relation, with each dimension

or coordinate being regarded as an attribute'
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trtr CONCLUSI ON

This chapter introduced the formal semantic aspects of

md-nt spaces. The fundamental semantics of these spaces

were discussed, and general principles for refining these

fundamental semantics were described. A generat mechanism

for manipulating semantics, and for automating theír conse-

quences, vJas presented. FinaIly, the approaches which were

adopted for various aspects of md-nt spaces were compared to

approaches which have been adopted in other areas of comput-

er science. Fundamental principles of semantics stere intro-

duced briefly, wherever necessary, in order to provide a

framework for other discussions'
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Chapter VI

MD_NT FILE SPACES FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
ENVI RONMENTS

This chapter proposes specific structures and associated

semantics, for md-nt spaces which are used in organi'zing the

files of a software development environmenl. Section two

describes a basis and fundamental dimensions for such spac-

êS. Section three suggests extensions suitable for more

elaborate environments.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 4 defined md-nt spaces as a general abstracL

structure for data, independent of what they might represent

(although software development file systems were used as a

running example throughout). chapter 5 introduced general

mechanisms for dealing with the formal semantics of md-nt

spaces, and for dealing with the consequences of those

semantics. This chapter suggests specific structures, and

associated semantics, for md-nl spaces which are used to

organize the files of a software development environment'
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6.2 F TALS

The files of a software development environment which

incorporates the md-nt space as its organization, are

regarded as poínts in an md-nt space. Modules' revisions,

variations, and various representat'ions are all uniformly

regarded simPlY as Points.

6,2,1 A sls

Figure 6-1

for a software

i llustrates
development

a plausible dePendencY hierarchY

f iIe space.

The 'modufe' dimension organizes points according to the

module to which the points correspond. The structure of the

,module' axis reflects the hierarchical composition ( in

terms of modules) of a system and its various subsystems'

Note that similar dimensions would be suitable for organiz-

ing the cells of a VLSI deSign, or the various chapters,

sections, and subsections of a document, report, Qt manual'

The 'phase' dimension organizes the points of a space

according to the phase, of form of representation, or devel-

opment. stage, to which the points correspond' Note thal

similar dimensions would be suitable for organizing the var-

ious co-representations of a vLSI design, or the various

forms in which a document may exist'
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nodule t>ha6e release

rev 510n

Figure 6-1 ¡ A dependency hierarchy for a software
development file space



The ,refease' dimension organizes points according to the

systemreleaserorgenerationpoint'olsynchronization
point, to which the points correspond. A similar dimension

would be suit.able f or draf ts or editions of a document, of

simulation or fabricat,ion points for a VLSI design'

The ,revision' dimension organizes points according to

t,he revision , of a particular module, to which the points

correspond. À similar dimension would be suitable for docu-

ment preparation and VLSI design'

The 'module' , 'phas€' , and t release' dimensions are all

mutually independent, Or Orthogonal. The 'revision' dimen-

sion is determined by the 'module' and 'phase' dimensions'

and the ,release' dimension is a virtual dimension which

maps onto the revision dimenSion "per" the 'module' dimen-

sion.

6.2.2 o 1 n Mo Dime n

The module dimension classifies points according to the

module to which the points correspond. Figure 6-2 iIlus-

trates a plausible axis for a module dimension. Figure 6-3

iltustrates a more elaborate module axis, suitable for a

more substantial space.

The coordinate 'compiler' of Figure 6-3

module of a Program which'

forms compilation. The coordinates 'iDP"
the root or maln

corresPonds to

presumably, Per-
tscanner t , tPar-
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sert, 'coder', and others, correspond to subsystems of the

compil.er. The coordinates 'tranS' and 'act' correspond to

individual modules of the scanner'

The coordinateS 'Stdio" 'mem" and others' correspond to

collections of pubiic, shared, standard packages of modules

which are availabte for use by any program. The coordinates

'put' and 'get' correspond to packages belonging to the

' stdio' collection.

Note t.hat any md-nt space can be configured in a number

of different ways.31 For example, the module axis of Figure

6-3 could be that of a module dimension in an environment

where a separate space is maintained for each project' In

that casei the collections of standard packages which are

shared among projects would also appear in the spaces of

other projects.

Alternatively, this axis could be that of a module dimen-

sion in an environment where a single space is maintained

for all projects. In that case, the module dimension could

be orthogonal to the project dimension, and could consist of

the union of the module axes that are actually required for

each project, as well as the module axis for the shared

packages.

3 1 As discussed in Previous
md-nt spaces corresPonds
of relational databases.

chapters, the configuration of
to ttre design and normalization
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Further, note that a separate module axis could be main-

tained for each project in a multi-project space. In that

case, the module dimension would be dependent on the project

dimension (and Iinks between programs and the shared packag-

es which they incorporate would be less direct).

FinaIIy, note that for smaller less elaborate multi-

project Spaces, where the overhead of separate dimensions is

not justified I a single overloaded32 dimension reflecting

the 'module', 'project', and higher-leveI grouping consider-

ations, might suffice. Axes that reflect each of these con-

siderations would be nested, âs would be done for purposes

of flattening, in order to arrive at a hierarchy which could

serve as the axis for the overloaded dimension.

6,2,2.1 DePendencY Managemenl

Dependency management in the manner of LM [Narfelt and

Schefstrom 19841 could be accommodated, Primarily based on

the module dimension, by introducing the following semantic

and pragmat.ic attributes for elements of the space'

The 'contains' semantíc attribute for segments of the

module axis, indicates that a segment represents the

relationship between a "containing" module (ttre

parent), and a nested but separately compileable "con-

c

,,overl0ading" is used here in the technical sense of
uirã*inf an-objåãt-iiãt example, a segment of an axis) to
have a number ót different pðssible iñterpretationst with
the actual "p."ific 

inte-rpretation _ of a particular
initun"" of thä object being determined by its context '
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tained" module (ttre child). such segments correspond

to the 'subunit' relation of LM. The "containing" mod-

ule corresponds to an Ada compilation unit' and the

,'contained" module corresponds to a subunit of that

compilat,ion unit. The containing compilation unit may

be either a library unit or a subunit. Narfelt and

schefstrom refer to such subunits as "secondary units"'

The ,uses' semantic attribute for segments of the

module axis , índicates that a segment represents the

relationship between a "using" module (the parent), and

a ,,used,' module (ttre child). Such segments correspond

to the 'imports' relation of LM. The "using" module

corresponds to an Ada compilatiOn unit, and the "used"

module corresponds to an Ada library unit which is men-

tioned in a 'with' clause (as opposed to a 'use'

clause) of the "using" unit'

The ,defines' and 'implements' semantic attributes

for segments of the phase axis (which is discussed in

Section 6.2.3), indicate that a pair of segments repre-

sents t.he relationship between the "definition" phase

of a module, and the "implementation" or "body" phase

of a module. The pair of segments has a common parent

phase. one segment of the pair has the 'defines'

semantic attribute, and the other segment has lhe 'im-

plements' semantic attribute. The child phase on the

,defines' segment provides the definition of the mod-

o
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a

ule,andthechildphaseonthe'implements'segment
providestheimplementationofthemodule.Suchseg-

ments correspond to the 'body' relation of LM'

The,time-stamp'characterislicattributeforpoints

ofthespace,índicatesthetimeatwhichthecontents
ofapointweremostrecentlynrodified.Itcorresponds
to the ,time_stamp' attribute of LM compilation units

and incarnations.

Thus,amoduledependencygraphcorrespondingtothe'de-
pends on, relation of LM could be derived from module axis

segments bearing the semantics 'contains' and 'uses" and

from phase axis segments bearing the semanLics 'specifies'

and,implements'. A recompilatíon Iist corresponding to the

,to be recompiled' list of LM could be derived from the

dependency graph and the time st'amps'

More generar schemes for managing dependencies, compila-

tion control, and direction of recompilation might be based

on additional semantic attributes which distinguish modules

according to the subtree for which they are the root ' Types

of moduie subtrees might include:

o those

Ada

which constitute a complete, entire, proqram (for

a suitable collection of library units)

r those which constitute

collection of librarY

a libr
units)
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those which constÍtute

pi IeabIe col-Iect ion of

unit for a subProgram,

an autonomous separately com-

re source 5

package ' or

(for Ada a librarY

task )

r those which constitute a subordinate but separately

compileable collection of resources (for Ada a subu-

nit)

those which constitute an inextricable, and not sepa-

rately compileable, component of a program

Figure 6-3

butes.

islabelledaccordingt'othesesemanticattrÍ_

Such schemes might also distinguish:

. relationships between a module and t'he components of

which it consists

. relationships between a module and the Iibraries from

whichitdrawsthepublic,shared,standard,modules
that it uses.

Note t,hat more sophísticated systems could employ higher-

resolution, or "finer-grainedl', semantics to support dynamic

determination of the regions of program source that are

affected by a change. Thus, they could avoid the excessive

recompilation which can resull from statically declared

dependencies on Scales as coarse as compilation units or

entire modules.
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Further,

tations for

such as those

used to reduce

note that more

pro9rams '
and

indescribed

unnece s sary

elaborate intermediate represen-

more soPhisticated techniques,

[Cormack 1 981 ] , could also be

recompilation.

6.2.2.2 ComPilation Control

control over the manner in which a module is compiled, in

the style of Make [neldman 19791, could be accon¡modated by

directive pragmatic attributes for module coordinates' Such

attribut,es would include: 'compi1e" 'Iink" 'run" 'print"

and ,clean'. Their values would be appropriate command

sequences.

,,Making,,a module, then, would consist of (recursively)

making all of its determinants, and then making the module

itself, all according to the direct'ive attributes' vaLues'

,,Macros,, in the style of Make or the C-shell fnerkeley 1983]

could be provided for attribute values in order to achieve

generic specifications which could then be inherited along a

hierarchy. Default direct,ives could be established as con-

sequences of t,he 'language' characteristic attribute of a

module coordinate.

Note that just as the location and orient'ation of a sub-

cell in a VLSI design is relative to its containing cell, âs

di scussed in lCtru et al . 1 983] , so may Lhe spec i f ics of a

particular software module's preparation for incorporation
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into a system vary from one system to the next. This sug-

gests that in some cases, "transformations" (in the sense of

lcheatham et al. 1g7g)) shou]d be associated with each axis

segment leading to a module coordinate, rather than simply

being associated directly with each module coordinate'

For instance, one system being developed under uNIx might

employtheBerkeleysharedstringsscheme'whileanother
might not. In the first case, the value "xstr -c $< 1 "" -c

-o -o $@ x.c,,might be associated with the'compile'direc-

tive attribute of a segment leading to a coordinate corre-

sponding to a shared module. In the second case, the value

"cc -c $<" might suffice.

Make provides no direct or convenient means of specifying

a different compilation action for a prerequisite according

to the dependency for which the prerequisite is required'

Make provides only a means of specifying different compila-

tion actions for a target according to which of the target's

dependencies causes it to be remade. Thus, the only way to

use Make to achieve the effect described above is to estab-

Iish a number of different intermediate targets for each

prerequisite. Each target for a prerequisite then corre-

sponds to a different method of compilation'

More

based on

formal schemes

characteristic

for compilation control might be

attributes such as:
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o t language t

tText , and

' str ings'

' externa I t

o 'debugging'

of debugging

pilers

with values such as 'C'r 'Ada'r 'script"

'PDT '

withvaluessuchastnormaltr'Sharedt'and

with vafues that identify various kinds

support information to be produced by com-

a ' linkage' with values such as 'static' and 'dynamic"

6.2.2.3 HistorY Maintenance

History maintenance in the style of DSEE [leblang and

Chase 19841 and the ALS KÀPSE ltfratl 1982] cou1cl be accommo-

dated by semantic attributes for axis segments of a virtual

dimension. The axis of this dimension would consist of the

nesting (as for a flattening) of the axes from the module

and revision dimensions (the revision dimension is discussed

in detail in Section 6-2.4), The coordinates of this dimen-

sion would map to " (module 
' 
revision ) " coordinate pairs '

semantics for the axis segments of such a dimension would

include:

'built fromr - for axis segments which represent the

relationship between a specific revision of a derived

component ( t.he parent ) , and a spec i f ic revision of an

input component (the child). The latter component was
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an i nput,

revision

to the derivation which produced the given

of the derived comPonent.

'built by' - for axis segments which represent the

relationship between a specific revision of a derived

component (the parent), and a specific revision of the

tool which per f ormed the der ivat ion ( ttre chi ]d ) .

Axis segments with the 'buiIt by' semantic attribute

might also have a direcLive pragmatic attribute indicating

the flags and options which vtere used in the derivation'

such flags and options are often determined dynamically at

the time of the derivation, based on: explicit specifica-

tions provided by the user; the deriving tool's environment;

or directive attributes associated with the "dependency seg-

ments,' of the module axis. Thus, these flags and options

must be recorded in order to ensure "re-deriveability" - a

strict requirement of many recent environments.

For spaces in which tools are not simply executable mod-

ules on the same axis as the modules being developed, histo-

ry could be maintained in the style of PDS lCheatham et al'

1g7gl, Adele [gstublier et aI. 1984], and LM [Narfelt and

Schefstrom 19841, as follows. Rather than establishing axis

segments with semantics as discussed above, attributes could

be associated with the coordinates representing the derived

components. These altributes would have string values which

would identify specific revisions of specific tools.

a
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Note t,hat a space may incorporate dimensions (for exam-

pIe, the 'host' and 'fealure' dimensions discussed in sub-

sequent sections) which reflect variations of modules due to

various considerations. In that case, the virtual dimension

described in this section may have to map to these dimen-

sions as well as to the module and revision dimensions'

6.2.3 Re atio The Ph rmen 51

The 'phase' dimension classifies points according to the

derivation phase, f€finement or abstraction level, or form

of representation, to which they correspond. Figure 6-4

illustrates a plausible axis for a phase dimension, and Fig-

ure 6-5 illust,rates a more elaborate phase axis, suitable

for a more substantial space.

The coordinate 'design' of Figure 6-5 corresponds to a

group of phases which are related to the design stage of

software development. The coordinate'design'dfd' corre-

sponds to the data-flow diagram phase, and the coordinate

'design.pdl'corresponds to a specification in a hÍgh level

program design language.

The coordinate 'pgm.src.defn' corresponds to a phase, of

group of phases, which constitutes the resources provided by

a module or package. This definition may be partitioned

into a public part and a private part'
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The accommodation of dependency management in the manner

of LM would involve introducing the semantic attributes 'de-

fines, and ,implements' for segments of the phase axis.

These were described in sect,ion 6.2.2.1 , in con junclion with

t'hedescriptionofrelatedsemanticsforthemoduleaxis.

convenient manipulation of the contents of both the defi-

nition and implementation phases of a module could be accom-

modated by introducing the 'visibte component' semantic

altribute for segments of the phase axis. This attribute

indicates that the segment represents the relationship

between a "composite" phase (the parent) and one of its

,,\,isib1e component" phases (the child). A conseguence of

these semantics could be that when a composite's contents

are fetched, perhaps for editing or simply for listing, the

contents of its visible components are first embedded within

its own contents. If new updated contents are returned to'

or deposited into, the composite, the contents which origi-

nated with, of which are destined for, the various visible

components, would have to be identified and returned to

those comPonents aPProPriatelY'

6.2.4 Iut Th v1S Di 1 n

The ,revision' dimension classifies points according to

the revision, of a particular module, to which the points

correspond. Figure 6-6 illustrates a plausible axis for a

revision dimension for a subspace corresponding to a partic-

ular module.
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Thecoordinate'sys1.1'ofFigure6_6correspondstoa

revision which participates in refease 1.1 of the system'

The coordinate s '2' , ' 3' , and ' 4' immediately following

,sys1 .1 ' correspond tO sUcCessive revisions of that revi-

s10n.

The coordinate ' sizeof-f ix' corresponds to a revlslon

that starts a branch of revisions that evolved during the

development of a ,,f ix" to a bug in the 'sizeof ' facility in

revision ,sys1 .1' . The coordinates '2', and '3' immediately

following,sizeof-fix'correspondtosuccessiverevisions
along that branch. Revision 'z', along that branch is incor-

porated into revision '4', along the uppermost branch' Revi-

sion ,3, along the 'sizeof-fix' branch involves refinements

to the fix. These refinements are subsequently incorporated

into the revision which participates in release 1'2 of the

system.

The coordinate 'timefix' corresponds to a revision that

starts a branch of revisions that evolved during the devel-

opment of a fix to a bug in the timing facilities of the

, sys-1 . 1 ' revision. The coordinate 'qd' corresponds to a

revision that constitutes a "quick and dirty" fix appried

for release 1.2. Eventually, when the timebug fix is com-

p1ete, the quick and dirty fix will be retracted, and the

final revision of the proper fix wiIl be incorporated into

the main branch of evolution of the module'
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The

sta rt s

opment

coordinate'newdef'correspondstoarevisionthat
abranchofrevisionsthatevolvedduringthedevel_
of an enhancement lo support a new "def" feature'

6.2.4.1 Revision Control

Revision control could be facilitated by

semantics. Figure 6-7 illustrates a revision

ments marked according to these semantics'

the

axis

following

with seg-

o The (immediate, direct) 'revision' semantic at'tribute

forsegmentsoftherevisionaxis,indicatesthata
segment represents a relationship between one revision

(tfre parent), and a revision of that revision (the

child).

À consequence of this relationship is that ' for

economy of storage space, the system may elect to store

onlythedifferencesbetweenthecontentsoftheparent
andthoseofthechild,ratherthanstoringtheentire
contents of the child separately. For text, this could

be done using interleaved deltas, âs in sccs lRochkind

19751 , or separate deltas ¡ ês in Rcs [tictry 1982) ' The

relativemeritsofthesetwoschemeSarediscussed
thoroughly in lleblang and Chase 1984] and lrictry

1ggü. Thus, a revision's contents may be regarded as

consisting of (recursively) the contents of its parent,

acted on by its own t'local" delta '
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o

Another consequence of this relationship might be

that changes , ot "corrections", made to the parent

revision are automatically propagated by the system to

the chitd revision, and lhus (recursively) appear in

aII of the parent revision's descendants'

The 'diversion' semantic attribute for segments of

the revision axis, indicates that a segment represents

a relalionship between one revision (the paren'.) and a

"diversiona tY" , or alternative revision of that revi-

sion (the child). The diversionary revision typically

constitutes the head of an alternative branch of evolu-

tion, ot develoPment.

Thus, each revision may have an immediate direct

revisionitsimmediatesuccessoralongitsprincipal
line of descent; and a number of diversionary revisions

- each constituting the head of an alternative branch

of evolution, originating from the given revision' The

intended spirit of organization of revisions, then, is

clearly that of a number of co-active concurrent

branches of development, rather than simply a hierarchy

of dormant archived outdated revisions'

The consequences of the 'diversion' semantic in

terms of storage of contents and propagation of chang-

€Sr are identical to those of the 'revision' semantic'

In terms of consequences, the distincbion between the
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two kinds of revisions is made so1ely for purposes of

subsequent display and designation, as is discussed

below. This diStinCtiOn also aI10ws a more accurate

representation of the actual organization of the revi-

sions. The following constrainbs would be imposed, f'or

these purposes, oD the organization of revisions. (rtre

organizat ion of Figure 6-7 adheres to these con-

straints. )

E À revision will
t revision' or

parents will be

have exactlY one Parent that is a

'diversion' Parent. AII other

one of the kinds discussed below'

o

¡r À revision wilt have at most one 'revision' chiId.

The 'incorporatiofi" or 'addition" semantic attribute

for segments of the revision axis, indicates that a

segment represents a relationship between one revision

( ttre parent ) , and another revi sion into which the

parent has been " incorporated" , or "added", or "merged"

(the child).

The contents of a revision which has incoming 'addÍ-

tion, segments may be regarded as consisting of the

,,merge" of a1I of itS immediate parents' cOntentS, act-

ed on by its own local delta. conseguences which could

effect, or derive, such contents (but which would be of

no concern to a user of this form of revision control)

would involve the application of additional deltas to
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the contents of the child revision as they would exist

without t,he incorporation. For each incorporated revi-

sion, all deltas along the branch from the incorporated

revision, back to the "nearesl common proper predeces-

sorrr revision (wittr respect to the child revision and

its principal branch of evolution) would be applied'

Note that conflicts might exist between the merged

revisions. À user's aid could be enlisted in resolving

such conflicts, either immediately and interactively,

as is done with DSEE, or after t,he fact as is done with

SCCS and RCS.

As well, note that a value could be associated v¡ith

the attributes of the "incoming" segments that lead to

a revision, in order to establish an ordering, or pre-

cedence, of revisions for purposes of resolving con-

flicts. Then, when a conflict arose during a merge'

the revision with the highest priority would prevail'

ordering of the revisions which participate in a merge,

in this fashion, would achieve the same effect as the

,,Iayer ing,, descr ibed by [coldstein and Bobrow 1 980] .

The ,retraction', or 'sublraction', Semantic attribute

for segments of the revision axis, indicates that a

segment represents a relationship between one revision

(ttre parent), and another revision (the child) from

which the effects of a previous merge of the parent

a
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revision's contents, into those of the child revision,

are retracted. consequences which could effect' or

derive, the contents of the child revision could

involve undoing, for each retracted revision, â1I de1-

tas along the branch from the retracted revision, back

to the nearest common proper predecessor revision (witfr

respect to the child revision and its principal branch

of evolution).

standard familiar techniques for the display and designa-

tion of hierarchies have been adapted to the textual display

and designation of revisions. These techniques are applied

to a tree which is derived from the revision net. The deri-

vation is based on the notion of regarding revision and div-

ersion segments aS being "primary" in nature, and regarding

other segments as being "secondary" in nature'

The tree is derived

a tree derived in this

as f ollows.

fashion from

6-8b illustrates

of Figure 6-8a.

Figure

the net

o Nodes of the immediate revision chain originating from

the head of the branch become ordinary immediale chil-

dren of the head of the branch' Thus, they form a

seguence of siblings.

. Diversionary children of a node become "distinguished"

children of that node, which follow aII of its ordinary

chiLdren. These distinguished child nodes are typical-

ly the heads of other revision chains'
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Note that the highest level branch headers, those which are

not diversions from any other node' are regarded, for pur-

poses of this derivation, as being diversions from a ficti-

tious "top" node.

Àn adaPtation of the

display of hierarchies is

illustrates this form of

of Figure 6-8b.

standard Pref ix indented textual

employed as follows. Figure 6-Bc

textuaf disPIaY for the hierarchY

a

a

Nodes are list,ed one t'o a line.

o Nodes are tisted before their children'

Ordinary children

parent, and marked

double-indented beneath their
l:l

are

bya

o Distinguished children are single-indented beneath

their Parent.

Thus, the semantics of the textual display are:

o The double-indented column

immediatelY below a node,

chain of that node.

marked bY a ')',
immediate revision

of nodes,

is the

r The single-indented column of nodes, immediately below

a node, contains the heads of alternative branches of

development, or evolution, which descend from that

node.

Figure 6-9 indicates these semantics'
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Figure 6-10 illustrates the textual display and designa-

tion of the revision axis of Figure 6-7'

,,secondary parent" revisions which are incorporated into'

or retracted from a revision,are enumerated by listing their

designators next to the revision in the textual display'

Designationofrevisionsisbasedonthederivedtree'

andemploysthestandardtechniqueforunambiguouspartial
qualification.

ThestandardprepositionsIafter','before',and'under'

are employed for textual manipulation of revisions in terms

of the derived tree. Figure 6-11 irrustrates the syntax of

commands for the manipulation of revisions in terms of the

textual display. Nodes created ,before, or ,after, another

node, are implicitly the same kind of children as the node

with respect to which they were created. Nodes created 'un-

der, another node are implicitly "distinguished" children'

These irnplications may be overridden by explicit specifica-

tions.

A revision,s contents, as discussed above I consist of

(recursively) ttre contents of its parent, acted on by its

own local delta. Thus, revisions as discussed above are

,,dynamic,, , in that changes made to a parent revi s ion auto-

maticallyappearinitschildrevisions.Thisisinfact
the expected behavior when a dimension of revision is used

to achieve layering. Further, it seems natural to propagate
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corrections automaticatly from earlier revisions lo later

ones. However, it might. be less than desirable for a revi-

sionwhichhasbeenreleasedforpublicuse'andwhichis
intended to remain stable, to be allowed to change freely.

semantic attributes, f.or coordinates of the revision dimen-

sion, could be used to distinguish:

, dynamic' , or 'transparent' , revisions - those

which changes made to a predecessor show through

for
o

o tstatic' ,

changes to

a

a

or topaque' ,

a predecessor

revisions

do not show

those for which

through

'alterable' ,

themselves be

'frozen', or 'closedt,

be directlY changed or

or 'open', revisions - those which may

directly changed or uPdated

revisions

updated.

those which maY not

Note that additional semantic attributes

employed to facilitate more elaborate "project

trol" or t'production control"'33

33 such control
procedures
adhered to.

typically used to ensure
åystu* - maintenance and

could be

change con-

that prescribed
updating are

6.2.4.2 Relative Merits of This Approach

Revisioncontrolasdiscussedaboveismorepowerfulthan

otherapproaches,betterintegratedwiththerestofthe
development environment, and better suited to contemporary

is
for
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development practices than other approaches'

A system employing the approach described above would be

more powerful in terms of the facilities that it could pro-

vide to its users for organizing revisions, displaying the

organization of revisions, and designating revisions. Each

of these areas is crit.ical to the comprehension and effec-

tive management of the structure of large systems'

organization of RevisionsO

Primitive revision control, such as that provided by

save ( 1 ) of UTS2.3 lemdaHl 1984) , DSEE [reblang and Chase

19841, or the ALS KAPSE lttratl 1982], allows only a single

linear organization of revisions. Each revision in such an

organization is simply a revision of its predecessor' Thus'

only succession of revisions is explicitly represented by

the organizaLion.

sccs and Rcs allow hierarchical organízal-ions of revi-

sions.Eachrevisioninsuchanorganizationisarevision
of íts immediate parent. Each revision may have any number

of children. Those children other than the first chitd con*

stitute the heads of alternative branches of development'

Thus, these organi"zations explicitly represent both succes-

sion of revisions, and diversion'

Revision control as discussed

allows a network organization of

in the previous

revisions. The

seclion

networ k
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organization explicitly represents successlon'

and merging of revisions' RCS and SCCS allow a

to be formed as the merge of other revisions'

represent the merge explicitly' SCCS maintains

such merges internatly' RCS retains absolutely

such merging.

Display of the Organization of Revisions

diversion,

nev¡ revision

but do not

a record of

no record of

revision control systems display the linear

of their revisions in the obvious fashion'

illustrates such a disPIaY'

a

Pr imi t ive

organization

Figure 6-12a

sccsandRCSsimptyprovidealinear}ydisplayedenumera_
tionoftherevisionsstoredinthearchive.Figures6_12b
and6_12cillustratesuchdisplays.Notethat,forexample,
,11, is the Sccs ,,seriaI number'' of revision 1.5, that '8'

is the seriaL number of its principal predecessor, and that

,5,and,4,aretheserialnumbersofrevisionswhichhave

been "incfuded", oÍ merged, into it' Also note that the RCS

revisions are reverse-Iinked atong the main trunk, and for-

ward tinked along the alternative branches. Such displays

do 1itt1e to aid in the comprehension of the organization of

the revisions.

The previous section described a more

for displaying a network organization of

6-12ð illustrates such a disPIaY'

effective technique

revisions. Figure

Ðesignation of Revisions
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primitive revision control systems can incorporate the

obvious scheme for naming and designation of revisions.

The SCCS naming scheme incorporates identifiers of the

form,,<refease number>. <leveI number>" for reviSiOns al0ng

the main trunk, and identifiers of the form "<release num-

ber> . <leve] number> . <branch number> . <seguence number>"

for all revisions along alternative branches. Figure 6-13

itlustrates lhis scheme.

ReLease numbers are simple integers, assigned sequential-

Iy, starting with 1. Level numbers are simple integers

assigned sequentially within release, starting with 1. New

releases begin at arbitrary points along the main trunk, âs

specified bY users.

Alt of the branches that descend, either directly or

transitively, from a given revision of the main trunk are

numbered consecutively beginning with 1 ' This is the case

regardless of the specific revision from which they actually

originate. sequence numbers are assigned sequentially with-

in branch, starting with 1.

Thus,

so named

for example, in Figure 6-13' revision '1'3'2'f is

because:

its "ancestral main trunk revision" is '1'3'

it is

where

part of the second branch to

under" the main trunk revision

be sprouted "some-

t1.3t
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Note that

' 1 .3.1 .2'

it is the first revision along this second branch.

the fact that t,he branch actually originates from

is not reflected by its identifier'

The irrational naming scheme adopted by sccs, and its

primitive method of displaying the organization of revi-

sions, contribute to its difficulty of use' even for simple

but non-trivial systems. This leads to the following warn-

ings in the Source Code Control System User's Guide lWestern

1 983) p.47 .

it is not Possible to determine the
path from the trunk delta to the branch
'if rom the branch delta's SIDI .

Although Ibranching] has been provided for certain
;Ë;iuÍi=ãa uses, - it is strongly recommended that
the SCCS tree be kept as àimple as . possible
because comprehension of its structure becomes
extremely difficult as the tree becomes more com-
plex.

The RCS naming scheme incorporates identifiers of the

form ( roughly) "<branch number> . <sequence number>

<branch number> . <sequence number> ... ". The identifier

of a revision along some branch of revisions consists of:

the identifier of the revision from which the branch origi-

nates; followed by the number of the given branch, within

all of the branches which originate from the same revision;

followed by the sequence number, within the branch, of the

revision being identified. Thus the RCS name for revision

'1.3,2,1' of Figure 6-13 would be '1'3' 1'2'1'1' ' The revi-

sion immediately succeeding thal one would be '1.3.1,2.1.2' .

ent i re
delta
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The revision at the head

revision '1 .3.1 .2' would

a

of the next branch originating from

be named ' 1 .3. 1 .2.2.1' .

This naming scheme is reasonably straightforward, but

yields relatively unwieldy names for revisions which are not

particularly close to the trunk. As well' revision identi-

fiers are Iimited to being strictly numeric (although sym-

bolic labels may subsequently be assigned to individual

branches and revisions).

More effective naming, as described in the previous sec-

tion, can be achieved by allowing conventional arbitrary

identifiers, and unambiguous partial qualification.

Manipulalion of Revisions

Revision control as discussed in the previous section is

also more powerful than its predecessors, in that it pro-

vides a basis for dealing with revisions using conventional,

convenient, familiar, general purpose tree manipulation and

traversal, rather than a particular set of special-purpose

operations.

Further, revision control as described in the previous

section achieves the level of abstraction sought by Tichy

for Rcs, allowing users to deal with revision control

strictly in terms of revisions, rather than having to be

concerned with the details of deltas. Tichy actually fails

in this regard, in that RCS users must consider the applica-
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tion of deltas'

order to utilize

and reversal of the effect of deltas, irl

the join facil-itY.

As well, revision control as described in the previous

section is better integrated with the rest of the develop-

ment environment. Revisions appear simply as generat points

in a space. They are accessible to, and manipulated by, the

standard development tools, in a uniform fashion. other

systems introduce a dist.inct set of redundant, and often

restrictive, customized revision management too1s.

I^lith RCS and SCCS, revisions are not directly accessible

to the standard uNIx tools. Nor is the organization of the

revisions directly apparent to these tools. Standard UNIX

tools which rnight reasonably be desired to act directly on

revisions include: 1s, rtTtr €d' Pr' grep' find' xref' ccr

and ex/vi/c|ags,

with these systems, revisions must be fetched from an

archive by commands such aS RCS's co ("checkout"), or SCCS's

get, into uncontrolled work areas. If modifícations take

place, a nelr revision must subsequently be entered back into

the archive by commands such as RCS's ci ("checkin"), or

SCCS's delta. Revision "locking" , ot reserving, and the

notion of revisions "about to come into existence" further

complicate matLers, as is discussed in [rJ' ictry 1982] and

Iellman 1 980] .
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With RCS and SCCSf modifications may not be forwarded as

they are developed, oF at arbitrary interim points' to a

revision within the archive, for purposes of consistency'

control, or safekeeping. Modifications may only be entered

inLo the archive in the form of a new delta or revision.

Thus, modifications must be kept in an external uncontrolled

copy of a revision until they are complete, and warrant a

new delta or revision.

New revisions may not simply be established within an

sccs or Rcs archive, worked on in place, and possibly even-

tua1ly frozenr âS is the case with the approach described in

the previous section. Thus, the approach described in the

previous section is also better suited to contemporary

development practices than any of its predecessors, in that

it fosters the general philosophy of a space of multiple

active concurrently-evolving branches of development, rather

than an archive of dormant superceded revisions.

6.2.5 S m Evo lea s ns1()

classif ies Points according to

they corresPond.

t n

The'release' dimension

the system release to which

"System release", as it is used here, should be taken to

mean,,a point in the evolution of the system" (not necessar-

ily one which has been f.rozen, formally designated as being

available for public use, or distributed to other installa-
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tions).Theterm''release''hashistoricaIlybeenusedin
this wây, and has been accepted here for the sake of consis-

tency with the literature.

Note that Some authors interpret "system release" still

more generallY, to mean any "consistent state of the system

a point ai which the sYstem maY beas a whole", that is

dealt with as a whole'

ual- modules.

rather than as uncoordinated individ-

Each release of a system has associated with it, a par-

ticular instance of each module, S€lected from among a num-

ber of revisions and variations of each module. Thus, a

release constitutes a synchronization point in the evoLution

and variation of the modules which compose a System, and

corresponds to the notion of a configuration (as presented

in [Uutt 1981]), a bound configuration thread [leblang and

chase 19847, and a system model binary [lampson and schmidt

1 9831 . Releases often correspond simply to the point at

which complete target instances of a system are generated'

Releases may be realized for software development file

spaces by coordinat,es in a virtual dimension. Each coordi-

nate in such a dimension maps to a different coordinate in

the revision dimension, for each coordinate in the module

dimension. As welI, each coordinate in the virt'uaI dimen-

sion may map to coordinates in additional dimensions which

ref lect variation of t,he system's modules. Thus, the reali-
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zation of a release constitutes

revisions (and, if theY exist,

releases may then be regarded as,

âsr revisions of maPPings'

a mapping from

variations).

and are in fact

modules to

Successive

dealt with

Figure 6-14 illustrates a plausible axis for the release

dimension. The coordinates 'reI1 .0' and 'reI2.0' COrrespond

to major refeases of the system. The coordinates 're11 ' 1 ' '
,reI1 .1b' , and 're12.1' correspond to minor interim releas-

es. such releases occur periodically between major releas-

e5. The coordinate ,bela},2, corresponds Èo a release which

is in ,,beta te5t". The coordinate 'newdcls' corresponds tO

an internal release , der ived f rom release 2.1 , vrhich i S

being used to test new declaration facilities'

Release ,2.1, and all prior releases would most Iikely

have been ,'frozen" before being designated as being avail-

able for distribution to users. Release 'aIpha2'3' probably

constitutes the newest, stabre, integration-tested, internal

release of the sYstem.

coordinates 'smith' and 'jones' correspond to "private"

releases of the system, derived from 'alpha2.3', for purpos-

es of testing development being done by programmers Smith

and Jones respectively. once a module revision being devel-

oped by a programmer is co.mplete, tested' and validated

within a private derivative of the most recent stable system

release, it, iS integrated into the development release cor-
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responding to the coordinate 'ð.ev2.4'. , Thus, that release

constitutes a dynamic collection consisLing of lhe most

recently validated and integrated revision of each module.

programmers Brown and scott base their v¡ork on private

releases derived from release 'dev2.4'. Components of such

a release, other than those with which the programmer is

actively working, will change dynamically as 'dev2.4' is

updated. The coordinate 'ross' corresponds to a private

release whích consists of a dynamic cornbination of refeases

t smith' and 'jones' .

programmers Brown and Scott, above, conStitute "bold

developers" as described in [Hutt 1981] and [teblang and

Chase 19841. Their private releases automatically incorpo-

rate the most recent available revision of each of the sys-

tem's modufes, regardless of whether or not these revisions

have all been " integration*tested" . Alternatively, Smith

and Jones constitute "cautious developers". Their private

releases are much more stable. Their private releases

incorporate the most recent revisions only for those modules

whicb they, p€Fsonally, are actively revising. For all oth-

er modules, their releases incorporate only the revision

from the most recently integration-t'ested release of the

system. snrith and Jones are unaffected by new revisions

being made to other modules concurrently by other program-

mers.
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6.2.5.1 Release Control

With releases being regarded as revisions of mappin95, as

discussed above, Fêlease conLrol may be accommodated with

the same semantic attributes as were adopted in the revision

dimension for revision control. In fact, Figure 6-14 has

been marked in the same way as Figure 6-7 to indicate seg-

ments' semantics.

one possible extension to the conseguences of the 'incor-

poration' semantic attribute is that when a conflict arises

that is, when two merged releases map to different revi-

sions of a given module rather than enlisting a userrs aid

and choosing one mapping over the other, the syst'em could

instead automatically attempt to form a merge of the revi-

sions in question. If the merge was successful that is,

resulted in no conflicts - the system could simply map the

merged release to the merged revision'

The approach to release control described in this section

is clearly more effective than: the global check-out /

check-in described by [eIlman 1980]t the symbolic revision

labels described by lricny 1982]; the cloned trees of lyost

lgg5l; the layered networks of lcoldstein and Bobrow 1980];

or the configuration lhreads of [teblang and chase 1984] '

None of these systems establishes any global organization or

framework for, oE provides general manipulation af, the var-

iouS "releases", or cOntextS, Or confíguratiOnS, which exiSt

for a system.
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6.3 EX ENSI s

Ànmd-ntspacecouldbeaugmentedv¡ithadditiona]dimen-

s1ons.

lmeTh st n6.3.1 Var 10n

A ,host, dimension could classi f y points according to t'he

host machine to which the points correspond. Note that, â5

discussed in chapt,er -1 , a distinct variation of a given mod-

ule may exiSt for each machine which will eventually act as

a host t,o the software. Figure 6-15 illustrateS a plausible

axis for a host dimension. Figure 6-16 illustrates a more

elaboratehostmachineaxis.Suchanaxiswouldbesuitable
forlargeprograms,perhapswritteninaportableprogram-
minglanguage,forwhichminorvariationsmayexistdepend_
ingonthehostmachine.Figure6_lTillustratesanaxis
suitableforportableapplicationprograns,forwhichvaria-
tionsmayexistdependingonwhichoperatingsystemwill
eventuallY act as host '

Nolethatbecausethedifferencesbetweenvariationsdue

tohostmaybeonlyminor,andbecausechangesmadefora
(generic) host should also be applied to its (more specific)

subhosts, the semantics discussed for the revision dimension

wourd be both effective and appropriate for the host dimen-

sion as well.
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À,s !ùell, note that some variations of a module might be

identical. For example, a particular module might be able

to run with any of a particular family of hosts, v¡ithout

change. In order to reflect this situation, one could allow

Lhe host axis structure to vary according to module. Àlter-

natively, one could retain the common host axis structure

for aII modules, and simply allow some variations to be

identical (in which case, underlying deltas would be empty'

and would not occupy any storage space ) '

Finally, note that when configuring a system, a particu-

lar variation of each module may have to be selected accord-

ing to the specific host on which the configuration wilI

rUn. In situations where the host axis structure is allowed

to vary according to module, a particular module might not

have a variation corresponding to the given host. In order

to establish which variation should be selected in such a

situation, an elaborate system of defaults and precedence

would have to be established (either statically in the man-

ner of lticty 1982b], of dynamically as part of queries).

Thus, it seems more straightforward simply to retain the

common host axis structure.

6.3.1 .1 Configuration Management

The 'host' dimension discussed above reflects a consider*

ation ('host machine' or'host os') which constitutes a man-

datory configuration parameter. That is, the dimension
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reflects a consideration for which some classification (such

as 'vax.750') must be sefected when configuring a system.

Further, the various classifications along the axis of

the host dimension correspond to mut'uaIly exclusive alterna-

tive variations. That is, when configuring a system' g-!-

mosl one of these classifications may be selected'

Thus, when configuring a system, exactly one of the clas-

sifications from the host dimension's axis must be selected.

In general, when configuring a system which is maintained in

an md-nt space that incorporates dimensions such as 'host',

exactly one classification from the axis of each such dimen-

sion must be selected.

This constraint cculd be formalized by introducing a

"1-of-N" semantic attribute ("one out of alI of the classi-

fications along the axis tree" must be chosen for any con-

figuration). This attribute could be attached to the root

node of the axis of dimensions such as those discussed

above. The semantics of such nodes are similar to those of

the OR nodes of [tictrY 1982b].

Às weIl, êD "N-of-N"

indicate semantics that

nodes of Irictry 1982b] .

attribute could be introduced to

are simitar to those of the ÀND

Further, a "0-or-more-of-N" attribute could be introduced

to formalize the notion of "cumulative" variations for an
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optional configuration consideration. That is, when config-

uring a system¡ âñy number of Such variations (including

"none") could be selected v¡ith respect to such a considera-

tion. The subtree descending from the node 'acctg' of Fig-

ure 6-18 could reflect such a consideration. The classifi-

cations along that subtree could correspond to the various

kinds of accounting information that could be captured by an

operating System. Note that the notion of "0-or-more-of-N"

could be characterized aS "IncIuSive OR", where "1-of-N"

could be characterized as "Exclusive OR" '

Finally, the semantic attributes discussed above could be

generalized to "i:j-of-N", where i and j are specified each

time such an attribute is attached to a particular node'

NOte that rr0tt and "N", aS well aS the valueS 1..nt are allO-

wable values for i and j. AIso note that the

"0-or-more-of-N" attribute discussed above is realized by

"0 ¡N-of -N".

Configuration management for md-nt spaces could addition-

aIly incorporate configuration rul-es and specifications, in

the manner of Adele lnstublier et aI. 19841 and ÀLS KAPSE

[ttratL 1gg2]. These rules and specifications could be real-

ized as arbitrary constraints and ordered preferences' stat-

ed in terms of the values of coordinates and arbitrary user-

defined attributes, in the forms suggested for these other

systems. Such constraints and preferences could be associ-

ated with the elements and constructs of a space. Con-
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straints
tors, to

could al"so

const itute

be allowed as a Part

dynamic conf iguration

of point designa-

specifications.

Simplerconfigurationrulesformd-ntspacescouldbe

accommodated by semantics such as 'necessiLates' and 'pre-

cludes, for axis segments across dimensions that reflect

configuration considerations. For instance I a 'precludes'

segment could Iead from'hOSt:6g000' to'memory:virtuaf in

an overloaded virtual dimension which incorporates both the

'host' and 'memorY' dimensions '

6.3.2 Over loaded Var iat 10n The Feature Dimen 10n

A number of considerations that give rise to variation of

modules, might not be substantial enough to each warrant the

organizational overhead and added complexity of a separate

dimension. Thus, in some cases a single overloaded dimen-

sion might. be aPProPriate' 34

Figure6_lEillustratesaplausibleaxisforanoverload-
ed dimension which classifies points accordíng to the selec-

tabre features of an operating system to which the points

correspond.

Notethateachsubtreeoftherootnodeoftheaxisof

such a dimension reflects a distinct configuration consider-

ation. That is, when configuring a system, the set of vari-

Ouestions of
to questions
zation.

"tastefulness"
which arise in

34
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ations corresponding to each such subtree would have to be

considerec individually (rather than simply considering the

entire axis as a whole, âs was the case for the 'host'

dimensíon discussed earl-ier). This could be formalized by

attachingsemanticattributes,similartothosedescribed
earlier for configuration management, to the root node of

each such subtree. For example , f.ot the axis of Figure

6-18, the "1-of-N" attribute could be attached to the node

,mem,, and the "0:N-of-N" attribute could be attached to the

nodes ,sched, , ,net, , and 'acctg' . Note that this differs

from the scheme described above for the 'host' dimension,

where semantic attributes for conf iguration management vrere

atLachedonlytotherootnodeoftheentireaxis.

Thus, in general, when configuring a system' each subtree

of the root of the axis (rat,her than each axis as a whole)

of each dimension which reflects more than one distinct con-

figuraLion consideration, may have to be considered individ-

ua11y. s 5

6,3.2.1 Configuration Specification

For the form of configuration management discussed above'

specification of a given configuration consísts of indicat-

ing the variations which are desired with respect to each

Note that when a number of
selected f rom a single axis,
would' PresumablY, have-to be

"compósite" variãtion which is
conf igurat ion.
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di st inct var iations are
the selected variations

merged to Produce a single
apþropriate for the given
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conf igurat. ion consideration.

For a dimension which reflects a single "Exclusive OR"

("1-of-N") configuration consideration, configuration speci-

fication simply consists of specifying the single classifi-

cation that corresponds to the desired variation, with

respect Lo the given dimension. This is accomplished in a

straightforward fashion with a coordinate in a standard

point identifier. For examPIe,

I module:rProc; host:750; net:ether l

designates the variation of the module 'rproc" that is

appropriate for the system configuration that runs on a 750

host with an eLhernet Iink.36 Thus' configuration specifica-

tion is reduced to a simple matter of a ccordinate valuer or

,,position", with respect to each dimension that ref lects a

conf igurat ion considerat ion.

For a dimension which reflects more than one configura-

tion consideration, as did the overloaded dimension dis-

cussed above, or for a dimension which reflects a general-

ized ,,i: j-of -N,, conf iguration consideration, conf iguration

specification is Iess straightforward. In these cases' a

number of variations may be required with respect to the

given consideration. That is, an arbitrary combination of

classifications with respect to the given dimension may be

In actual practice I a coordinate value may be_specified:
explicit,Iyl as part of. a designator; _ 

implicitly' as.part
of a "current pãsition"; or indirectly, via a coordinate
value for a vi.rtual dimension whích maps to the given
dimension.
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requi red.

$¡ays.

such combinations could be facilítated in two

a Statically - A classification on the axis of the given

dimension, could be established for each combination of

variations that might be of interest. This classifica-

tion would have as its parents, the classifications

corresponding to each of the variations of the given

combinalion. Then, configuration specification would

consist simply of specifying the single classification

corresponding to the required combination of varia-

tions. Thus, configuration specificaLion would remain

a simple matter of a single coordinate value, or "posi-

tion", with respect to each dimension that reflects a

conf iguration consideration.

Dynamically A coordinate value could be allowed to

include a number of classifications for dimensions that

ref lect conf iguraLion considerations.

a

In general, it seems l-ess haphazard to establish allowa-

ble combinations of variations in advance, than to repeated-

Iy dynamically specify such combinations of variations in an

ad-hoc fashion.
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6.3.3 Other Dimensions

other dimensions which could be of benefit for soflware

development file spaces include:

o The 'edit' dimension - which organizes the points that

result from a series of editíng sessions or other forms

of updates. The coordinates of such a dimension could

be either serial numbers, or times and dates. The axis

might be organized as a single-level tree, with the

coordinate 'top' always corresponding to the most

recent ,,edit," and with its children (first to last)

corresponding to successively older edits'

The edit dimension would be dependent on ( ttrat i s ,

to) all other dimensions.its axis would varY according

Consequences could be such that the edit which

results from a session automatically becomes the 'top'

edit, the edit which had previously been the top

becomes the first child, and all of the other child

edits are simply "shifted right" by one. users would

typically be positioned to the coordinate 'top' in the

edit dimension by default, and would not include the

edit dimension in their working projection. Thus,

without concern for edits, they would always access the

most recent one. However, should the need arise, a

user could explicitly position to an older edit.
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old edits could eventually be deleted or moved to

off-Iine storage. The point at which such an operation

would occur could be determined by the "breadth" of the

edit axis, or by the age of an edit, or by some specif-

ic event such as a system checkpoint or the end of a

day.

Note that this dimension is intended to reflect the

evolution of a file through relatively minor editing.

Edits are intended to constitute minor changes result-

ing from a single editing session, whereas revisions

are intended to constitute changes, for a specific pur-

pose, which are significant at the level of modules;

and releases are intended to constitute points of evo-

lution, for a specific purpose, which are significant

at the level of the system as a whole.

The 'component'

according to the

which the points

f i le include:

dimension would classi fY Points

component (or "piece") of a file, Lo

correspond' Plausible components of a

EI c ontent s the actual contents of a file

ll attributes the record

possibly maintained in a

Iated using standard texl

of a file's attributes,

textual form and maniPu-

edi tor s
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As weII '
h i ghe r-Ieve I

an md-nt space

dimensions such

x description - text constituting a general descrip-

tion of a file, âs well as other general remarks

concerning the file

¡ log a history of access lo, and manipulation of,

a f ile

¡¡ index - for keyed or indexed filesr ôD index into

the contenls of the fiIe, possibly with subordi-

nate components for secondary indexes

E directory information for a design such as that

of uNIx, in which directory information is dis-

tributed out into the file system. such a distri-

bution would relieve contention, and facilibate

splitting of file hierarchies across device vol-

umes.

The component dimension would determine the edit dimen-

sion, but would be dependent on all others'

might incorporate a number of

as 'department' and 'Project' .
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Chapter VI I

DT SCUSSION

This chapter presents retrospective discussions concern-

ing various aspects of md-nt Spaces. Section two presents

an assessment of the relative merits of md-nt spaces. Sec-

tion three discusses alternative perspectives on the general

notion of, and the formulation of, md-nt spaces. Section

four suggests directions for further research. This chapter

begins with a discussion of the current status of a proto-

type md-nt file space manager for UNIX.

7.1 PROTOTYPE

A preliminary prototype for the structural aspects of

orthogonal md-nt file spaces has been implemented as a user-

mode layer above the UNIX file system. Each poinL of an

md-nt file space is stored as a single UNIX file. AIl

information concerning the structure of the space is stored

in another UNIX file. The "structure file" and the "point

files" are kept in a single UNIx directory.

A formalized extension of the UNIX command language is

provided by an interpreter which has been implemented as a

Iayer above the UNIX shell, using LEX and VACC lJohnson and

Lesk 19781. The language includes commands for manipulating
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lhe points of an md-nt space, and will include a powerful

regular-expression sub-language for identifying the points

of a space. Àt present, the command language constitutes an

ad hoc subset of the language illustrated in Àppendix A.

Commands concerning the Structure of the space are processed

directly by the interpreter' and their actionS are reflected

in the underlying UNIX files. Ordinary UNIX commands,

including those which deal with files of the multidimension-

al spacef are simply passed on to the she1l, after any point

references are expanded and translated into UNIX file names'

Currently, the representation for the struclure of the

space, which is stored in the structure file, is simply a

set of multi-linked nodes. Each point of the space is rep-

resented by a single node. Each node has a set of links

which identify its parent, its first child, and its next

sibling, in each dimension. Other representations being

considered include: a simple hashed table of points, which

contains no structural information, but which is augmented

by a set of linked nodes representing the various axes ì ot ¡

a representation which is based on an extended relational

database.

In order to allow more effeclive experimentation with the

semantic aspects of md-nt spaces' a more complete integra-

tion with the UNIX environment must be undertaken. This

integration could be achieved by an interface implemented as

a layer above the standard file access library. This would
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present md-nt spaces at a more fundamental level within the

system.

7.2 EVÀLUÀTION

This section considers the relative merits of md-nt spac-

es.37

The structural aspects of md-nt spaces can be assessed in

terms of their resolution of the common organizational defi-

ciencies of contemporary software development environments.

Such an assessment is presented in the following section'

The specific approach which has been adopted for dealing

wi.th the semantics of md-nt spaces was presented in Chapter

5. The relative merits of that approach were presented as

appropriate throughout that chapter. Hence, they need not

be considered here.

The overall effectiveness of md-nt spaces can be assessed

in terms of the support that they offer for major software

development activities. The relative merits of md-nt spaces

in this respect were discussed in detail throughout Chapter

6. Those discussions are summarized in Section 7.2.2

Note that such consideration is largely qualitative in
nature. A more concrete evaluation of effectiveness iS
clearly impossible for work of this kind, wit.hout a larg-
er-scaIe design and implementation effort, and subsequent
experimental use.
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7 .2.1 olut i on nOr anl 1D ficienci

The structure of md-nt spaces, as defined in chapter 4,

and the mechanism for dealing with their semantics, as

described in Chapter 5, resolve many of the common organíza-

tional deficiencies of contemporary and proposed software

development environments. These deficiencies, and their

Significance for software development' were discussed in

detail in Chapter 2.

Md-nt spaces provide a high-level structure for organiz-

ing the objects of development project environments. This

structure constitutes a powerful and effective means of

organizat ion, as foIIows.

¡ Md-nt Spaces are multidimensional in nature, rather

than "flat", as is the case for the trees provided by

many contemporary systems. Thus md-nt spaces aIlow:

a generally more extensive organization, and discer-

nable overall system structure, rather than the

overcrowding and conglomeration that is common

with conventional systems

o distinction of structure which results from a dis-

t inct considerat ion, rather than overloading ( in

the technical sense)

o factoring of structure that is due to a particular

consideration, rather than replication of struc-

ture within that of superordinate considerations
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o qualification of classifications within considera-

tion, rather than a common global name space of

classifications without regard for consideration

¡ independence of considerations,

establishment of fixed arbitrarY

nesting, of considerations, and

to particular levels in a lree

rather than the

precedence, or

lheir assignment

rather than

nesting of

o alternative views of an organization,

simply that corresponding to a fixed

considerations as discussed above

. suppression of extraneous detail, rather than con-

stant contention with burdensome clutter

o porverful high-1eve1 manipulation, as discussed

below

o a basis for formalization and automation, as dis-

cussed below.

Md-nt spaces are hierarchical in nature, rather than

unordered, as is the case for relational databases, or

linear, âs is the case for systems which use a single

leve1 in a tree to organize the classifications which

are allowable with respect to a particular considera-

tion. Thus, md-nt spaces provide greater generalily

and organ izat ional polrer .
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It Md-nt spaces support hierarchies explicitly' rather

than indirectly by transitive binary relations, âs is

often the case with VLSI design databases and file sys-

tem - database hybrids. Thus, md-nt spaces can more

directly reflect the relationships which are inherent

between objects of a development project environment,

and provide a more convenienl means for dealing v¡ith

those relationships.

Md-nt spaces provide an a priori structure for the sys-

tems which they organize, rather than presenting them

as apparently amorphous collections, for which arbi-

trary organ ízations may be dynamically derived in

response to a user's gueries, as is the case for rela-

tional databases. Thus, md-nt spaces provide a suppor-

tive superstructure which serves as a guide to users

carrying on development activities, and, in general,

provides a framework in which to comprehend and manage

large systems.

Md-nt spaces facilitate effective high-Ievel manipulation

of the objects of development project environments, as foI-

lows.

Md-nt spaces support manipulation of entire substruc-

tures, vrithin any of a number of alternative views of

an organization, rather than requiring repetitive,

tedious, intricate manipulation of individual objects,

ll

!l
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as is often the

file sYstems or

environments.

case with conventional tree-strucLured

even with more recent language directed

ll Md-nt spaces also allow position-relative elementary

traversal and manipulation operations ' rather than

requiring strictly global composite gueries' as do many

relational database systems' Thus' md-nt spaces pro-

vide a facility which can be less cumbersome'

Md_ntspacesprovideconventionalgeneral_purposetree

manipulation,ratherthancustomizedspecial_purpose
operations, âs if often the case with domain*specific

environments. Thus, md-nt spaces provide a familiar

and powerfut mechanism for manipulation' rather than

one which is foreign to users' and possibly limited or

restrictive in its caPabilities'

with md-nt spaces' all organiza|ional aspects of a sys-

tem are dealt with uniformly, in general terms, rather

than in domain*specific terms which may vary according

tocontextrâsisoftenthecasefor1anguagebased
environments. Thus, with md-nt spaces' organizatíon'

at any point, is dealt with in a more straightforward

fashi on .

vrith md-nt spaces, the underlying organization

system is deatt with directly' rather than being

ded within, and hidden by' the environment' âs is

¡l

EI

ofa

embed-

of ten

EI
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the case with more recent ranguage based environments'

withsuchenvironments,theunderlyingsystemorganiza-

tionissimplyimplicitintheenvironment'sinterac_
tions with a user' As weII' md-nt spaces afford the

useragloba}viewoftheorganizationofasystem'
rather than constraining users to a localized focus al

a current point of endeavor. Thus, md-nt spaces do not

hinderauser,sappreciationoftheglobalstructureof
a sYstem.

Md-nt spaces are

project environments

ment, â5 follows.

generally applicable to development

in areas other than software develop-

basis for effective comprehensive

ma jor develoPment act'ivities ' âs

E¡ Md-nt spaces aIlow arbitrary user-delermined struc-

tures'withdynamicallydeclaredsemantics,ratherthan
being based on fixed schemata' âs is often the case for

file system - database hybrids' VLSI design databases'

and language based environments'

As discussed above, with md-nt spacesr the organization

ofasystemisdealLwithingeneralterms'ratherthan
terms specific to any particular language' program

organization, methodoIogY, or domain'

EI

Md-nt spaces Provide a

integrated automation of

f oI lows .
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l¡ The formally declared semantics of md-nt spaces allow

development activities, as discussed in ChapLer 6, to

occur as automated consequences. fhis contrasts with

such activities being directed in an ad-hoc manual

fashion according to a user'S understanding of the

informal semantics of a structure. This is also in

contrast to development activities being based on spec-

ifications that are external, redundant, and potential-

Iy inconsistenl with respect to the primary file system

structure. such specifications are often employed by

conventional configuration management tools. Thus'

md-nt spaces allow for more orderly and effective auto-

mation of development activities. This automation

results in quicker, Iess costly, and Iess error-prone

development.

Md-nt spaces are intended to represent all of the

information concerning the organization of a system in

a centralized and unified fashion, rather than allowing

additional specifications to augment the primary struc-

ture¡ âs discussed above. Thus, md-nt spaces províde a

basis for more cohesive and better integrated automa-

lion.

lt
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7 .2.2 Support of Maior Sof tware Deve lopment Activities

Md-nt spaces' as discussed in Chapter 6' can accommodate

major development activities in a fashion which is at Least

aseffectiveasthatofthemostrecentlyproposedsoftware
developmentenvironments.Suchactivitiesinclude:

dependencY management

compilation control

recompilation direct'ion

. revision control

Iayer ing

a

o

a

O

o release control

conf i guration management

o hislory maintenance'

Inmanycases'moregeneralschemesforsupportingthese
activities result naturally from the more highly structured

and less ad-hoc approach of md-nt spaces' Often' these

schemes are more powerful, better integrated with the rest

of the development environment, and better suited lo contem-

porary develoPment Practices'

The effecliveness

âsr v¡as discussed in

of md-nt spaces in these and other are-

detail throughout ChaPter 6'
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7 3 ALTERNATIVE PERSP ECTlVES

Ðependingonone'sbackgroundandpresentcontext'anum-

berofalternativeformulationsof,orperspectivesoÍl,the
theory of md-nt spaces may seem more appropriate or easier

to relate to.

A number of such arternative perspectives were discussed

in detail, at suitable points in the final sections of chap-

ters2,3,and5.Theseincludeviewsofmd-ntspacesas:

hierarchical data structures extended to the multidi-

mensional case

notions from analytic geometry' vector

theory, and semantic data modelling'

employed for the organization of the

develoPment Project environment

spaces, graph

extended and

objects of a

factored colored graphs, or fact'ored semanLic nets

sin,ole-relation semantic relational databases

hierarchically ordered domains ' inler-domain

dence, and tree-algebra-oriented interfaces'

with

depen-
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7.4 ÀREÀS FOR FURTHER RESEÀRCH

The structure of md-nt spaces has been formulated, and a

formal means for deating with their semantics has been

defined. As well, automatiOn Of the consequences of md-nt

spaces has been considered' Furtherf a model has been

established for the use of md-nt spaces in organizing devel-

opment Project environments'

A number of interesting theoretic issues remain open to

further consideration. As well, a number of more pragmatic

concerns in the design and implementation of a cost-effec-

tive operational tool for environment organization have yet

to be addressed.

Theoretictopicsforfurtherinvestigationinclude:

o the relaxation of constraints as discussed in chapter 4

o nesting of md-nt spaces

a the incorPoration of taxonomY

classif ication, generalization,

mars, and constraints, into the

(abstraction such as

and aggregation), gram-

basic data model

def ining, rathero the development of a

than simPlY declaring,

formalism for

the semantics of a structure

the formulation of a multidimensional tree algebraa
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othedevelopmentofdesignprinciplesandnormalization

methodologiesforstructuringmd-ntspacesinpract'ice.

Pragmatic issues yet to be addressed include:

basic approaches to realization including: as

autonomous file system, âs an extended relational

semantic database, and as a class of containers in

object-or iented envi ronment

an

or

an

o structures for internal representation

discussed in the section describing the

storage considerations such as:

size), partitioning across volumes'

tal checkPointing, and archiving

a

derivation of axis segments and their

butes from file contents, as done in

such as those

prototYPe

efficiencY (sPeed,

fulI and incremen-

semantic attrí-

LM [Nar f elt and

a interface techniques both for "one-dimensional" tex-

tual display and input technology' and for "two-dimen-

sional" graphic display and input t'echnology (bit-maps'

windows, and mice)

access control including: authorization, concurrent

access, distributed access

differencing algorithms for data types other than

,text', such as: abstract syntax trees (see lCampbell

and Kirstis -19841 ) , keyed f iles' and directories

o

a
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o

Schefst.rom 19841 for

to the 'with' clauses

application specifics for

than software develoPment,

document PreParation'

the 'imports' relation according

of Àda Packages

environments 1n areas other

design, andsuch as VLSI
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Chapter VI I Ï

CONCLUSION

This chapter summarizes the discussions

chapters, and presents conclusions arising

described bY this dissertation'

8.1 SUMMÀRY

Chapter 1 of this dissertation defined

lem of file system organization for large

project environments.

of the preceding

out of the work

the general Prob-

scale develoPment

representations through which a mod-

natural evolution of

Largescaledevelopmentprojects'inanumberofdiffer-

ent areas, have a number of distinct organizaLional require-

ments in common. These include the accommodation of:

Hierarchies of modules or system componentso

. Sets of phases or

ule Progresses

o Networks of revisions due to the

modules

o Collections of variations due to

as! alternative host sYstems'

features, alternative algorithms'

in end user requirements'
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Areas in which systems typically exhibit such

Lics include: SOftware development, document

vLSI design, and graphics generation'

characteris-
preparation,

Common deficiencies of conventional file systems for

organizing the files of Iarge scale development projects

include: cumbersome file manipulation, Iack of flexibiliLy'

overcrowding, overloading, informality, and lack of integra-

tion. conventional database systems have proven to be inef-

fective and impractical as a foundation for development

proj ects.

Chapter2surveyedapproacheswhichhaverecentlybeen
proposed for development environment fite systems, of data-

bases, or tibraries. These include:

o FormalizatiOn Of conventional tree-structured file sys-

tems

o File system - database hYbrids

. Special-purpose embedded language-directed, or organi-

zaLíon-specif ic, structures '

In general, none of these systems combines:

oan organ ízationally powerful structure

o an effective framework for development activitíes

generality with respect to system organízation
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o an effective

its contents

means of manipulating the sÈructure and

a basis for comPrehensive

activit.ies.

automation of develoPment

Chapter2alsobrieflydiscussedfundamentalissuesand
recent developments concerning multidimensional data struc-

tures. It was consideration of these issues' and considera-

tionofthedeficienciesmentionedabove,thatledtothe
formulation of md-nt' spaces'

Chapter3introducedthefundamenta}conceptsofmd_nt

spacesinaninformaLmanner'inthecontextofsoftware
development.Thegeneralnotionofhierarchicalclassifica_
tionofobjects,accordingtoeachofanumberofdistinct
considerations, was introduced as a paradigm for the organi-

zation of files in a development project environment. The

informal introduction was intended to aid the reader in

forming an intuitive understanding of md-nt spaces'

Chapter3a]Soconsideredtheviewofmd_ntSpacesas

arísing from the extension of notions from analytic geom-

etryrgraphtheory,andsemanticdatamodelling'inthecon-
text of information organization'

Chapter4f'ormallydefinedmd_ntspacesaSanabstract

structure for data. Display' designation' traversal' and

manipulat'ionoft'hestructureofanmd_ntSpaceanditscon_
tents were also considered'
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Afilesystemthatisbasedonùhemd-ntsLructureis

regarded as a multidimensional space. Each file of the sys-

tem is regarded as a point in the space' The axes of the

spacearetreesorsingly-rootednetworks,andthevaluesof
a point's coordinates are pathnames' Each point of the md-

ntspaceisuniquelyidentifiedbyitscoordinatevalue
m_tuple.Infact,thespaceconsistsofexactlyonepoint
for each element of the cartesian product of its m axes'

A dimension of an md-nt space is intended to correspond

to a distinct consideration in the organization of a sys-

tem,s files. Examples of such considerations are: the mod-

ule to which a fire corresponds, the phase or representation

towhichafilecorresponds,andthehostsystemtowhicha
file corresponds. The axis for a given dimension is intend-

ed to constitute the dornain of possible classifications for

a point, with respect to the given dimension's considera-

tion. Further, the value of a point's coordinate in a given

dimension constitutes its classification with respect to the

dimension' s consideration'

The md-nt space organization allows the primary file sys-

tem structure to provide information concerning system

structure, which is difficult or impossible to represent in

an effective integrated fashion with conventional struc-

tures.
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Chapter4alsodefinedprojectionandslicingashigh-
].eveloperationst'hatallowthesuppressionofextraneousor

burdensome file sYstem delail'

Projectionontottdrlofaspace'sdimensionsyieldsa

d-dimensiona}spacebyignoringpoints'coordinatesinthe
other (m-d) dimensions ' Pro ject ion al-Iows users to deal

withpointsringroups'accordingtosomeofaspace's
dimensions,withoutregardforthepoints'coordinatesin
the sPace's other dimensions'

Slicing along certain dimensions of a space isolates a

contiguoussubsetofaspace'spoint'sbyboundingtheallo_
wable values for points' coordinates in those dimensions'

slicing all-ows users to constrain their activity to a par-

ticular region of the space'

FlatleningvJasdefinedinChapter4asahigh_leveloper_

ation that facilitates convenient display and manipulation

of a sPace's Points'

Flatteninganm_dimensionalspace,accordingtoapartic-

ular ordering of lhe space's dimensions' yields a single

hierarchy (or "l-dimensional tree-structured space") by rep-

ticating axes of subordinate dimensions and distributing

them into the axes of superordinate dimensions' Flattening

allows a user to deal with points' in groups' first accord-

ing to superordinate dimensions, and then according to sub-

ordinate dimensions, while keeping arl of the space's points

visible.
na1
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Thus,differentviewsofaspacecanbeachievedbydif-

ferentcombinationsoftheprojection,sricing,andfratten-
ing transformations' When performed in the context of a

suitableview,taskswhichcanbequitecomplicatedwith
conventiona]filesystemsbecomestraightforward.Thepower
ofthemd-ntstructureliespartlyinthefact|hatalthough
a user may typically move through a space in only one dimen-

sionatatimerandalthoughausermaydealwithonlyafew
of a space,s dimensions at a time, perhaps even flattening

thespaceintoasinglehierarchy'theuserisnonetheless
free, ât any moment, to choose whatever view best serves as

a context for the task at hand'

ChaPter 4 also brieflY described

points based on regular expressions

identifiers. This form of selection

ing global operations on points of the

selection of sets of

that describe Point

facilit.ates wide-rang-

space.

Further,Chapter4describedvariantaxesasameansof

accommodating spaces whose structure in a given "dependent"

dimension varies according to context' A distinct variant

ofthedependentdimension'saxisismaintainedforeach
dist.inct context. Thus it is possible ' for example' for a

softv¡aredevelopment'filespacetohaveadifferentstruc_
tureina,revision,dimension,or|ohaveadistinctrevi-
sion axis variant, fot each distinct module'
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Finally, Chapter 4 described virtual dimensions as a

means of achieving a common general view of a space's struc-

ture in a given dimension, even though that space's struc-

ture in t,he given dimension may vary according to context '

A single general axis, thal maps differently to each dis-

tinct variant of the axis in the given dimension, is main-

tained. This generai axis is then applied regardless of

contexl. Thus it is possible, fot example, for a software

development file space to have a general axis in a'release'

dimension, which maps differently to each module's revision

axis variant, but which is applicable to aII modules '

regardless of their specific revision hierarchy.

virtual dimensions also facilitate alternate namln9s or

arrangements of the classifications along a dimension's

axis.Further,aSdiscussedinChapter6,virtualdimen_
sions that map to a number of underlying dimensions, faciti-

tate the representation of relationships between cfassifica-

tionsfromtheaxesofdifferentdimensions.

Variant axes

of dealing

and virtual
with spaces

dimensions Provide an effective

that are not strictlY orthogo-means

na1.

chapter 5 described a general formal means of dealing

with the semantics of md-nt spaces'

The meaning, or

of an md-nt space

significance, af an element or

is declared dYnamicallY bY the

construct

user, by
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attachingsemanticattributesdirectlytothecomponentsof
the structure. As weI1, semantics are inherited from axes'

toaxissegmentsrtolinksbetweenpoints'andfromclassi-
fications along an axis, to individual points of the space'

CharacteristicanddirectivepragmaticattributeSaredealt
with in a fashion similar to that for semantic attributes'

Examples of semantics for a software development file space

are:thestructure,ssignificanceintermsofamodule's
dependencies;and,thestructure'ssignificanceintermsof
a module's position within a sequence of revisions'

ChaPter 5 also

arbitrarY actions

declared semantics

discussed a mechanism for establishing

as the automated consequences of the

of md-nt spaces in particular situations'

Àn arbitrary procedure may be registered dynamically by a

user,tobeinvokedautomaticallybythesystem,whenever
certainoperationsareperformedonthosecomponentsofthe
space that Lrave certain semantics. such procedures may aug-

mentorreplacethestandardactionthatwouldbetakenby
the system in the given event. As well' users and applica-

tionprogramsmayinquiredirectlyaboutt'hesemanticsofa
particularcomponentofanmd_ntstructure,andtheymay

traverse the structure according to its semantics'

Examplesofdevelopmentactivitieswhichmightbeestab_

Iishedrinthemannerjusldiscussed'astheautomatedcon-

sequences of an md_nt space's declared semantics are: the
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recompilation of source code whenever a source file is modi-

fied,otwheneveranattemptismadetoloadanoutdated

executable; the propagation of sets of changes to a1l more

recent revisions of a file; and the checking out and check-

ing back in of a revision, from a space-efficient "archiVê"'

whenever the corresponding point of an md-nt space is

accessed. Note that a1I points of an md-nt space are

accessed and manipulated in a uniform fashion; any special

handling that is required for points that correspond to

revisions,o|foranyotherpoints,occursautomaticallyas
a consequence of the points' semantics'

Chapter5alsocontrastedtheapproachthatisadopted
hereforsemantics,totheapproachesthathavebeenadopted
in other areas. This thesis emproys extensibte dynamic dec-

rarative semantics for md-nt spacesr where an md-nt space is

regardedasarepresentationofthedevelopmentalaspectsof
a system. semantic data modelling systems employ closed

staticdeclarativesemanticsforschemata,whereaschemais
regardedasarepresentationofthetaxonomicaspectsofthe
enterprise being modeIled. Advanced data manipulation sys-

tems employ procedural semantics for arbitrary data struc-

tures,wheresuchstructuresareregardedasrepresentations
of arbitrary aspects of arbitrary enterprises. Programming

systems employ definitive semantics for program source'

where such source is regarded as a representabion of compu-

tational actions to be Performed'
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Chapter 6 proposed specific structure

md-nl spaces being used to organize the

development project environment'

and

files

semantics for

of a software

The fundamental basis that vras suggested incorporates

dimensionsthatreflect:Lhemodu]etowhichapointcorre-

sponds, the phase or form of representation to which a point

corresponds, the system release to which a point corre-

sponds, and the module-specific revision to which a point

corresponds.

Dependencymanagementanddirectionofrecompilationare

facilitated by semantic attributes such aS 'contains' ,

, uses, , , defiD€sr r ' implements' , and 'time-stâñPt , which can

be attachecl to segments and classifications of the module'

phase, and revision axes. History maintenance is facilitat_

ed by attributes such as 'built from' and 'built by' for

segments of the axis of a virtual dimension defined over the

'module' and 'revision' dimensions' Revision control is

facilitated by attributes such as 'revision, , 'diversion' ,

'incorporatiorl', and 'retraction" for segments of the revi-

sionaxis.Configurationmanagementisfacilitatedby
attributes such as 'select i: j-of-N children' for classifi-

cationsattherootofaxesorsub_axesofdimensionswhich
reflectvariation.Theseandanumberofothersoftware

development concerns were discussed throughout chapter 6'
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Finally, chapter 7 described a preliminary prototype

implernentation of orthogonal md-nt f ile spaces' and summa-

rizedtherelativemeritsofmd_ntspacesforsoftware

development environments. chapter 7 also considered al-ter-

native perspectives on the notion of md-nt spaces, and sug-

gested directions for further research'

8.2 CONCLUSTONS

Itisclearthatcurrentorganízar-ionsforsoftware

development environments are inadequate' Further' advances

in the area of envíronment organization are necessary in

order to achieve advances in the functions of an environ-

ment, and advances in the development process itself '

The work described by this dissertation demonstrates that

theoretic results, including the definition of more elabo-

rate structures, and the formalization of semantics, can be

employed effectively towards this end'

Initialexperiencesuggeststhatthemd-ntfileSpace

organization can be a powerful and effective component of an

integrated development project environment. This organiza-

tion capitalizes on the multidimensional nature of, and the

considerable degree of orthogonalit'y which is present in'

the f iIe spaces of most large development' projects' How-

ever, most such file spaces also include some dependencies'

More work iS required on the handling of these dependencies
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ln a

v¡ork

uni form

of md-nt

and straightforward fashion within the frame-

spaces.

ThemajorcontribuLionsofthisresearchare!aformal

high-Ievet organization for previously ad-hoc collections of

files;apowerfulmeansofviewingandmanipulatingthese
files; the formalization of semantics of file system struc-

tures;t'heautomationofconsequencesofsuchsemanticsiand
the integratíon of traditionally distinct areas such as pri-

mary file system structure, version control, and configura-

tion management. These advances are applicable in software

development,aswellasinotherareassuchasdocument
preparat,ion, VLSI design, and graphics generation'
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APPendix A

A SAMPLE FILE MANIPULATION SESSION

This appendix briefly illustrates a vray

points of an md-nt space míght be manipulated

like IFerch et al. 1982] environment'

in which t,he

in a MANTES-

Note! t*, is used as a "wildcard" pattern rather than a5

a symbolic reference to the current file or record, 'ì ' is

usedasadelimiterofcoordinatesinpointidentifiers
rather than as a command separator, t-*r is used tc intro-

duce comments, and , . ' is used to mean ''et cetera''.

Text entered by the user is in lowercase'

display-axis dim=module

COMPI LER
SCANNER
PARSER

SYMMGR
TREEMGR

CODER

di splay-axi s dim=version

TOP

c
c

c

1

2
2.1
2,2
2,3

3
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C:

C:

use projection=module' version
causes version within module for
display, and module coordinate
before version coordinate for
file ídentifiers

display f= lcompiter ;topl
COMPI LER

TOP

3

SCANNER
TOP

PÀRSER
TOP

SYMMGR

TREEMGR

CODER
,.

1

2
,
I

,
,
I

,

,

,
I

I

ì
,

3

,
I

I

I

I

I

I

2
2
2

1

2

1

2

1

2
3

3

1

2
3

2
2
2

¿.1
2.2
2.3

I

,'
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C: use pro ject ion=version rmodule
display top;comPiler

TOP
,
I

¡

,
,
,

COMPT LER
SCANNER
PARSER

SYMMGR
TREEMGR

CODER
1

¡

f

I

,
,
I

COMPI LER
SCANNER
PARSER

SYMMGR
TREEMGR

CODER
2

3

2 1

,
2

2.3

2

,
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C: use
use

projection=module
i= lñtoa"le icurrent i versron : *]

nole I each coordinate of
designator is defaulted
overridden seParalelY

a f ile
or

C: display comPiler

COMPI LER
SCÀNNER
PARSER

SYMMGR
TREEMGR

CODER

C: transfer symmgr under Scanner
moves the file for module
under the file for module
(rather than the file for
parser) FoR EACH version

C: use f=version:3
restrict oPerations to the slice
with versiòn coordinate '3'
(rather than all versions)
after coder
just for version 3

i=." the disPlaY below)

back to dealing with aLl versions

C: create oPtimizer

c
by default

create parser;,r.tãi on¡2.1 .1 under parser; version:2.1

symmgr
scanner
module

C: use f=version:*
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C: use projection=module,version
C: display compileritop

COMPI LER
TOP

SCANNER
TOP

3
SVMMGR

TOP

3

PARSER
TOP

1

2
2,1
2.2
2.3

3

1

2
2.1
2.2
2.3

1

2

2.1
2.2
2.3

1

2
3

1

2

2
2
2

2.1
2.2
2.3

1

2
2.1

2.1 .1
2.2
2.3

TREEMGR

CODER

OPTIMI ZER
I

3

TOP

J

TOP
1

2

3

3
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C: use f=[module:symmgr;
ð; use Projection=version
C: disPlaY toP i.e.

version: current]

the versions of symmgr

TOP

t
J

C: l-ist version¡3 f'îrst/2
*PROCESS;

SYMMGR: PROC OPTIONS(MATN) ;

t ).rst/2

PROC OPTIONS(MÀIN) ;

first bY='01

1

2
2
2
2

1

2
?

1

2

C: Iist version¡1
*PROCESS;

SYMMGR:

C: after version:1

.ol
,02
.03
.04
.05

c

.or
,02
.03

C: Iist

.01

.02

.03

1

2

1

1

1

I

1
.1

*PROCESS;
n-&*^At - symbol table manager package

routines exPorted;
addsym( .

delsym( .

*
*
*
*

1 .28

tist version:1 f.irst/4
*PROCESS;
7;-ã;Io,rcn - sYMBoL rABLE MÀNAGER PÀcKÀGE

*
* ROUTINES EXPORTED:

version:3 f.írst/4

1

1

1

1

'1

'1

1

1

'kPROCESS;
7;-ðtM¡dón - sYMBoL TABLE MANAGER PACKAGE

*
* ROUTINES EXPORTED:

(ttre changes which inserted 1 '01 :1'28
;;;; propãgated to all subsequent
versiãns- aà a result of the
;;;;ision-of" semantic being
uãio"iated with axes of the

"ãtsion dimension)
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novr' assuming a somewhat larger space
di splay-axi s ¿i¡¡=Phase

TOP
SPECS

DFD
sRc

DCLS
BODY

INTERM
SYMTAB
OBJCODE

TÀRGET
LOAÐ

DOCN
PGM_GUTDE
USER-REF

display axis dim=host

TOP
MOTOROLAt 

,roo
68 01
6809

)a
JL

68000
68010
68020

INTEL
I

8080
8085

16
8088
I 086

32
432

Z I I,OG
I

32
280

28000

c
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c
c

use project ion=module'host, phase
display f= [module¡ symmgr ;

host : (motorõLa,zilog)' 8' * i
Phase:src.*] dePth=0

SYMMGR; MOTOROLÀ. 8. 6800 ; SRC.DCLS
BODY

6801; SRc.DCLS
BODY

6809; SRC.DCLS
BODY

zILOG.8.z80; SRC.DCLS
BODY

c
c
c

use f= [phase: src . *; host:68000]
use pro ject ion=module, Phase
dispiay- f= [Parser. *]

PARSER
; SRC
I

,
TREEMGR

; SRC
I

,

DCLS
BODY

DCLS
BODY

C: scan lparser;dclsl f:l 'fixed bin'

C: off
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REX

Àppendix B

''RATIONAL EXTENDED REGULAR EXPRESSIONS''

This appendix describes 'rREX'r â regular expression lan-

guage. Section one introduces the general notion of regular

expressions. Section lwo describes the use of regular

expressions for designating the points of an md-nt space.

Section three briefly diScusses the motivation for, and the

philosophy underlying, the design of REX. Section four

defines a simple subset of REX that affords ease of use for

Iess complex tasks. Section five defines the fuI1 language.

Finally, Section six presents a grammar for REX, and Section

seven discusses lexical considerations in the entry of REX

expressions.

8.1 INTRODUCTION

REX is a rational meta-language for writing extended reg-

ular expressíons. REX $tas designed by the author of this

dissertation, particularty for use in designating the points

of an md-nt space, but also for more general applications

within development project environments.

A regular expression is a string of characters and opera-

tors which constitutes a "one-line grammar".
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For example, the expression

par ser . ?mgr ; v1 
-5 ; Pascal

describes all strings consisting of the string 'parser.' ,

followed immediately by an (almost) arbitrary string of

characters, followed immediately by the string

'mgr;v1-5;pascal' .

Examples of such st'r ings inc lude:

pa¡: ser . treemgr ; v1 
-5 ; Pascal

par ser . symmgr; v1 
-5 i PascaI

Regular expressions are

and the strings described

to "match" or "be matched

undirected relationshiP) .

often referred to as "Patterns",

by a regular expression are said

by" t.he pattern (matching is an

Regular expressions are typically used to describe the

general form of each of a set of strings of interest. Exam-

ples of strings of interest are: those lines of a file to be

affected by a particular editing operation, or a selection

of names of files to be affected by a particular file manip-

ulation operation.
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8.2 PAT F MD- P

AsdiscussedinChapter4,patternsareusedforsefec_

tion of points from an md-nt space. Points of the space are

enumeratedtoproduceasequenceofpointidentifiers.3s
Then,treatingtheidentifierSasstrings,thosepoints
whose identifíers match a given pattern are select'ed'

Notethatforthisapplication,itisrequiredthatthe
given pattern be matched by an entire string' A substring

that matches the given pattern is not sufficient to cause a

sLring to be selected'3e

Regular expressions can be used for generation of strings

aswellasforrecognition.Thatis,aswellaSexamining
each of a given set of strings and determining whether or

not it is described by a given regular expression, one could

simply generate every possible string of which a given regu-

lar expression would be a description.ao For example, given

the Pattern

38

39

The synt.ax of a Point ident
3. Note that for Purposes
ers are generated vrithout
iiãt". õr,u imPlicit orderi
an identifier is that of
dimensions for the flatten
part of thç "current view"

ifier was described in Chapter-ãt-selection, Point identif i-
the optional dimension identi-
;g of the coordinate values in
trtu order i ng of Lhe sPace ' s

inq which is incorPorated as
at the user interface.

Thus, the pattern.may be reqarded as implicitly being
surrounded by-;;;;--("i'-i"tt, âs discussed in a subsequent
section, match inã åliing separator character)'

For practical ?ppfiç"!ions, special consideration is
rãã"iiåã- in Aãariãõ-ttitr"'wiidcard" constructions'
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compi ler . par ser ..( symmgr, t reemgr, treemgr . elem, \- 
\tieemgr.comp; impl ;1 .21)

the strings
compiler.parser. symmgr; impl ;1 .21
comþi ler.parser . treemgr ; impl ¡ 1 .21
comþiler.parser. treemgr.elem; impl ; 1 .21
comþiler.parser. treemgr.comp; impl ¡ 1 .21

would be generated.

Generation could be employed for the creation of s|ruc-

ture in an md-nt space. An example of such use is the con-

struction of pathnames of new classifications to be created

along t.he axis of some dimension of an md-nt space' as in:

8.3 ÐESTGN PHILOSOPHY

The UNIX regular expression languages (sh, ed, sed, awk,

Iex) [eett 1984] constitute an extremely powerful and effec-

tive facility. Unfortunately, as well as extending the pov¡-

er of a preceding language (ttre languages are listed above,

in order from least powerful to most povrerful), each lan-

guage tends to adopt a slightly different approach to speci-

fying regular expressions (..g. context in ed using '\(' and

'\)' vs. right context in lex using '/'). In some cases'

features of a preceding language are omitted, or an operalor

is assigned a meaning which conflicts with its meaning in a

preceding language (e.g. '*' in sh vs' '*' in ed)'
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REX aLtempts tO retain the effectiveness of the

uNIX regular expression languages, while casting

more palatable form. This is accomplished by:

unifyingthecapabilitieswhicharepresentin
ious "alter-Ianguages" into one general "fully

language

providing a more

less convoluted)

rat ional

and tnore

(more natural

general set a,

various

it in a

the var-

endowedt'

l-ess cryptic,

ope rat or s

extending conventional regular expressions by allOwing

them to include specification of context (fixed-bounded

matching across lines, as r+eI1 as contextual references

within expressions )

designating a single "limited" sub-language for use by

novices and in situations where the povrer (and associ-

ated intricacies) of the futl language are not required

using the limited language by default

allowing the

guage at any

user to explicitly shift to the full lan-

point within the expression.

It is intended that the single language be sufficiently

powerful that it can be used by aLl apptications r+hich

require pattern matching.

IngeneralrâDefforthasbeenmadetoensure

simplest "specification tasks" are lhe easiest to

thaL the

perform.
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Successively more sophisticated tasks

more complex expressions. This enabLes

just the essentials, and to gradually

endeavor.

requl re

a user

expand

appropriately

to begin with

their realm of

Because the language is cleaner, it can be learned more

quickly. As wel1, a given specification task can be accom-

plished with l-ess ef fort and sophist.ication. Conversely, a

wider range of tasks can be accomplished with a given degree

of ef fort and sophi st icat ion .

8"4 THE LTMÏTED PÀTTERN LANGUAGE

The limited pattern language is a subset of the "fuIl"

frattern language. The limited language is intended to be

relatively straightforward, Yet sufficiently powerful for

many common specification tasks (and most of a less sophis-

ticated user I s requirements) .

Patterns are built up (recursively) by combining simpler

patterns using various operators. Rules are given below,

that describe the "operators" which are used to combine sirn-

pler patternS into more complex ones. In each casef a means

of composing a more complex pattern is illustrated, followed

by a description of the meaning of the resulting pattern, âS

well as Some examples. The conventions which are used in

writing Lhese illustrations are:
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,s, and 't' represent simple (possibly empty) strings

of characters

'c t represents a single character

x and v represent arbitrarY Patterns

other characters are operators which are used to com-

bine patterns

r->r is used in Lhe description to indicate a line that

matches the given pattern (ttre line- or string- segment

that matches the pattern or operator of interest is

underlined)

Pat te rn Description

"string"S

the simplest Pattern is simPlY

characters

it simply matches the given string

e.g. t,he the dog has fleas
wfrat aie they doing?
mother always told me. . .

"bounded string wildcard"

matches the

arbi t ra ry

a str ing of

?

shortest. string consisting of an

number of arbitrarY characters

2s3



(except , i ] and the "record separator" char-

acters), that will allow success of the overall
(enclosing) pattern

€.9. a?al ->
NOT

pars . ?a1 ; v'1 _5 ; pascal

but not:
pars. tmqr. locaI ;v1 _5 ;pascal

- ?? and ??? are similar to ?, They differ only

in the set of characters that they will NOT

match, ? r âs indicated above, matches arbi-

trary characters except . î ] and the record

separator. ?? matches arbitrary characters

except ì ) and the record separator. ???

matches arbitrary characters except ] and the

record separator.

. g. pars . ? ?a1; v.1-5 i pascal

but not:

pars . ? ? ? aI; v1 
-5 ; 

pascal

t'concatenat i on "

e

xy

matches any string which consists

which matches xt immediately

string which maLches y

of: a string
followed by a
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in the first example shown above for '?' ' the

pattern 'a?a1' actually consists of 3 concat-

enated sub-patterns: the (simpte) pattern'a'

concatenated with the patLern '?' concatenated

with the Pattern 'aI'

Lhe string 'analytical' is actually matched in

3 steps: the first 'a' matches the pattern '4"

the following 'n' matches the pattern '?" and

the following 'aI' matches the pattern 'al'

XrY "alternation"

(x)

matches either: a string which matches x' or a

string which matches Y

g. parsrlex ->e

" g roupi ng "

matches a string which matches x

used primarily for grouping, and to override

operators'precedence(whichisdiscussed
below )

e.g. md(parsrlexrtree) (.c'obj,'exe)

-> mdpars.c
-> mdpars.obj
-> mdpars.exe
-> mdlex.c-' *u1:i.exe
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x-y

x:y

"exclusion"

matches

does NOT

e.g

but

e

mdpar s . c-
mdpars.obi

not:
mdpars. exe

any string that DOES match x but that

match y

mdpars. (?-exe)

"positional inclusion"

matches aII characters of any line which is

found between the last line containing a slring

which matches x, and the first line containing

a string which maLches y (inclusive)

g. (mdpar sìv1 -2; 
c ) : (mdpars; v1 

-3; 
exe )

mdpars;v1-1;c
mdpars;v1-1;obj
mdpars;v1-'1 ;exe
mdpar s¡v1 -2¡cmdpars;v1-2;obj
mdpars; v'1-2; exe
mdpars i v1 

-3 ; c
mdpars;v1-3;obj
mdpars;v1-3;exe
mdpars;v1-4;c
mdpars; v1 

-4 ; obj
mdpars;v1 -4 i 

exe

As with arithmetic expressions, ambiguities may

concerning the order in which the "operators" apply, âs

parsre?f

(i.e. is alternation of 'pars' with'e' applied before

catenation with '?'' and 'f '?).

arlse

tn
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As s¡ith arithmetic expressions' there exists a notion of

"operator precedence" tO diSambiguate Such situationS, âS

well as parentheses to override the precedence as required.

The ranking of the operators (from highest to lowest prece-

dence) is:
?Orrrjuxtaposition"(concatenation)|i

For example,

parsre?f

is equivalent to

pars, (e?f )

The alternative
(pars,e)?f

interpretation is:

pars. sym
eiffel

parsfil
eiffel

is t'completett

capabilities

The

v ides

Ianguage

of the

but not:

8.5 THE FU RN LA

The use of patterns for point selection, the Iimited pat-

tern language, and operator precedence $¡ere aIl described in

the previous section. This section describes the "ful1"

pattern language. This language is intended to be suffi-

ciently powerful that it can be used by all applications

that require Pattern matching.

f ul1

aIl

in the sense that

of convent ional

it pro-

regular
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expressions. As we11, conventional regular expressions

extended by by allowing them to include specification

context (fixed-bounded matching across lines, âS weII

contextual references within expressions) '

are

of

as

The organization of the following descriplions, and the

conventions which were used in writing them' are the same as

t.hose which were used in the previous section'

As well:

'it and

usually:

' j' represent simple strings of characters '

a string of digits

,a, represents a simple string of characters, usually:

a stri.ng of letters

Pattern

s

?

x]¡

XtY

(x)

x-y

x:y

Description

"simple string"

"bounded string wildcard"

"concatenation"

"alternation"
t'groupingt'

t'exc lus i ontt

"positional inclusion"

i . e . the ent i re I imi ted language '
foIIowíng

"unbounded rePet it ion"¡rk
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matches the longest sequence of 0 or

strings, each of which matches x' Lhat

alIow success of the overall (enclosing)

te rn

if i > j then the longest seguence that

aIIow success of the overall (enclosing)

tern is used

if i < j then the shortest sequence that

aIIow success of the overall (enclosing)

tern is used

a value of r*r

"infinity"

for either i or j rePresents

any of I j and I ttct may be omitted

the default for i is 1

the default for j is the value of i

more

will
pat-

equivalent to 'x{*-0}'

xIi-j"a] "bounded repetition (and marking) "

matches a sequence of between i and j strings

( inclusive) , each of which matches x ' and

,,marks,, the matched seguence with the mark 'c'

for purposes of later contextual references

wiIl
pat-

will
pat-
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the default for a is the number of this occur-

rence of { }

note that ¡çrk

abbreviat ion

(described earlier) is simPlY an

for x {*-O }

c

nole that an arbitrary sub-pattern may simply

be marked for purposes of later contextual ref-

erences (see next) by (... ) {"mark}

"contextual referencet'

matches the string which was matched earlier by

the sub-pattern PreviouslY
(erb) ["x]it "xlot

marked with ttc

lexicographically

letters and digíts

ê.9

but

Bir
bir

not:
Bir,
bir

Blot.
blot
blot
Blot

s=t "lexical inclusion"

matches a string which is

between s and t inclusive

e . g. (a=z ,0=9 ) *

_-(a=z) -> any single character
(excePt a letter)

(a=c) (0=1 ) generates
a0 a1 b0 b1 c0 c1

s and t must, be simple strings of equal length
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( someday: )

allow arbit,rary patterns x and y in place

of strings s and I

at least one

Iength

of x and Y must be of fixed

if both are of fixed length: they must be

of equal length

$

match: only strings of the given Iength

generate: only strings of Lhe given length

"record seParator"

if one is of arbitrarY

is fixed to be of equal

matches the (possibly fictitious)

which separates one record (or

"string") from the next

length: the other

length

cha rac te r

ttl i nett or

note: $ may be used at either end of a pattern

(dispensing with the need for separate "begin-

ning of record" and "end of record" fictitious

characters a Ia UNIX)

"arbitrary single character"
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malches any single character (except the record

separator )

note that the inclusion of '-' in patterns by

unsuspecting users (e.g' pars;v1-5;c ) may

occasionally produce unexpected results' but'

most often will harmlessly produce the desired

result

see the discussion below

removing of an oPerator

mean i ng

regarding forcing or

character' s sPec ial

x?y

x??y

x???y

x?'ti

x?*c "bounded string wildcard"

- matches the shortest string, consisting of an

arbitrary number of (almost) arbitrary charac-

ters, that wi l1 allow success of the overal'l

(enclosing) Pattern

lhe parlicular form of pattern (and the appli-

cation) determíne exactly which characters can-

not be included in the matched string i'e'

which characters prevent the pattern from

matching any farther along the string

for filename matching:
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r?y allows any character excePt ì ] $

i.e. the matched string must be wholly

contained within one segname of a comp-

name

e.g. pars?;v1-5 will match parser;v1-5

but not parser.treemgr;v1-5

simply an abbrev. for:

x--( ',ì 'f '$) {0-*}Y

alIows any character excePt ; ] $

i.e. the matched string may span a

compname

ê.9. pars??¡v1-5 wiII match parser;v1-5

and parser.treemgr;v1-5 but not par-

ser.treemgrivax;v1-5

simpty an abbrev. f or: x-- (¡ ,f , $) {0-'t}y

allows any character except I $

i.e. the matched string may span an

entire pathname

€. g. pars??? ¡v1 -5 wi II match Par-

ser; v1 -5 and parser . treemgr; v1 -5 and

par ser . treemgr ; vax ; v1 
-5

simply an abbrev. f or: x*-(l,$) [0-'t]y

x?*1y same as 'x?y'

x?x2y same as 'x??y'

x??y

x???y
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x?*.y same as 'x?Y'

x?*;y same as 'x??y'

se rve s

ac tua I
simply to distinguish

"target" (or "object" )

context from the

st,ring

x>y

y<z

the general mechanism

based is:

upon which all this is

a hierarchy of "boundary" characters 15

specified, from lowest to highest "signif-

i canc e t'

e.g. for filename matching: ' ì I $

ê.Ç. for text matching: blank t ì : '

( ttri s should be user-alterable )

i ,?,s, or ?ti, or ?*c (c j.s the i'th

boundary char) causes the i'th and all

more significant boundary characters to be

d i sal lowed

"target delimitation"

matches a string which would match xy (or yz)

for purposes

operation on

of

the

applications which Perform some

matched string
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e.9

e.g. to remove the

between Iine 20 and

the word 'double' :

s/P"2Ozeo40) &(double) e (>reg íster<) //

change /depend>ecnt/a/
yields: dependant

word

line
'register' on anY Iine

40, and which contains

The following patterns deal with matching particular

"IineS" (or "recOrds" i.e. Strings Of characters cOntained

between two $'s) based on strings contained within the

Iines, or strings contained within surrounding Iines' when

t.he associated conditions are satisfied, these patterns may

be regarded as matching the entire line or lines (i.e. * ).

Pattern Desc r otíon

x&y "conjunction"

matches any line which contains a string (any-

where) that matches x, and which contains a

string (anywhere) that matches Y

xly "disjunction"

matches any line which contains a string (any-

where ) ttrat matches x, or which contains a

string (anywhere) that matches Y

!x tt l i ne exc lus i ontt
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matches any line which does not contain a

string (anywhere) Lhat matches x

"absolute line Positioning"

matches line number i

@a "symbolic Iine Positioning"

matches the indicated line

9oi

x+y

e.g. GNEXT @PREV GFIRST GLAST

(parent' youngest/eldest child/sibIing,

etc. are all handled as special segnames

"pathname normalization" )

"forward Iine relative positioning]'

matches the first Iine which contains

that matches Y ¡ following a line which

a string that matches x

'x+i' is treated speciaIlY, in that

treated simply as a number of lines to

rather than a Pattern

e.g. Pars;c+3 ->

taining 'pars;c'

home,

dur i ng

a str ing

contains

'i' is

advance,

one con-

to actually match a Iine containing '3' use

'x+(3)'
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to match

cessed use

the 3rd line of the set being Pro-
t x*9o3 t

x-y

x3y

the default for x in an interactive environment

should be the current Position

the default for y in an interactive environment

should be 1

"backward Iine relative posit'ioning"

matches the first line which contains a string

thal matches y, preceding a Iine which con-

tains a string that matches x

special cases and defaults as for 'x*Y'

"positional inclusion"

matches aII Iines between one which

string malching x, and one which

string matching y (inclusive)

note that 'x:y' is interpreted as 'x:x+Y'

contair¡s a

contains a

x:eo3 x: (3)
x:x-9o3 x:x-(3)

different meanings (see the descrip-

1.e.

x:3
x: x-3

all have

tion of 'x+y' )

defaults for x and y in an interactive environ-

ment should be GFIRST and GLAST (respectively)
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8.6 A G R FOR FULL PATTERN LANGU AGE

This section presents a grammar for REX' The grammar is

presented in order to formally define the syntax of REX'

including the relative priorities of the various "opera-

tors,'. The rules are given in the format of YACC iJohnson

and Lesk 1978), with earlier rules having greater prece-

dence. REx itself is clearly not regular'

It is anticipated that a fast deterministic "matching

algorithm" can be develoPed.

gofeft t+r r-r
eoleft'l'
golef t '&'e"right ' ! 'goleft t>r r<l
9¿1ef t ' ,'e"left BLANK
golef t r-t
eolef t '{'go1eft r*r
gof!oDâ5SOC I = |

e"right '?'
9"start range

o,o-'o'o

pat STR
'?'
tilt

'(t
pat
pat
pat

pat
pat
pat
pat
pat

paL
'! t cond

I t1)t I t1211
| ;. 

I

STR
')'
pat

Ì)

pat
I 

=l
l*l

'{'
I rl

I */

I

,
:

I

t
pa
pa
pa
pa
pa

:
1

t
t
t
t
t

['_' j ] [ 'r" a

e"Ptrec BLANK

cond
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I

i

I

,

I

,

cond t &t
cond 'l'

cond
cond

posn cond
'9o' STR
'G' STR
posn r+l
poSn r-r

pos
pos

n
n

range posn
posn

8.7 LEXTCAL CONSTDERÀTTONS

It seems most convenient to regard "character set shift-
ing" (or t'escapiDgt' , or "quoting" ¡ o! " inscaping" and t'out-

scaping") as being primarily Iexical in nature.

At the lexical level, the pabtern itself is regarded sim-

ply as a string of characters. A character which occurs in

a pattern may simply represent an occurrence of that charac-

Ler ín the string being matched (".g. the 'a' or 'b' of

'a?b'). This is a character's "normaI" meaning. Àlterna-

tively, a character which occurs in a pattern may represent

some standard pattern (e.g. the'?' of 'a?b'), or an "opera-

tor" for combining surrounding patterns into a more complex

one (e.g. the rrt of 'a-b'), or an occurrence of some unp-

rintable character (..g. the 't' of '!t'), These are a

character's "specia1" meaning. There are conslructs
("escape characters") that explicitly indicate which meaning

of a character is to be used.

posn
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For readability (and preservation of sanity), on termi-

nals which have a character highlighting capability (e.g'

underScore or reverse video), special characters are high-

lighted, normal characters are not highlighted, and escape

characters (which thus are redundant) are not displayed'

For convenience ì certain characters are

"specia1" unless otherwise indicated' other

assumed to be "normaf" by default '

assumed to be

characters are

language is in effect at the beginning of

and throughoul the pattern, except inside

Inside parentheses, the full language is in

The special meaning is always assumed for the "shift" (or

,,escape,,, or "guotaLion" ) characters \ ' and ! (unless

they,re affected by one of the constructs described below)'

For other characters, when the limited language is in

effect, the special meaning is assumed only for those char-

acters for which a special meaning is defined by the limited

Ianguage. The normal meaning is assumed otherwise.

when the full language j.s in effect, the special meaning

is assumed for all punctuation characters that have a spe-

cial meaning defined. The normal meaning is assumed for all

other characters.

The limited

every pattern 
'

parentheses.

ef f ect.
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The constructs described below are

indicate which meaning of a character is
used to explicitly

Lo be used.

Con st ruc t Description

ê.9

V

"outscape a string"

take the "normal" meaning

or "special" meaning) of

actersEXCEPT'\!

discard

. '(f

the 's

(not the "operator"

aII contained char-

num*1 0.0; ) '

which is displayed as
( f_num*1 0.0; )

is just a simple string of charac+-ers
in wtrictr ( - 

* and ) a1l have their
"normaL" meaning

" out scapett

take the "normal" meaning

or "special" meaning) of

lowing the \

discard the \

the t'operator"

character fol-

( not

the
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e.9

ttinscapett

take the

following

\(fLnurn\*lo.o;\)
which is displayed as

( f_num* 1 0.0; )

is just a string as described in the
previous example

..\t ...\'...'
which is displayed as

.. .\. . . ! . . . t . . .

is a simple string containing \ ! and

l¡

! Hhh

"specia1" meaning of the character

the !

discard the !

ê. g. abc ! tdet

which is displayed as
abc tde f

is a string containing a tab character

'a*b ! ?a-b'

which is displayed as
a*b?a b

is the string a*b followed by "arbs"
followed by the string a_b

" inscape hex"

take as the meaning of these 3 characters:

the ascii character whose internal represen-

tation is given by hh
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which is displayed as
abcH0 9de f

is a string containing a tab character
(on ÀSCII systems)

"inscape fuI1 language constructs"

e.g. abc !H09def

(as discussed

signi f icance

above, in

for grouping)

which is displayed as
1...v.1_59...1v1_69

includes two strin
underscores, the f.

must occur at the
the second string
bva$

addition to their
take the special

punctuation charac-

special meaning in

s which contain
rst string of which
nd of a line, and
f which is followed

meaning for all contained

ters defined as having a

the fuI1 language

e.e. ( . . .v1Lsç. . . )v1_6$

I
I
e
o
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